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Sydney is fortunate to host one of the world’s oldest, 
most celebrated and respected festivals of contemporary 
art. As we celebrate our 37th anniversary, the 17th edition 
is one of the most ambitious events ever staged by the 
Biennale of Sydney. 

THE BEAUTY OF DISTANCE: Songs of Survival in 
a Precarious Age presents more than 440 works by 166 
artists and collaborators from 36 countries – including 
new works by 67 artists created especially for Sydney.

Exhibiting works in seven venues by established and 
emerging artists from all over the world offers visitors 
an experience that challenges preconceived notions 
about the art of today. In this edition, more Australian 
artists than ever before exhibit alongside their 
international peers. 

Returning to the legendary Cockatoo Island, an island 
in the middle of Sydney Harbour that has by turns been 
a convict prison and a dockyard for shipbuilding and 
repair, the Biennale is presenting more than 50 site-
specific artists’ projects. 

We have made it easy for you to reach Cockatoo Island. 
Throughout the exhibition (12 May – 1 August) there 
is a free ferry service for the short trip, generously 
supported by The Balnaves Foundation and Etihad 
Airways. (See the ferry timetable on the back cover.)

The Biennale of Sydney exhibition and public programs 
are also presented free, thanks to the generous support 
of our partners, and grants from Australian and foreign 
governments, in addition to a network of visionary 
sponsors, benefactors and supporters. 

The maps in this Guide show you the location of 
the venues and we have listed their contact details 
and opening times. Most venues are open seven 
days a week and are within easy walking distance of 
each other. We encourage you to take the Vittoria 
Biennale ArtWalk – much of it along the harbour 
foreshore (see the map on pages 48–9).

Be sure not to miss unique opportunities to hear artists 
speak about their works and ideas during the opening 
week, as well as regular public events, talks and tours 
throughout the exhibition. 

For updates on Biennale artists, special events (including 
SuperDeluxe@Artspace), public transport tips or how to 
book a Mystery Tour on Cockatoo Island, please visit our 
website: www.bos17.com

I hope that visitors will be absorbed, challenged and 
inspired as they step into the many worlds of  
THE BEAUTY OF DISTANCE: Songs of Survival in a 
Precarious Age.

Marah Braye
chief executive officer
biennale of sydney
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If Louis Armstrong, the famous New Orleans jazzman, 
once said, ‘All music is folk music cuz I ain’t never heard 
no horse sing no song’, then, in the same way, ‘all art is 
folk art.’ Stereotypical rankings of power and periphery, 
developed and undeveloped, rich and poor, first people 
and colonisers, ‘fine’ art and ‘folk’ art are here turned 
on their heads in an exhibition in which the only 
discrimination is whether the art is any ‘good’.

The work in THE BEAUTY OF DISTANCE: Songs 
of Survival in a Precarious Age is made by people 
of all kinds and origins, and it’s certainly not aimed at 
horses. Contemporary art can be an expression of many 
things: a celebration of survival, resistance, freedom 
or intransigence in the face of threat, as well as of the 
joys and horrors of what it is to be alive. But it’s not an 
instruction manual or a tool for life, and it will not ‘tell’ 
you anything, particularly not what you should either 
think or feel about it or the world. Each art work stands 
alone, to be appreciated as a unique experience. 

This is the beauty of art as well as the beauty of 
distance. Distance allows us to be ourselves, despite 
the many capacities we share. We are all the same, 
but different, and it is our differences that make us – 
according to the circumstances – beautiful, terrifying, 
attractive, boring, sexy, unsettling, fascinating, 
challenging, funny, stimulating, horrific, or even 
many of these all at once. All this is underlaid by our 
essential similarity to each other, often much greater 
than many care to acknowledge.

More importantly, the idea of distance expresses the 
condition of art itself, which is to be of life, run parallel 
to life and sometimes to be about life. But for art to be 
art, it must maintain a distance from life because without 
this it has no authority. Art can reflect the sweetest 
or strongest of emotions and also represent the most 
threatening or traumatic events but, unlike in life, 
nobody gets hurt. And we do live at a time when our 
capacity for the destruction of both ourselves and nature 
seems to be unsurpassed.

This exhibition looks at a world undergoing fundamental 
change. Ever since the late 1700s, the power of the 
West has dominated the culture of this planet but it is 
now being seriously contested. Although we are not yet 
sure what will come in its place, with the distance of 
hindsight we are better able to understand the dark as 
well as the good sides of the European Enlightenment. 

What better place to do this than in Sydney – today an 
iconic modern city, ‘discovered’ by Enlightenment 
explorers in their search for knowledge, then converted 
by those that followed them into a penal colony. And 
what happened to the people who already lived here? 
They had even fewer rights than the prisoners … Here, 
their ‘songs of survival’ are accompanied by many others.

THE BEAUTY OF DISTANCE contains 
contemporary art of many origins, looking towards 
the future, but inevitably formed by different 
experiences of the past. How much have things really 
changed in our world of transformation? How does 
this art reflect the actual world? 

That is for you to both judge and discover in what 
I hope you will find is a beautiful, challenging and 
memorable Biennale.
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safety on the island

Cockatoo Island is a former industrial site. Children must be 
accompanied by an adult at all times. Visitors are requested to wear 
appropriate enclosed footwear and comply with all signage on the 
island. We ask that you mind your step and beware of hazards. Please do 
not walk backwards – there are occasional uneven surfaces, voids, trip 
hazards and cliffs. A number of buildings are darkened and require extra 
vigilance. Please take care at all times. There is no smoking in buildings 
on Cockatoo Island, and animals are not allowed.

a major venue of the biennale of 

sydney since 2008 

Cockatoo Island hosts 120 works by 56 artists
Just 20 minutes by  free ferry

from Circular Quay

This year 56 Biennale artists take over Cockatoo Island – the 
largest island in Sydney Harbour and Australia’s most unusual 

urban park. A former prison and shipyard, it retains many 
remnants from its past. Its convict-built prison buildings have 

been nominated for World Heritage listing.

Spend a few hours or a day exploring the exhibition at this 
wonderful location – bring a picnic or visit the island’s cafés. 

A free ferry service leaves hourly every weekday and every half 
hour on weekends, starting from 10 am from the Commissoner’s 

Steps outside the Museum of Contemporary Art. This shuttle 
service will return to Circular Quay from the island via Pier 2/3, 

Walsh Bay. Last departure: 5.30 pm. 

COCk ATOO ISlAND, SYDNEY HArBOUr 

access by free ferry
from commissioner’s steps, circular quay (outside mca) and Pier 2/3

see back cOver fOr ferry TimeTabLe 

Open DaiLy 10 am – 5 pm 

ph (02) 8969 2100 | www.cockatooisland.gov.au 
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kaDer aTTia
born 1970 in Paris, france
lives and works in berlin, germany

Kader Attia’s upbringing in a North 
African immigrant community, 
studies in Paris and Barcelona, 
and three years spent in Congo-
Brazzaville and Kinshasa have 
informed a practice that explores 
geography, history, gender, 
politics and philosophy. In Kasbah, 
he presents a microcosm of 
contemporary reality. The series of 
shanty town roofs collected by the 
artist, reflecting the conditions in 
which the majority of the world’s 
population lives, are installed 
at different angles to make a 
350-square-metre patchwork of 
corrugated iron, satellite dishes and 
other scrap materials. Visitors are 
invited to walk across them; but the 
difficulty of taking each cautious 
step over this uneven, variegated 
surface provokes a consideration 
of the successes and failures of 
the globalised economy and of the 
human ability to wrest a liveable 
existence from nothing. Walking 
tentatively over the work, one not 
only becomes part of it but also 
implicitly part of the economic and 
power matrix that creates these 
shanty towns.

kUTLUg aTaman
born 1961 in istanbul, Turkey
lives and works in istanbul

Kutlug Ataman is a celebrated 
filmmaker and contemporary artist 
known for works that interrogate the 
ways in which people create, adapt 
and rewrite their own identities. His 
accomplished films and installations 
document and examine the lives of 
marginalised individuals. Journey 
to the Moon (2009) forms part of 
Ataman’s recent eight-part series, 
Mesopotamian Dramaturgies, filmed 
in the rural region formerly known 
as Northern Mesopotamia. For this 
work, the artist has ‘documented’ 
a rumour about a small village 
in Eastern Turkey, four of whose 
inhabitants, at some time during 
the late 1950s, attempt to go to the 
moon using the tower of the local 
minaret as a rocket. The black-
and-white found photographs that 
document this mythic ‘event’ are 
projected alongside interviews 
in which a panel of established 
Turkish intellectuals, scientists 
and journalists comment on the 
story through the lens of their own 
academic disciplines. In this, the 
lines between reality and fiction 
are blurred to underscore the often 
constructed nature of history.

aDeL abiDin
born 1973 in baghdad, iraq
lives and works in helsinki, finland

Adel Abidin studied at the Academy 
of Fine Arts in Baghdad before 
moving to Helsinki, Finland in 
2000. Having started his career 
as a painter, he began to work with 
video and completed an MFA in 
New Media at Helsinki’s Academy of 
Fine Arts in 2005. Adding sculpture 
and installation to his repertoire, 
Abidin uses humour and irony to 
look at themes of cultural identity, 
marginalisation, nationalism, war, 
terror and heroism, surveying 
different experiences of living in 
a conflicted and precarious world. 
Une Souris Verte / Green Mouse (2008) 
takes its point of departure from a 
French children’s song of the same 
title. The lyrics tell the story of a 
child who brings a small mouse to 
show an adult, who in turn plunges 
it into boiling water, following 
which the mouse turns into a snail. 
The theme of violent transformation 
inherent in this song is translated 
by Abidin into a video that reflects 
upon a world anaesthetised by 
universal, unopposed acts of 
violence and terrorism. 

brook andrew 
working image for Jumping Castle War Memorial | 2010 
courtesy the artist and Tolarno galleries, Melbourne 
This work has been made possible through the support of 
deTached, hobart in partnership with the university of 
Queensland art Museum and urban art Projects

brOOk anDreW 
born 1970 in sydney, australia
lives and works in Melbourne, australia

In his photographs, screen prints, 
neon text pieces, videos, sculptures 
and museum installations, Brook 
Andrew looks into the causes and 
effects of the inequalities between 
Australia’s original inhabitants, 
and its more recent settlers.He 
inserts the culture and motifs of 
his Wiradjuri heritage into many 
of his works while incorporating 
a diversity of references that 
include the media, politics, popular 
culture, nationalism, and colonial 
and anthropological histories. A 
contemporary war memorial titled 
Jumping Castle War Memorial (2010) is 
a seven-metre-wide ‘bouncy castle’, 
designed as if it were an attraction 
for children. But it is presented with 
a catch: only adults over 16 will be 
allowed to jump on it. On closer 
examination, we see that its plastic-
enclosed turrets contain skulls that 
represent those often forgotten 
peoples who were the victims of 
genocide worldwide. The diamond 
black and white pattern references 
Wiradjuri culture and represents the 
experience of cultural amnesia and 
hypnosis. The question is posed: to 
jump or not to jump? 

adel abidin 
Une Souris Verte / Green Mouse | 2008 
courtesy the artist 

kutlug ataman 
Mesopotamian Dramaturgies / Journey to the Moon | 2009 
courtesy the artist and francesca Minini, Milan

aes+f
Tatiana arzamasova (b. 1955) 
lev evzovich (b. 1958) 
evgeny svyatsky (b. 1957)  
vladimir fridkes (b. 1956)
live and work in Moscow, russia

Russian collective AES+F produce 
large-scale digital video installations 
as well as photographic and 
sculptural works. Since 1987, AES+F 
have interwoven imagery relating 
to modern technology, Hollywood 
cinema, fashion photography, 
advertising, death, religion, the 
British Royal Family, mass media, 
popular culture and youth obsession 
throughout their work. They 
create hybrid worlds populated 
by strange mythic creatures that, 
from seemingly Olympian heights, 
touch on such worldly issues as 
consumerism, terrorism, and 
the gap between rich and poor. 
The Feast of Trimalchio is a nine-
channel animation of over 75,000 
photographs. With panoramic, 
immersive, sumptuous colour and 
a loud symphonic soundtrack, it 
depicts a contemporary version of 
a famous scene from Petronius’s 
Satyricon. In this neo-Brechtian 
twenty-first-century version, an 
orgy of consumerism reflects on the 
contemporary state of both Russia 
and the world.  

aes+f 
The Feast of Trimalchio | 2009  
courtesy the artists; Triumph gallery, Moscow; and Multimedia art 
Museum, Moscow 
The presentation of this project was made possible through the 
generous support of the andrew cameron family foundation 

kader attia 
Kasbah | 2010 
courtesy the artist; galerie christian nagel, cologne and berlin; 
and galerie krinzinger, vienna 
Photograph: françois fernandez
This project was made possible through the generous support 
of The keir foundation

◊ cockatoo island artists ◊ ◊ cockatoo island artists ◊

rOGer baLLen
born 1950 in new york, usa
lives and works in Johannesburg, south africa 

Roger Ballen gained a degree in 
psychology before travelling the 
world. After six years abroad, 
he completed a PhD in Mineral 
Economics and established himself 
as a geologist and mining consultant 
in Johannesburg, South Africa 
in 1982; this work steered him 
toward the fringe communities 
of South Africa and it was here, 
in the poorest rural villages or 
dorps, he began taking traditional 
documentary photographs. Ballen 
has gone on to amass a large body of 
photographic works that record the 
human faces of this vanishing world; 
their strangeness, marginalisation 
and underlying violence evoking 
the work of Diane Arbus. Part-
photojournalist, part-stage director, 
Ballen arranges artefacts, found 
objects and animals into unique 
compositions that coexist with 
his human subjects. In dishevelled 
surrounds, children and adults 
adopt darkly humorous poses. 
The scenes manipulate reality and 
fiction, where both inanimate and 
animate subjects play out strange, 
incoherent dramas for the benefit 
of Ballen’s lens.

roger ballen 
Head inside shirt, 2001 
courtesy the artist and stills gallery, sydney
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JOTa casTrO
born 1965 in yurimaguas, Peru
lives and works in brussels, belgium

Jota Castro, a Peruvian-born artist, 
left his career in diplomacy in 
the late 1990s to devote himself 
wholly to art. Today, the raw truth 
of Castro’s art reveals a political 
activist at work, seeking to expose 
what he regards as the unbalanced 
mechanisms that exist in society. 
Presidenzia Italiana 2/07/03 (2003) is 
a six-minute video referencing the 
notorious exchange between Italian 
Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi 
and the German socialist Martin 
Schulz at the European Parliament in 
Strasbourg, during which Berlusconi 
famously suggested that Schulz 
would be perfectly cast and better 
suited as a Nazi concentration camp 
guard in a forthcoming film. This 
exchange has been absurdly scored 
by Castro as if it were an eighteenth-
century Italian comic opera sung by 
French soprano Maud Gnidzaz. Jota 
Castro’s critical artistic practice, 
biting and humorous in turns, seeks 
to expose, criticise and break down 
oppressive and exploitative political 
and social structures. 

DanieL crOOks 
born 1973 in hastings, new zealand
lives and works in Melbourne, australia

Daniel Crooks’ ‘time-slice’ videos 
and photo projects since 1999 
manipulate elements of digital video 
and imagery, breaking up the flows 
of real time and space experienced 
in conventional film and video into 
fluid, reassembled presentations 
of reality. Crooks premieres a new 
video, Static No. 12 (seek stillness in 
movement) (2009–10), on Cockatoo 
Island, which takes as its subject 
the slow and graceful movements 
of a man he filmed randomly taking 
tai chi exercise in a Shanghai 
park. Crooks’ study of this gentle 
martial art is a meditation on the 
movements themselves, and the 
sequence of tai chi forms appear and 
disappear in a molten assemblage of 
attenuated body parts. The body’s 
movement spreads horizontally 
across the frame and the viewer 
becomes astonishingly aware of the 
entire span of the practitioner’s 
compelling routine, all at once, 
compressed into single moments 
and expanded across time. 

caO fei
born 1978 in guangzhou, china
lives and works in beijing, china

Cao Fei is a young new media artist 
from southern China who, born 
after the Cultural Revolution, 
grew up in the media-saturated 
environment of a rapidly changing 
society. Here she absorbed a host of 
new entertainment sources – from 
MTV, to consumer advertising, 
to Japanese anime. Her work 
evokes countless possibilities for 
social transformation in the most 
pressured of urban environments. 
For some years she has worked on 
a large chaotic project called RMB 
City (in reference to the Chinese 
unit of currency) that exists both 
in art installations and online in 
Second Life. The animated video, 
People’s Limbo (2009), is part of this, 
showing an imaginary confrontation 
between the personalities (and 
ideologies) of Karl Marx, Mao 
Zedong, the ancient sage Lao 
Tsu, and Lehman Brothers. In this 
meeting, the parties discuss money, 
power and the futuristic present. 
In this concise and humorous 
work, that has the appearance of a 
computer game, Cao Fei captures 
the sceptical perspectives of her 
generation. 

cai GUO-QianG
born 1957 in Quanzhou city, china
lives and works in new york, usa

Cai Guo-Qiang has a history of 
making works of extraordinary 
beauty from violent beginnings; 
most famously using gunpowder, 
fireworks and explosions. Of his 
sculptural installations, Cai’s 
Inopportune: Stage One (2004) is 
one of the most challenging and 
spectacular. The installation of 
nine cars appears arrested in an 
animated sequence of explosion; 
each identical white vehicle frozen 
in an arc of detonation, blast, 
launch, tumbling, gravitational 
return, and rest. The cars are 
pierced with pulsing rods of light 
that simultaneously suspend the 
cars like wings and penetrate 
them like blades, signifying a 
coexisting violence and beauty. This 
work, along with a related video 
installation Illusion (2004), showing 
a car that appears to blow up while 
ghosting through New York’s Times 
Square, dominates the vast Turbine 
Hall on Cockatoo Island.

JOnaTHan barnbrOOk 
born 1966 in luton, england
lives and works in london, england

Since graduating in graphic design 
from St Martin’s School of Art 
and the Royal College of Art in 
London, Jonathan Barnbrook has 
developed a multifaceted practice 
that includes activism, graphic 
design, typeface design, industrial 
design and motion graphics. He 
has become one of the leading 
typographic designers in the world, 
working from his own London-based 
studio. Barnbrook believes that 
design shapes the environment, 
changing the way we perceive things 
and informing our choices. In this 
sense, design is a ‘culturally valid 
form of expression’ with something 
to say. In marking this responsibility, 
Barnbrook has art directed for the 
anti-corporate collective Adbusters. 
For the Biennale, he has created a 
series of challenging site-specific 
typographic phrases on vinyl, 
entitled A Cock or Two (2010), to 
appear across Cockatoo Island. 
Barnbrook has been commissioned 
to create an expansive visual identity 
for the 17th Biennale of Sydney, 
including the catalogue.
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cai guo-Qiang 
Inopportune: Stage One | 2004 (detail)
collection of seattle art Museum, gift of robert M. arnold, in 
honour of the 75th anniversary of the seattle art Museum, 2006 
courtesy cai studio 
Photograph: hiro ihara 
The presentation of this project was made possible with 
assistance from shiseido 

daniel crooks 
Static No.12 (seek stillness in movement) | 2009–10  
courtesy the artist and anna schwartz gallery 
copyright © daniel crooks 2009

cao fei 
people’s Limbo | 2009 
courtesy rMb city © 2009 
rMb city Project is developed by cao fei (sl: china Tracy) and 
vitamin creative space 
facilitator: uli sigg (sl: ulisigg cisse) 
Public Presenter: serpentine gallery 

Jonathan barnbrook  
A Cock or Two | 2010  
courtesy the artist

Jota castro 
presidenzia Italiana 2/07/03 | 2003 
courtesy the artist and uplands gallery, Melbourne

aLeks DankO
born 1950 in adelaide, australia
lives and works in daylesford, australia

Aleks Danko is a conceptual 
artist whose work since the 1970s 
has utilised sardonic humour to 
interrogate the cultural and political 
landscape as well as the diasporic 
experience of colonial settlement. 
SOME CULTURAL MEDITATIONS 
1949–2010 is an ongoing work that 
starts out from cultural and personal 
memory. Danko has taken a cushion 
embroidered with a traditional 
Ukrainian design as a symbol of his 
family history – in 1949 his parents 
arrived in Australia as refugees; the 
cushion had been sewn collectively 
by women (including his mother) 
in a migrant hostel. In a series of 
gouache and pencil drawings, Danko 
has ‘remade’ a series of cushions 
in honour of parents’ cultural 
traditions. Each element in the 
installation presents a meditation 
on selfhood. The titles (Oh! Beautiful 
moonlit night) reference Ukrainian 
and Russian folk songs, also present 
in a soundtrack of seven traditional 
songs played by the Soviet Red Army 
Chorus and Band. 

aleks danko 
SOME CULTURAL MEDITATION, 1949–2010  
Your eyes are dark as night and clear as day | 2006    
courtesy the artist and sutton gallery, Melbourne
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Warren faHey anD
mic GrUcHy 
warren fahey: born 1946 in sydney, australia
Mic gruchy: born 1962 in bundaberg, australia
both live and work in sydney

Cultural and oral historian, 
folklorist, record producer, author 
and performer Warren Fahey (am) 
collaborates with Mic Gruchy, a 
video artist, film and documentary 
maker. In Damned Souls and Turning 
Wheels (2010), songs and ballads 
are set against projected images in 
an immense installation of image 
and sound that tells Cockatoo 
Island’s history in the voices of 
the people who experienced and 
made it. Engaging with the island’s 
history as a former imperial prison, 
maritime port and dockyard, convict 
and maritime ballads centrepoint a 
visual storyboard of photographs, 
artworks and films that summon the 
shadows of the past. Broadsides, 
early paintings, navigational maps, 
scrimshaw and colonial portraits, 
along with ephemeral documents 
such as union tickets, stamps and 
letterheads, add texture and depth. 
This installation is a salute to the 
soul of Cockatoo Island – to the 
people who broke the stone, carved 
the rocks, built the docks and made 
the giant wheels turn. 

brODie eLLis 
born 1979 in lismore, australia
lives and works in Melbourne, australia

Brodie Ellis works with large 
sculptural and video installations 
that explore natural resources and 
technology in poetic and evocative 
ways. In Umbra:Penumbra:Antumbra 
(2010) Ellis uses video, light and 
sound in an attempt to convey 
a sensory memory of the solar 
eclipse that she witnessed on 
22 July 2009 from the island of 
Yakushima in southern Japan. She 
filmed the six-and-a-half-minute 
event – the longest solar eclipse 
to occur in over 100 years – from 
the heritage-listed Yakusugi 
Forest in Yakushima. Her resulting 
installation is a three-dimensional 
layering of a series of ellipses 
that cast shadows and define 
territories amidst sensory chaos. It 
is an experiment with light, sound 
and proximity; exploring depth 
of field, the mechanics of vision 
and our sense of personal space 
as it is affected by our perception 
of the horizon. The result is an 
immersive and intense experience 
and a reverent study of the power 
of nature. 

GarDar eiDe einarssOn 
born 1976 in oslo, norway
lives and works in new york, usa

Gardar Eide Einarsson makes works 
that combine particular stylistic 
approaches with highly charged 
source material. He works in a 
range of media, from painting to 
text works and from light boxes to 
installation. A distinct black-and-
white chromatic aesthetic with 
strong graphic and pop-influenced 
techniques is particularly present 
in his paintings and text-based 
works. Black Flag With Hole (2010) 
is a new series of flags based on 
the Romanian flag of 1989; a 
revolutionary symbol for the new 
non-Communist Republic created 
by simply cutting out the coat of 
arms of the Romanian Socialist 
Republic from the official state flag, 
leaving a gaping hole. ‘The flag with 
the hole’, as it was known, was a 
visual embodiment of revolutionary 
action; a mnemonic coup d’état that 
took the state out of the nation. 
These flags relate to previous ones 
that the artist branded with fighting 
words, such as Liberty or Death 
(2006), shown at the MCA, which 
echo the sentiments of nationalism 
and revolt. 

mikaLa DWyer 
born 1959 in sydney, australia
lives and works in sydney

Mikala Dwyer is known for 
playful, imaginative and fantastic 
installations that explore different 
notions of time, space and reality, 
by borrowing ideas from science, 
architecture and clairvoyance. These 
resemble make-shift architecture 
fabricated out of plastic, styrofoam, 
fabric, modelling clay and domestic 
materials. In a new site-specific 
installation, An Apparition of a 
Subtraction (2010), a collection of 
specially carved sandstone ‘zeroes’ 
are gathered together, while from a 
sheltered cave on the southern side 
of the island the sounds of chipping 
stone can be heard. The stone 
chipped away to create a hole in the 
sandstone becomes, in a sense, a 
‘sonic object’, as the artist records 
the sound of it being created. This 
ghostly noise fills the void of a 
cave that the convicts once made 
by removing lumps of stone. In the 
belief that the island’s history and 
memory is imprinted in its physical 
material, Dwyer aims to liberate 
some of the memories that are 
caught within it and to animate its 
many ghosts.
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gardar eide einarsson 
proposal for Black Flag With Hole | 2010 
courtesy the artist and nils stærk, copenhagen 

brodie ellis 
Umbra:penumbra:Antumbra | 2010  
courtesy the artist 
Photograph: brodie ellis, ocea sellar

Mikala dwyer 
Outfield | 2009 
courtesy the artist and roslyn oxley9 gallery, sydney 
copyright © Mikala dwyer. licensed by viscopy, 2010 
Photograph: ivan buljan

warren fahey and Mic gruchy 
Damned Souls and Turning Wheels | 2010 
film still from The Hungry Miles, a 1955 film by the waterside 
workers’ federation film unit 
This project was made possible through the support of 
sydney harbour federation Trust

warren fahey
and The larrikins

–
 Damned Souls and Turning Wheels

(concert series) 

cockatoo island 
sunday 23 may, 30 may, 6 june, 1 august

2 – 3 pm
warren fahey presents a series of 

daytime concerts that relate to his 
multi-media installation work, Damned 

Souls and Turning Wheels, produced 
in collaboration with Mic gruchy and 

located in the convict Precinct on 
cockatoo island. fahey and his fellow 

‘larrikins’ will perform traditional 
and contemporary songs that tell 

the unique story of the island – from 
convict prison to working dockyard. 
hear songs from australia’s convict 

and bushranger heritage, songs about 
biloela female prison and the Vernon 

nautical training ship, plus songs 
about working life on cockatoo island 

through the years.

ticketed event. please visit 
www.warrenfahey.com to book 

online. tickets also available on 
the door.

fiOna fOLey 
born 1964 in Maryborough, australia
lives and works in brisbane, australia

Fiona Foley consistently confronts 
the politics of Indigeneity 
throughout her work. A descendant 
of the Badtjala people, she has been 
uncompromising in her exposure 
of the cruelties and inequities of 
Australia’s colonial history and has 
repeatedly engaged with issues of 
racism, multiculturalism and power. 
In a new photographic installation, 
Bearing Witness (2009), Foley 
arranges costume characters in a 
synthesis of previously explored 
themes of rape, subjugation and 
oppression. This work is a savage 
meditation on the effects of 
assimilation whether by the Church, 
the Law, sexual violations, marriage 
or the gun. Bearing Witness is an 
all too evident hybrid of history, 
modernity and contemporary life 
that continues in the way that many 
Aboriginal Australians are treated 
today. This work encourages the 
viewer to both bear witness and ask 
the questions.

fiona foley 
Bearing Witness III | 2009 
courtesy the artist; andrew baker art dealer, brisbane; and 
niagara galleries, Melbourne
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rODney GLick
born 1961 in Perth, australia
lives and works in Perth

Rodney Glick is an artist, art 
lecturer and serial inventor of 
fictional worlds. Encompassing 
installation, public art, architecture, 
video, design and furniture, his 
projects are broad and unique. 
Glick’s ongoing ‘Everyone’ series, 
which has its genesis in the medium 
of digitally manipulated imagery, 
draws from popular Indian Hindu 
paintings from the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. With a sense 
of drama, symbolism and outlandish 
humour, he portrays a wide 
demographic of ‘everyday’ people 
in various theatrical, symbolic 
poses of different Hindu gods – as 
warrior and conqueror, in a state of 
meditative bliss, engaged in a surreal 
fantasy. He then commissions 
Balinese woodcarvers to carve and 
paint these composite images. 
In this way, Indian mythology is 
combined with a western context, 
as everyday people are shown in 
yogic poses with multiple arms, 
surrounded by lotus flowers, imbued 
with god-like powers, strengths 
and emotions. Glick also portrays 
himself in such poses of Indo-
western god-like bliss. 

DaLe frank 
born 1959 in new south wales, australia
lives and works in the hunter valley, australia 

Dale Frank has specially created 
a new series of twelve abstract 
paintings for the 63-metre-long 
gallery space that forms part of the 
Turbine Hall on Cockatoo Island. 
This poetically titled series of works, 
set in the watery depths, establishes 
a visually stunning metaphor for 
the death by drowning of ‘Jewboy’, 
an absconded 19-year-old local 
convict who, after years of brutality 
and indifference, was forced into 
failed revenge and ultimate death. 
Within the paintings the only 
light and image are those from 
the surrounding creatures and the 
flashing internal thoughts of his 
seemingly endless last moments. 
Adjacent to the sea, the fluid forms 
of these works suggest both sky and 
water, yet they also have a dark and 
foreboding quality that taps into the 
forgotten brutal history of the island 
and the ambience of this convict-
constructed gallery.

Tarryn GiLL anD 
piLar maTa DUpOnT 
both born 1981 in Perth, australia
both live and work in Perth

Tarryn Gill and Pilar Mata Dupont 
are collaborative multidisciplinary 
artists, producers and performers 
whose work encompasses 
photography, performance, 
choreography, film, installation, 
theatre and design. This new work, 
Lament of the Argentine Military 
(2010), is the result of research 
into Mata Dupont’s family history 
and is based on the country’s 
turbulent past. A singing narrator, 
modelled on the patron saint of 
Argentina, complements a large 
cast representing the Argentinean 
military. The narrator and ensemble 
allude to the close relation between 
the Catholic Church and successive 
military dictatorships. Gill and Mata 
Dupont, working with composer 
Ash Gibson Greig and writer/artist 
Thea Costantino, include tango, 
music theatre and martial formations 
in the work, presented here as a 
video and suite of photographs. 

reGina JOsÉ GaLinDO
born 1974 in ciudad de guatemala, guatemala
lives and works in ciudad de guatemala

Regina José Galindo is a Guatemalan 
performance artist who uses her 
body as a medium to address the 
abuses of power in her native 
country and beyond. Confesión 
(2007) looks at a form of torture 
called waterboarding, involving 
the victim’s immobilisation while 
water is poured over their face into 
their breathing passages, creating 
the horrific sensation of drowning. 
This terrifying form of human 
rights abuse was brought to public 
awareness in 2007 when it was 
reported that the US Department 
of Justice had authorised the CIA to 
use waterboarding on extrajudicial 
prisoners. In her video, Galindo is 
seen having her head submerged 
repeatedly by a powerfully built man 
into a barrel filled with water. This 
powerful work extends Galindo’s 
practice of raising awareness of 
women’s issues in her native country, 
and poses on a worldwide scale the 
much larger question: when is it 
acceptable to watch, and when is the 
time to act?
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Tarryn gill and Pilar Mata dupont 
virgin of luján, painting held in the Museo de las armas de la 
nación, circulo Militar, buenos aires; inspiration for Lament of the 
Argentine Military | 2010 
courtesy the artists and goddard de fiddes 
This project was assisted by the state government of western 
australia through the department of culture and arts and 
Performance space, sydney

dale frank 
The River, Dettol colour, with depth increasing Molasses 
consistency, the acid sting giving way to a sweet nauseous caramel 
detachment. His eyes no longer inward squirting lemons but swollen 
ripe wet fruit. peeled back Lychees the size of Grapefruit. The 
panadol induced creation of a dead man by circumstance and the 
fancy of delusions, “floating islands”, a primordial soup that was 
his bilious beginning and bloated undoing. A loud pungent dessert 
ever present with each bite of each preceding course of his fifty year 
banquet. | 2009 
courtesy anna schwartz gallery

rodney glick 
Everyone No.75 | 2009 
courtesy goddard de fiddes and ryan renshaw gallery, 
brisbane 
Photograph: dewandra djelantik 
‘everyone series’ Project Team: Made leno, chris hill, dewa 
Tirtayasa, wayan darmadi, nyoman suweta, rob finlayson, 
Tony nathan, claire evans 

regina José galindo 
Confesión | 2007 
courtesy the artist and prometeogallery di ida Pisani, Milan and 
lucca

ricHarD GraysOn
born 1958 in Morcambe, england
lives and works in london, england

Richard Grayson is an artist, writer 
and curator based in London. 
Grayson’s photographs, text-
based works, drawings and large 
video installations blend humour, 
curiosity and a deep thoughtfulness 
about the way the world works. 
Messiah (2004) is based on George 
Frideric Handel’s well known 1742 
oratorio, The Messiah. With the help 
of Australian country and western 
band The Midnight Amblers, 
Grayson transforms Charles 
Jennens’ original text into a spirited, 
country rock performance with 
scary fundamentalist overtones, 
effectively recalling it from the 
‘high culture’ of choirs and classical 
recitals into a hoe-down offering 
that brings to mind the Christian 
Right of the United States. The 
resulting video, shown over two 
screens, refers to the revival of 
religious rhetoric in political policy. 
By injecting the ‘spiritual’ into 
contemporary art – anathema to 
the modern, secular rationalism of 
the twentieth century – the artist 
provokes consideration of the many 
different spaces or cultures in which 
unquestioning group beliefs exist. 

richard grayson 
Messiah | 2004  
courtesy the artist; yuill | crowley, sydney; and Matt’s gallery, 
london

jOy GreGOry 
born 1959 in bicester, england
lives and works in london, england

Joy Gregory is a photographer and 
video artist of Jamaican descent 
who was born and raised in the 
UK. In her work, Gregory maps 
social and political aspects of 
culture and history with a curiosity 
about and interest in cultural 
difference. Since 2002, she has 
been conducting research into 
language endangerment. Taken up 
as a key indicator of the identity 
and historical development of a 
society, she notes that language 
has been threatened by the effects 
of globalisation in a similar way to 
biological diversity. El Silbo is a 
whistled language once used on La 
Gomera in the Canary Islands, and 
is the subject of the video Gomera 
(2010). Carrying much further than 
the spoken word, whistling was 
taken up by the island’s inhabitants 
as a way of conversing across long 
distances. This ‘tongue’ is explored 
in mesmeric footage that charts a 
journey to the island, penetrates 
into jungle-like natural landscapes, 
and captures the beauty of the 
whistled exchanges.

Joy gregory 
Gomera | 2010  
courtesy the artist
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amaL kenaWy
born 1974 in cairo, egypt
lives and works in cairo

Egyptian artist Amal Kenawy’s 
work is populated with enigmatic 
forms and recurring symbols that 
she uses to represent memory, 
inner and outer worlds, and shared 
experience. Animate and inanimate 
motifs combine in richly suggestive 
and expressive animated worlds: 
body parts, trees, shells and rats; 
electricity pylons, sinks, furniture 
and garments. Much of her work 
refers to the oppression of women 
within Egyptian and Muslim society. 
My lord is eating his tail (2010) is a 
new video animation installed in the 
convict precinct of Cockatoo Island 
that draws on her research into the 
lives of prisoners held captive in the 
early years of the island’s history. 
From this point of reference, 
Kenawy mixes in a fantasy that she 
has devised about a person who – 
trapped in his own body – borrows 
the physical from of another in order 
to live vicariously through him. In 
doing so, the artist explores ideas 
of both literal and metaphorical 
imprisonment.

JasOn GreiG
born 1963 in Timaru, new zealand
lives and works in christchurch, new zealand 

Jason Greig works mainly in the 
medium of printmaking in which 
monoprints are its most ‘painterly’ 
method because they involve both 
drawing and painting on the plate. 
Greig first used monoprint in 1993 
and soon began to push the medium, 
running a single print through the 
press multiple times in order to 
achieve a strong tonal depth of black 
or colour. The result is an intense 
and foreboding range of works 
that have allowed him to explore 
the darker side of his imagination. 
Focusing on seascapes, landscapes 
and figure studies, Greig shows 
a series of recent monoprints 
spanning such different subjects 
as old Viking ships, tumultuous 
seas, decaying figures of authority 
and winged mythological creatures 
as if they were part of a deeply 
submerged, Gothic Victorian 
doomsday scenario.

isaac JULien 
born 1960 in london, england
lives and works in london

Isaac Julien’s celebrated films and 
multi-channel video installations 
bridge documentary cinema and the 
fine arts, and bring critical analysis 
to issues of ethnicity, sexuality and 
class. Ten Thousand Waves (2010) has 
its world premiere at the Biennale 
of Sydney. In this major work, Julien 
returns once more to consideration 
of diaspora and globalisation and 
examines from a poetic and artistic 
standpoint the motivations of 
need and desire that drive people 
to undertake perilous journeys to 
achieve a better life. Ten Thousand 
Waves is inspired by the tragic 
deaths of over 20 Chinese illegal 
migrant workers who drowned in 
England in 2004 while picking 
cockles in Morecambe Bay. By 
tracing the workers back to their 
origins, culture and history, Julien’s 
nine-screen installation uses the 
image of water – the sandy waters of 
Lancashire, the Yangtze River and 
the Shanghai Bund – as a symbol of 
danger, trade, modernity, mystery 
and economic power. A ghostly 
protagonist leads the viewer through 
a story that entwines legend with 
modern China.

peTer Hennessey 
born 1968 in sydney, australia
lives and works in Melbourne, australia

Peter Hennessey’s bold and 
intricately constructed large-scale 
sculptures and multimedia works are 
imbued with both symbolic intensity 
and a sense of familiarity. Born 
from his fascination with scientific 
phenomena and popularised media-
generated events, My Hubble (the 
universe turned in on itself)(2010) 
debuts in the Turbine Hall of 
Cockatoo Island as an life-size 
‘re-enactment’ of the Hubble 
Space Telescope – a space-based 
observatory that has revolutionised 
astronomy by providing deep and 
clear views of the universe. With 
the aim of giving the viewer a 
unique, physical experience of 
the object, its construction – the 
work is about the size of a tram – is 
made from plywood and steel and 
simultaneously enacts the scale and 
detail of the original. But here, the 
telescopic function is reversed and 
visitors are encouraged to play with, 
modify and create their own mini 
universes on the ground, which are 
then reflected by the telescope into 
the heavens.
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isaac Julien  
Ten Thousand Waves | 2010 
courtesy the artist 

Jason greig 
Bed head | 2007 
courtesy the artist; darren knight gallery, sydney; 
and hamish Mckay gallery, wellington
Photograph: greg weight

amal kenawy 
The Red Fish | 2010 
courtesy the artist

Peter hennessey 
artist impression of My Hubble (the universe turned in on itself) 
2010 
courtesy the artist; greenaway art gallery, adelaide; 
and Tolarno galleries, Melbourne 
This project was assisted by arts victoria; gunnersen;
 and new Touch laser cutting

OLa kOLeHmainen 
born 1964 in helsinki, finland
lives and works in berlin, germany

Ola Kolehmainen’s photographic 
work for over a decade centred 
on studies of contemporary 
architecture. He is known for 
abstract close-up images of glass, 
steel and tile that refer to the 
industrial finishes of 1960s minimal 
art. South of Home – Journey of a Mind 
(2010) is an exploratory extension 
of his work that involves multiple 
projections of iconic modernist 
buildings and environments he has 
shot in Sydney and elsewhere. Taking 
a new approach that deals specifically 
with the ‘poetics of light’, he 
compels us to ‘think again about what 
is the most ephemeral or magical 
aspect of photographic image-making 
[...] what was once so visually familiar 
takes on another life, less that of the 
transparent role used in dilineating a 
recognisable object or building, and 
more that of revealing how structures 
can be made photographically 
speaking to dissolve and mystify 
themselves’.1 Despite appearances, 
no digital manipulation is employed. 
This work challenges viewer’s familiar 
perceptions of renowned landmarks 
such as the Sydney Opera House. 

1. Mark Gisbourne, unpublished text, 2009.

ola kolehmainen 
South Of Home – Journey of a Mind | 2010  
courtesy the artist

kaTarZyna kOZyra
born 1963 in warsaw, Poland
lives and works in warsaw and berlin, germany 

Katarzyna Kozyra is a performance, 
installation and video artist, known 
in Poland and internationally for 
sometimes controversial works 
that seek to challenge traditional 
boundaries. She focuses on 
key issues of human existence 
– identity, convention, gender 
and transgression – and often 
challenges cultural taboos. In 
Summertale (2008), Kozyra enlists 
the services of world famous Berlin 
transvestite Gloria Viagra and 
Grzegorz Pitulej, a professional 
operatic vocal coach. In a fairytale 
setting we find a house amidst lush 
green gardens, industriously kept 
by a group of female dwarves in 
brightly coloured pinafores. The 
women encounter three characters: 
Gloria, ‘the Maestro’ (Pitulej) and 
Kozyra herself, dressed childishly 
in blue polka-dotted dress with a 
large bow perched on her head. 
Here, the simple stuff of children’s 
fairytales – innocence and guilt, 
good and evil – become tools for 
the artist’s continuing exploration 
of normality and artifice, femininity 
and transgression. In this case, with 
murderous results. 

katarzyna kozyra 
Summertale | 2008  
Produced by zacheta national gallery of art  
courtesy the artist and zak i branicka gallery, berlin 
copyright © the artist  
Photograph: M. olivia soto 
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yayOi kUsama 
born 1929 in Matsumoto, Japan
lives and works in Tokyo, Japan

Yayoi Kusama is a pioneering artist 
whose work includes painting, 
objects, installations, happenings, 
performances, collages, fashion 
and furniture design, as well as 
literature and film. Troubled by 
mental illness, Kusama first became 
aware of the polka dot and ‘infinity 
net’ motifs that characterise much 
of her work at only ten years of age. 
These motifs became the foundation 
for her artistic philosophy in adult 
life: ‘Red, green and yellow polka 
dots can be the circles representing 
the earth, the sun, or the moon. 
Their shapes and what they signify 
do not really matter. I paint polka 
dots on the bodies of people, and 
with those polka dots, the people 
will self-obliterate and return to 
the nature of the universe.’1 Kusama 
presents here a new version of Song 
of Manhattan Suicide Addict (2010), 
which she has made specially for this 
exhibition.

1. Yayoi Kusama, Mugen no Ami (‘Infinity Nets’), 
Sakuhinsha, Japan, 2002.

kaTe mcmiLLan
born 1974 in hampshire, england 
lives and works in Perth, australia

Kate McMillan’s photographs, 
videos and multimedia installations 
explore personal memory and the 
ability of landscape both to evoke 
and represent history and trauma. 
Islands have long held a fascination 
for the artist. Islands of incarceration 
(2010), a site-specific work specially 
made for a disused timber drying 
shed on Cockatoo Island, draws 
on the artist’s engagement with 
Australian colonial history. McMillan 
links two sites: Cockatoo Island, 
and the Ludlow Tuart Forest in 
south-west Western Australia – the 
site of the 1841 Wonnerup Massacre 
in which up to 300 Wardandi 
Noongar people are said to have 
been massacred and buried over a 
period of five years. Positioned at the 
top of Cockatoo Island, the work, 
in its weather-exposed position, 
is a poetic evocation of place that 
simultaneously watches over and 
haunts the island, itself a former 
prison. Adding to the sense of 
unease, a soundtrack, composed of 
sounds almost below human hearing 
range, has been made in collaboration 
with sound artist Cat Hope.

rOberT macpHersOn
born 1937 in brisbane, australia
lives and works in brisbane

For over 30 years, Australian artist 
Robert MacPherson has amassed 
a prodigious output that ranges 
from his abstract works of the mid-
1970s, made in black and white with 
a common housepainter’s brush, 
to his text-based paintings of the 
1980s and 1990s that consecrate the 
roadside vernacular of shop signs, 
placards and slang expressions. 
“Chitters: A Wheelbarrow for Richard, 
156 Paintings, 156 Signs” 1999–2000 
blazons landscape and gardening 
terminologies – ‘Mudgee loam’, 
‘sand pit kits’, ‘dry stone walls’, 
‘tree lopping’ – that he has seen 
on his travels through Australia 
and reproduced here. MacPherson 
celebrates, in his own words, ‘a 
beautiful poetry in this, the constant 
repainting of signs and their textural 
effects, […] a wonderful directness 
of means and an unselfconsciousness 
in the use of paint often lost in so 
called high art.’ 
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aLeX mOrrisOn
born 1971 in redruth, england
lives and works in vancouver, canada

Subcultures, activism, rebellion, 
the history of architecture, civic 
spaces and avant-garde aesthetics 
have been persistent themes in 
UK-born, Canadian artist Alex 
Morrison’s work for over a decade.  
His drawings, paintings, videos, 
sculptures and installations reveal a 
preoccupation with the vernacular 
that critiques the universalising 
tendencies of modernism. Following 
the socialist legacy of William 
Morris, he deftly combines the 
aesthetics of craft with the language 
of protest, looking at youth culture 
alongside legacies of colonialism 
and religious power. In Homes for the 
People (2008), he blends a Morris-
like design with a pre-fab housing 
slogan from the early twentieth 
century in an uncomfortable pairing 
of eco-socialism with a sales pitch 
for suburbia. A Light in Town (2010) 
on Cockatoo Island continues 
the craft ideal of Morris with the 
idea of an aesthetic and ethical 
beacon shining out of the darkness. 
Morrison is also showing framed 
works Folk Riot (2007), Wilding 
(2008), Aphorism (2009) and The 
Suburban Creed (2009) at the MCA.

kate McMillan 
Islands of incarceration | 2010 (detail of production image) 
courtesy the artist 
This project was assisted by the australia council for the arts; 
the state government of western australia through the 
department of culture and arts; sydney harbour federation 
Trust; stitches soft furnishings, sydney; state records 
office, Perth; wardan aboriginal cultural centre; chris Malcolm; 
Tony nathan; and cat hope 

yayoi kusama 
Film Images with Kusama Singing | 2004  
courtesy ota fine arts, Tokyo 
copyright © the artist, yayoi kusama studio inc. 
This project was made possible with assistance from 
ishibashi foundation 

alex Morrison 
A Light In Town | 2010 
courtesy the artist and catriona Jeffries gallery, vancouver

robert MacPherson  
“Chitters: A Wheelbarrow for Richard, 156 paintings, 156 Signs.” 
1999–2000 (detail)
courtesy the artist and yuill | crowley, sydney

ciprian mUresan
born 1977 in dej, romania
lives and works in cluj, romania

Ciprian Muresan is a Romanian 
artist working predominantly in 
digital media, although, at times, 
his work also includes drawings 
and art interventions. His subjects 
are primarily themes of tension, 
war, and the relationship between 
the individual and the collective. 
An historic sense of imbalance and 
social neurosis finds embodiment in 
his art in the presence of children 
and animals, who are frequently 
the heroes of his video works. 
Dog Luv (2009) features a gaggle 
of black puppet mongrel dogs. 
Like the members of a cabinet, 
they pronounce and declaim 
enthusiastically about a range of 
political issues and injustices, 
each dog barking vigorously in 
agreement or debate. Muresan 
inverts and misappropriates 
particular social rituals to comment 
on the confusion of social orders 
and values. His works unpack the 
relationships between violence 
and innocence, premeditation and 
immaturity, altruism and arrogance  
– highlighting their similarities as 
well as their differences.

ciprian Muresan 
Dog Luv | 2009  
courtesy the artist and Plan b, cluj and berlin 
Photograph: serban savu

mieskUOro HUUTaJaT 
(sHOUTinG men’s cHOir)
formed 1987 in oulu, finland
conductor and composer Petri sirviö: born 1962 
in oulu, finland; lives and works in oulu

Mieskuoro Huutajat was formed in 
Oulu, northern Finland, in 1987. 
With the outward appearance of a 
traditional choir, composer Petri 
Sirviö’s uncommon treatment 
of music and text has created an 
entirely new form. By stripping 
songs of melody, complex rhythmic 
structures come to the fore and the 
resulting performances explore both 
the range of the human voice and 
the emotions behind its material 
with alternating humour and gravity. 
Sirviö and his shouting accomplices 
have turned their attention to 
Australia for the first time in a video 
installation made specially for the 
17th Biennale of Sydney that involves 
a rousing rendition of extracts 
from Prime Minister Kevin Rudd’s 
historic speech to Parliament in 
2008, marking the first official 
apology to be given to the stolen 
generations of the country. 

Mieskuoro huutajat (shouting Men’s choir) 
courtesy Mieskuoro huutajat and Petri sirviö 
Photograph: Timo heikkala 
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reUben paTersOn 
born 1973 in auckland, new zealand
lives and works in auckland

Reuben Paterson is a painter and 
installation artist who brings 
together contemporary materials 
with a timeless connection to his 
Ngati Rangitihi and Ngai Tuhoe 
heritage. His paintings, objects 
and installations use glitter, foil 
and other shimmering materials to 
render formal arrangements that 
develop from a range of disparate 
sources. His work also draws on 
known and inherited histories, 
presenting them with the sheen 
and lustre of glitter and pattern 
to create a postmodern identity 
that is influenced as much by Andy 
Warhol’s Diamond Dust Shoes (1980) 
as by the traditional iconography of 
indigenous New Zealand. Each of 
his series of works is informed by 
the connection between cultural 
areas in New Zealand, their land 
and their ancestors. Drawing on 
themes of revelry, reverie and the 
sacred, Paterson uses dazzling 
op art techniques to engage with 
what is known as the whakapapa – 
the layers of genealogy, myth and 
knowledge that are central to Maori 
consciousness.

reuben Paterson 
The Bed’s Spread of provocation | 2009 
courtesy the artist and gow langsford gallery, auckland

rOssLynD piGGOTT
born 1958 in Melbourne, australia
lives and works in Melbourne

Rosslynd Piggott creates exquisite 
objects, paintings and multimedia 
installations, often employing 
skilled crafts practitioners to 
complement her own mastery of 
materials, light and shadow. Shelter 
(2006–10) occupies one of the 
oldest houses on Cockatoo Island. 
In this work, Piggott has responded 
to the island’s layered history to 
create a flowing series of spaces and 
images intended to transform the 
site’s dark residue of remembered 
experience. New and mysterious 
elements are introduced to alter 
the once domestic rooms, and the 
viewer’s experience of them: cubes 
of mirrored glass and black lacquer; 
footage of the sea; air that gathered 
under old blossom trees lining 
the moat of the Tokyo Imperial 
Palace after a thunderstorm; and 
photos taken of the damaged door 
of a general’s office in Tokyo, 
significant as the site where writer 
Yukio Mishima put himself to death 
by seppuku (ritual suicide). This 
work is both a conciliation and 
acknowledgement of the spirits who 
have lived there. 

rosslynd Piggott  
Extract: in 3 parts | 2008 (detail) 
courtesy the artist; sutton gallery, Melbourne;
and Milani gallery, brisbane 
copyright © rosslynd Piggott. licensed by viscopy, 2010 
Photograph: John brash 
The artist’s biennale project was made possible through the 
generous support of nick glenning and Jenny Proimos; 
Mecca cosmetica; duncan Mcgregor and Jason smith; irene 
sutton; and anne wall-smith 

sHen sHaOmin
born 1956 in heilongjiang Province, china
lives and works in beijing, china

Shen Shaomin connects art, life 
and craft with mechanics in major 
installations that cover themes 
of war, futuristic crisis, scientific 
abomination and the manipulation 
of nature. One of the most critically 
and socially aware of contemporary 
Chinese artists, his works use 
ancient Chinese culture to comment 
on contemporary ecological issues, 
politics and technology. Shen’s 
Bonsai series (2007–09) uses the 
controlled nature of this traditional 
art form to comment on human 
despoliation of the environment. 
Each ‘living installation’ is 
accompanied by a description with 
illustrations showing how each 
plant has been coerced, or tortured, 
into bizarre configurations. Summit 
(2010) is conceived as a response 
to the global financial crisis. Taking 
as a point of reference the annual 
G8 Summit, Shen has created a 
hypothetical meeting of the most 
significant communist leaders. Their 
life-sized corpses, arranged in a 
pentagon, rest in crystal coffins that 
reflect their nationalities. Castro, 
the still-alive exception, lies silently 
on his deathbed.

shen shaomin  
Summit | 2010  
courtesy the artist and osage gallery 
This project was made possible through the support
of osage art foundation, hong kong

miGUeL anGeL riOs
born 1953 in catamarca, argentina
lives and works in new york, usa and Mexico 
city, Mexico  

Miguel Angel Rios has lived and 
worked between New York and 
Mexico since the mid-1970s, 
preserving a long-standing focus 
on his Latin American heritage 
as a paradigm for much wider 
experience. In Crudo he has 
choreographed a performance 
in a black box, translating iconic 
elements of Argentine culture into 
an examination of how power is 
dispensed throughout the world. 
The video features a pack of 
starving, wild dogs that surround 
a man dressed in a white suit who 
dances the Argentine folk dance 
malambo, turning traditional 
gaucho boleadoras (loaded with raw 
meat) to goad the dogs. With rapid 
editing and changes of perspective 
and tempo, the scenes become 
increasingly desperate, even 
sadistic, in a tense and pessimistic 
allegory of the diminished lives of 
both master and masses. 

Miguel angel rios 
Crudo | 2008  
courtesy the artist and evo gallery, santa fe
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marianne nicOLsOn
born 1969 in comox, canada
lives and works in victoria, canada

Marianne Nicolson is a member 
of the Dzawada’enuxw Tribe of 
the Kwakwaka’wakw First Nations, 
and also has Scottish heritage on 
her father’s side. Over her career 
she has produced traditional 
works to be used strictly for 
ceremonial purposes confined to 
the Kwakwaka’wakw community, 
as well as conceptual works or 
installations in public art spaces. 
A video of one of Nicolson’s first 
major works, Kingcome Inlet Cliff 
Painting (1998), will be presented. 
The Kingcome Inlet Cliff Painting piece 
was a large-scale pictograph painted 
on a vertical rock face in Kingcome 
Inlet, to be the first one produced 
in the inlet for over six decades, 
which the artist intended would 
re-assert the continuing vitality 
of her ancestral village of Gwa’yi. 
The video tracks the making of this 
powerful intervention. In her works, 
Nicolson reasserts the symbols of 
her culture in a place where they 
were once forbidden, arguing for a 
reflection on and preservation of 
Kwakwaka’wakw culture.

Marianne nicolson 
Kingcome Inlet Cliff painting | 1998 
courtesy the artist and the village of gwayi 
Photograph: Marianne nicolson

siMPly and Powerfully, 
shen shaoMin’s BONSAI 

series addresses The 
arTificial and soMeTiMes 
Painful asPecTs of beauTy 
and conTrol in socieTy 
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serGe spiTZer 
born 1951 in bucharest, romania
lives and works in new york, usa

The unifying thread in Serge 
Spitzer’s works since the 1970s has 
been the challenging of assumptions 
about the nature of sculpture. 
Whether transforming architectural 
spaces by flooding them with 
masses of unexpected, incongruous 
objects, or arranging a seemingly 
endless piece of thread into a tangle 
of lines as a ‘drawing’, Spitzer 
manages to gift his audience with a 
sense of wonder. For more than ten 
years he has been creating a series 
of Molecular installations that make 
a virtue of randomness – myriad 
small units are placed in a loose 
molecular structure that permeates, 
reflects and defines a given space 
and, through the agency of human 
transmission, even goes far beyond 
it. The viral paradigm that Spitzer 
proposes for art and its audience 
is, in fact, how cultures have always 
renewed and replicated themselves. 
Spitzer will be making Molecular 
(SYDNEY) (2002–10) for the 
abandoned, roofless Guard House at 
the top of Cockatoo Island, which 
will become both a container and 
context for the work.

serge spitzer 
Molecular (ISTANBUL) | 2002–09  
courtesy sergespitzerstudio 
Photograph: sirnan kokalsan

Slave Pianos is comprised of artists 
Danius Kesminas and Michael 
Stevenson, composer Neil Kelly, 
musicologist Rohan Drape, and 
inventor David Nelson. Slave Pianos 
present a surrealistic allegory of 
convict transportation in which 
a piano is absurdly found guilty 
of treachery and executed at the 
penal establishment of Cockatoo 
Island. They take as a starting 
point the arrival of the first piano 
to Sydney aboard the HMS Sirius, 
armed storeship and flagship of the 
First Fleet. The audience is invited 
to witness a recital by virtuoso 
pianist Michael Kieran Harvey. 
The recital is destined, however, 
to be interrupted by the arrival of 
the Royal Australian Navy, led by 
actor Richard Piper, who arrest the 
piano for ‘crimes against humanities’, 
and transport it across the island to 
Building 142. On arrival, the unlucky 
piano is sentenced to ‘be hanged 
by the neck until dead’. A chamber 
music concert is given as the piano 
ascends the scaffold, and a wake 
held once the execution has been 
carried out. For the duration of the 

sLave pianOs 
formed in 1998. danius kesminas, rohan 
drape, neil kelly and david nelson live 
and work in Melbourne, australia; Michael 
stevenson lives and works in berlin, germany

exhibition the gallows is the resting 
place for the now mechanically 
operated piano. The gallows, itself a 
meta-mechanical musical instrument 
incorporating an auto-lyre and 
archival auto-icon counterweight, is 
designed to operate in a continuous 
cycle of execution and redemption. 
Titled Penalogical Pianology: The 
Timbers of Justice, the installation 
looks at colonial and musical history, 
continuing the group’s exploration of 
avant-garde practice in art and music.

slave Pianos
–

the fatal score or the spectacle
of the scaffold 

(The Way Up and the Way Down are 
One and the Same) 

cockatoo island 
sunday 16 may, 3 pm 

Performance event and concert 
with musicians, singers and actors 

including the royal australian navy 
band, virtuoso pianist Michael kieran 

harvey, and actor richard Piper.

slave Pianos 
penalogical pianology: The Timbers of Justice | 2010
courtesy darren knight gallery, sydney

HirOsHi sUGimOTO 
born 1948 in Tokyo, Japan
lives and works in Tokyo and new york, usa

Hiroshi Sugimoto works primarily 
in the medium of photography. 
He is a brilliant technician with a 
mastery of the 8 x 10” large-format 
camera, extremely long exposures 
and different ways of making 
images. Faraday Cage (2010) is an 
installation specially conceived 
for the Power House on Cockatoo 
Island containing light boxes from 
his recent Lighting Fields series. The 
work is based on Sugimoto’s recent 
experiments photographically 
imaging static electricity on large-
format film. Part medium, part 
scientist, Sugimoto is both recorder 
and facilitator of the process in 
which evanescent tendrils of forked 
‘lightning’ manifest a fundamental 
natural relationship between light, 
energy, power, and the dawn of 
life itself. Spectators will view 
the glowing images held aloft on 
a series of stage-like platforms; 
and at the end of their ascent 
through the space they are faced, 
high on an ancient wooden pole, 
by a thirteenth-century Japanese 
sculpture of Raijin, the God of 
Thunder. 

hiroshi sugimoto 
Lightning Fields 128 | 2009 
courtesy gallery koyanagi, Tokyo 
This project was made possible with the generous support of the 
Turnbull foundation and the assistance of the ishibashi foundation

aLTHea THaUberGer
born 1970 in saskatoon, canada
lives and works in vancouver, canada

Althea Thauberger is a Canadian 
artist who has worked in film, video, 
performance and photography. 
Here she presents a video-
recorded performance in an almost 
disappeared language based on a 
traditional story from the Fassa 
Valley in northern Italy. In this work, 
La mort e la miseria (2008) (‘Death 
and Misery’), she considers the 
complex recent history and fate of 
the small Ladin minority who live in 
the Dolomites. Ladin is an ancient 
Romance language that has survived 
in isolated valleys until the present 
day. The major transformations 
of the modern era, including the 
traumas of war and facism, had led 
to its virtual demise. Due to the 
recent development of the tourist 
industry, this long impoverished 
region, however, has now become 
one of the wealthiest and culturally 
protected in Italy. In this allegorical 
play – simultaneously contemporary 
yet also primeval – myths and stories 
of life, poverty and death are acted 
out in Ladin against the mountain 
landscape that these people still 
inhabit. A large image from this is 
shown in the Turbine Hall.

althea Thauberger 
La mort e la miseria | 2008 
courtesy the artist

cHrisTian THOmpsOn 
born 1978 in gawler, australia
lives and works in amsterdam, The netherlands 

Christian Thompson is a Bidjara 
man of the Kunja Nation from 
central west Queensland who 
also has European heritage. His 
work is primarily focused on the 
performative exploration of multiple 
identities, and in performances and 
photographic works he inhabits a 
range of personas achieved through 
simple costumes and carefully 
orchestrated poses and backdrops. 
In Gamu Mambu (Blood Song) (2010), 
Christian Thompson will blend 
Australian and European imagery 
and performance. He presents for 
the first time a video that shows 
a Dutch baroque singer singing 
in Bidjara, the language of his 
heritage. Through dress, song, and 
photographic and video images, 
Thompson harnesses iconographies 
from completely different times and 
cultures, and grafts and blends them 
into charged, and somehow magical, 
hybrids.

christian Thompson 
Isabella Kept Her Dignity | 2008  
courtesy the artist and gallery gabrielle Pizzi, Melbourne
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yvOnne TODD
born 1973 in auckland, new zealand
lives and works in auckland

Yvonne Todd’s photographs 
clearly show the pervasive and 
profound effects of her training 
in professional commercial 
photography prior to attending art 
school. Incorporating the styles of 
traditional portraiture, wedding 
and family photography, and 
advertising, her artworks both feed 
on, and deliberately subvert, these 
genres. This imbues her work with 
a complex, eerie quality that forces 
the viewer to observe the image with 
a critical eye, dissecting its elements 
only to come away unsettled and 
with even less certainty about what 
it represents. Todd’s main subject is 
women, and she frequently depicts 
young females in generic poses. 
In these images, simultaneously 
soft and exaggerated, Todd 
addresses the notion of the voyeur. 
By appropriating the clichés of 
commercial photography, her 
depictions of women explore the 
relationship between subject, 
photographer and audience, as well 
as the acrimonious and judgemental 
ways in which women are often 
presented in tabloids and magazines. 

TiGer LiLLies
formed 1989 in london, england
Martin Jaques, adrian huge and adrian stout 
live and work in london

London-based three-piece band 
Tiger Lillies was formed in 1989 
by front-man Martyn Jaques, 
whose self-trained voice alternates 
between wailing castrati and 
degenerate growl. His songs about 
the underbelly counterculture 
and periphery of life mix elements 
of opera, blues, folk and gypsy 
music. Jaques on the accordion 
is accompanied by Adrian Huge 
on drums, percussive toys and 
kitchen objects, and Adrian Stout 
on contra bass and musical saw. The 
Tiger Lillies have produced over 25 
albums, performed in the West End 
and Broadway, and have specially 
composed a twenty-first-century 
grand opera, Cockatoo Prison (2010) 
– the world premiere of which will 
be held here. Cockatoo Prison takes 
as its starting point the complex 
history of prisons, penal colonies 
and, in particular, Cockatoo Island 
to present an excoriating analysis 
of the many ways in which crime is 
regarded and power is dispensed 
within contemporary society. 

yvonne Todd 
Rashulon | 2007 
courtesy the artist; Peter Mcleavey gallery, wellington; 
and ivan anthony gallery, auckland

Tiger lillies 
Martyn Jaques, publicity image for Cockatoo prison | 2010 
Photograph: frederic domont 
This project was made possible through the generous support
of geoff and vicki ainsworth

Tiger lillies
–

Cockatoo prison (2010) 

cockatoo island
building 74 

thursday 20 may, friday 21 may, 
saturday 22 may 

7.30 – 9 pm 
Take the 6.30 pm free ferry from the 
commissioner’s steps, outside the 
Mca at circular Quay. doors open 
7 pm, performance 7.30 pm. ferries 
are provided for audiences to return 
to circular Quay at the end of the 

performance. 
//

in Tiger lillies’ debut of their grand 
opera Cockatoo prison, the infamous 

london-based trio is joined on stage by 
a cast of criminals, playing percussion 
on the bars of their gaol. backed by 
this motley group of prisoners – the 
thief, the rapist, the fraudster, the 

bomber, the junkie, the paedophile, 
the gangster, the cut throat, the serial 
killer, the sadist, the child murderer – 
the Tiger lillies introduce the inmates 
and their crimes through song. They 

employ the assistance of a warder in 
this very special performance that 

‘may not be suitable for people of a 
nervous disposition’.*

bookings essential. please visit 
www.bos17.com to book online
* Cockatoo prison is an 18+ event.

id is required for entry.

barTHÉLÉmy TOGUO 
born 1967 in Mbalmayo, cameroon
lives and works in Paris, france; new york, 
usa; and bandjoun, cameroon

Barthélémy Toguo is a Cameroon-
born artist living between Bandjoun, 
Paris and New York. In his work, 
Toguo moves easily between 
painting, drawing, sculpture, 
installation, performance, video, 
photography, printmaking and 
ceramics, combining different 
media in visually dense installations. 
He is a strong draftsman and 
charismatic performer and will 
often make installations in which 
drawings, paintings and videos are 
incorporated. His works relate 
both to established conventions 
of contemporary art and to 
‘Africanness’, moving between 
stereotype and reality. Based in 
France but remaining active in 
Cameroon, Toguo is intensely proud 
of his identity and is well used to 
having to negotiate this in places 
where it is not respected. 

barthélémy Toguo 
proposal for The Wet Umbrella | 2004–10 
courtesy the artist and galerie lelong, Paris 
This project was made possible through the support of 
galerie lelong, Paris

barThéléMy Toguo
–

punishment (2010) 

the rocks 
tuesday 11 may 

4.30 pm  
barthélémy Toguo is known for his 
physical and politically resonant 

performances that reflect on exile, 
human feeling and life by inhabiting 

and parodying power structures 
in contemporary society. simple 

and powerful props and motifs are 
put to service in these provocative 

performances. in a new performance 
devised for sydney, Toguo draws on 

the layered history of The rocks area 
to present a new work: punishment. 

TsanG kin-WaH
born 1976 in guangdong, china
lives and works in hong kong, china

While his practice has extended 
to painting, video and silkscreen, 
Tsang’s ‘text murals’ have attracted 
attention for their illusory, yet 
bold, confrontation and criticism 
of dominant attitudes and social 
environments. Referencing early 
chintz wallpaper, the artist uses 
aesthetically beautiful floral 
patterns, with sheets of printed 
paper or projections being applied, 
or cast, directly onto the walls. 
These patterns, looked at closely, 
are explicitly subversive, containing 
expletives, secular statements or 
criticism  about doctrines of power 
and religion; these mantras are cast 
in a repetitive organic flow to draw 
in the unsuspecting viewer. The 
video projection The First Seal – 
It Would Be Better If You Have Never 
Been Born… (2009) is the first of a 
series of works based on the Seven 
Seals in the Book of Revelation. 
Tsang was raised as a Christian 
and, in his works, he questions the 
rigidity and cruelty of many of its 
codes, exploring the psychological 
condition of moral confusion 
when ‘rules’ and social norms have 
disintegrated. 

Tsang kin-wah 
The First Seal – It Would Be Better If You Have Never Been 
Born… | 2009 
courtesy the artist 
This project was assisted by the annie wong foundation
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yanG fUDOnG
born 1971 in beijing, china
lives and works in shanghai, china

Yang Fudong’s films, photographs 
and video installations explore 
subjectivity, cultural memory and 
thought. He draws stylistically on 
different periods in the history 
of Chinese cinema to create 
open-ended existential narratives 
that interweave quotidian ritual 
with dream and fantasy states. 
East of Que Village (2007)*, his most 
‘realist’ installation to date, is a 
six-channel film that captures a 
pack of wild dogs who scavenge in 
a bleak landscape around a small 
settlement in Northern China, 
near where the artist was brought 
up. For Yang, the stark black-and-
white images reflect, in a lyrical 
but also brutal documentary style, 
his own experiences, as well as his 
thoughts about the vicissitudes of 
contemporary life in China. As the 
dogs, who literally have to eat each 
other to survive, are juxtaposed 
with a group of villagers who 
metaphorically struggle in the same 
way, the film poses harsh questions 
about the meanings of the collective 
and the individual in an unforgiving 
environment.
* This installation contains some harsh documentary 
footage that some people may find upsetting.

rOHan WeaLLeans 
born 1977 in invercargill, new zealand
lives and works in auckland, new zealand

Rohan Wealleans’ monstrous 
creations morph and bleed between 
painting and sculpture. Their 
wild and unruly appearance gives 
the impression that the artist has 
grown them in a subterranean lair 
through a mixture of wizardry and 
weird science rather than having 
created them in a white-walled 
studio. Embarrassingly tactile, the 
gnarls, knobs and bejewelled facets 
that either sprout from the wall or 
create caverns, recesses and bulbous 
protrusions call up mysterious 
voids and grotesque fertility. The 
titles of his works combine a love of 
science fiction and B-grade cinema 
with a metonymic sense of humour. 
Wealleans’ new series of large, 
freestanding animal sculptures is 
exhibited in the Turbine Hall on 
Cockatoo Island. Strange hybrids 
of a bear, an elephant and a deer, 
made from polystyrene, fibreglass 
and paint in the artist’s signature 
psychedelic treatment, have been 
allowed to run amuck in these 
abandoned spaces.

Jemima Wyman
born 1977 in sydney, australia
lives and works in brisbane, australia and 
los angeles, usa

Jemima Wyman works with 
performance, video and 
photography to produce works 
that engage themes of identity, 
disguise, resistance, fear and 
liberation. Wyman performs 
within a constructed universe 
characterised by vivid ‘camouflage’ 
dress, manipulated and enhanced 
palettes, audio filters and editing to 
make videos that are simultaneously 
dreamlike and sinister. She is 
fascinated by ‘communal skins’, 
her term for the dress of guerrilla 
or resistance armies. In live 
performances and video, customised 
masks and photocollages, she 
explores the idea of ‘combat drag’ 
– the use of camouflage (often the 
iconic Australian plaid of flannelette 
shirts), masks and multiple layers 
of cloth – to give homogenous 
identities to collective bodies. In 
Combat Drag (2008), women clad in 
masks and disguises spar in a jungle 
setting and mug aggressively to the 
camera in the manner of undercover 
terrorists or guerrilla fighters. 

minG WOnG 
born 1971 in singapore
lives and works in singapore and berlin, 
germany 

Revisiting Singapore’s ‘golden age’ 
of cinema in the 1950s and 1960s, 
as well as classics of international 
cinema, Ming Wong creates digital 
media and film installations that 
explore the relationship between 
image, performance and language, 
interrogating how these elements 
come together in the construction 
and manipulation of individual and 
national identity. In Wong’s new 
three-channel video installation 
Life & Death in Venice (2010), 
he performs the roles of two 
characters from Thomas Mann’s 
novella Death in Venice (1912), 
both the ageing author Gustav 
von Aschenbach, and Tadzio, an 
adolescent boy who becomes for 
Aschenbach an object of beauty 
and desire. In Wong’s version, age 
and death close in on the viewer on 
one screen, whilst youth and beauty 
are pursued on the other. The 
‘Adagietto’ from Gustav Mahler’s 
‘Symphony No. 5’ (1901–02) – the 
theme tune of Luchino Visconti’s 
original film (1971) – provides the 
soundtrack, heard via a flawed 
performance by the artist himself 
on piano. 

Jemima wyman 
Combat Drag | 2008  
courtesy the artist and Milani gallery, brisbane 
This project was assisted by Milani gallery, brisbane

rohan wealleans 
He with Glands of Wasp | 2009 
courtesy the artist and roslyn oxley9 gallery, sydney 
Photograph: sam hartnett 

yang fudong 
East of Que Village | 2007  
courtesy the artist and shangharT, shanghai

Ming wong 
Life & Death in Venice / Leben und Tod in Venedig / Vita e Morte 
a Venezia | 2010 
created with the support of the fondation d’entreprise hermès 
courtesy the artist 
Photograph: ivana ivanova 

mariana vassiLeva 
born 1964 in dobric, bulgaria
lives and works in berlin, germany

Mariana Vassileva works across 
sculpture and digital media to 
present subtle meditations on 
seemingly insignificant daily actions. 
Her observational works reflect on 
idyllic and poetic imagery and yet, 
through the juxtaposition of subtly 
moving elements, an uncanny tension 
is created. The Milkmaid (2006) is 
inspired by the painting of the same 
title (1658–60) by Dutch painter Jan 
Vermeer in which a milkmaid pours 
milk out of a huge jug. In Vassileva’s 
appropriation, the young woman, a 
living sculpture, appears in a clinical 
white studio and remains motionless 
as only the milk flows, frozen in time 
yet endlessly fluid. Against a techno-
Gregorian chant soundtrack, a 
meditative space is found through the 
combination of classical aesthetics 
with contemporary technology.
At the MCA, her sculptural 
work Just a Game (2009) evokes 
a completely different mood by 
hinting levels of aggression and 
abuse – under the cover of an 
‘innocent’ children’s game. 

Mariana vassileva 
The Milkmaid | 2006  
courtesy The israel Museum, Jerusalem 
This project was assisted by the dna galerie, berlin
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Ships, Islands and Trade
PIER 2/3,  walsh bay

video and sculpture

Pier 2/3 was built in the early 1900s and is located in Walsh Bay, 
Sydney’s historic waterfront. It is also the last wharf in Sydney 
still in its original state. Since the Biennale of Sydney first used 
Pier 2/3 in 1986, it has become a major venue. Here, 11 works are 
presented by three artists that reflect on its maritime history and 

touch variously on ideas that relate to ships, islands and trade.
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free ferryDanica Dakic
born 1962 in sarajevo, bosnia and herzegovina
lives and works in düsseldorf, germany

Danica Dakic is concerned with 
stories and identities that constitute 
various European diasporas, 
particularly those of the Balkans. 
The video installation Isola Bella 
(2007–08) comprises a series 
of tableaux that include musical 
and spoken elements. Dakic uses 
statements from the residents, 
also patients, of the Home for 
the Protection of Children and 
Youth in Pazari, near Sarajevo, and 
developed the script for the work 
collaboratively with the residents, 
who are simultaneously performers 
and audience. The richly coloured 
set, nineteenth-century wallpaper 
of an idyllic paradise, provides 
a backdrop. With the tender but 
ironical title, ‘The Beautiful 
Island’, both artist and inmates 
act out scenes that, building out 
from the resonance of being the 
first established institution for the 
mentally handicapped in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, create and expose 
personal and social histories, 
desires, illusions and traumas that 
relate not only to that region but 
also to us all. 

neWeLL Harry
born 1972 in sydney, australia
lives and works in sydney

Newell Harry’s work stems from 
the experiences and observances 
of travelling between Australia, 
Vanuatu and South Africa, and is 
caught up in the vernacular words, 
phrases and textures of these 
distinct places. Visiting Cape Town 
in 2006, he began to combine the 
Afrikaans and ‘coloured’ slang of 
his grandmother with Bislama, the 
national pidgin dialect spoken in 
Vanuatu, which he had encountered 
while living periodically in Port 
Vila. It was around this time that 
language, along with a mischievous, 
subversive sense of humour, began 
to feature as a key element in his 
work. The sardonic messages and 
word plays on Harry’s gift mats 
are woven from pandanus plants, 
traditionally made by women in 
Vanuatu to use in place of monetary 
exchange, trade, or as gifts at 
ceremonial occasions. In a related 
neon work, Harry transforms the 
statement ‘The natives are restless’ 
into the anagrams ‘Nerv[e]less 
rats hesitate’ and ‘When venereal 
theists rest’.

paUL mccarTHy 
born 1945 in salt lake city, usa
lives and works in altadena, usa

Paul McCarthy, one of the most 
influential and provocative artists 
in the United States today, has 
spent much of his career critiquing 
and exploring western society’s 
obsessions – its mass media, popular 
culture, and icons of its consumer, 
entertainment and art industries. 
In reaction to the excesses of 
consumer capitalism, ‘Disneyfied’ 
banality and misplaced feelings 
of entitlement, McCarthy has 
developed a subversive vocabulary 
that twists, perverts and exaggerates 
the world around him to a 
heightened and crazed state. A new 
sculpture by McCarthy premieres at 
Pier 2/3, Walsh Bay. Ship of Fools, Ship 
Adrift 2 (2010) is a contemporary 
rephrasing of the medieval allegory, 
depicting a world of power without 
principle as the ship and its denizens 
hurtle obliviously towards their 
own destruction. Constructed 
from foam, the child-like faces of 
the caricatured inhabitants float 
dumbly above the ship that sports an 
implausible gun barrel mounted on 
its prow.

Thanks to the generous support of our ferry 
partners, The Balnaves Foundation and 
etihad Airways, a regular ferry service will be 
running between Pier 2/3 at Walsh Bay, the 
Commissioner’s Steps on the western side of 
Circular Quay, and Cockatoo Island for the 
duration of the exhibition – at no charge! 

Three meticulously restored deck timber vessels, 
the Royale, Regal and Proclaim, will transport 
Biennale visitors across Sydney’s picturesque 
harbour. The Biennale ferries depart hourly on 
weekdays and every half hour on weekends.

Please see the Biennale venue map on pages 48–9 
for the route, and the back cover of this guide for 
a full ferry timetable. you can also view the ferry 
timetable at www.bos17.com 

The 17th Biennale of Sydney is proud to be 
associated with The Balnaves Foundation and 
etihad Airways in delivering this free service to 
Biennale visitors.

Paul Mccarthy 
Ship of Fools, Ship Adrift 2 | 2010  
courtesy the artist and hauser & wirth
This project was made possible through the generous support 
of the anita and luca belgiorno-nettis foundation

danica dakic 
Isola Bella | 2007–08 
courtesy the artist 
copyright © danica dakic and vg bild-kunst 
licensed by viscopy, 2010 
The presentation of this work was made possible through the 
generous support of the anita and luca belgiorno-nettis 
foundation

newell harry 
Untitled (gift mat) (No point beig King Shit of Turd Island) | 2008 
courtesy the artist and roslyn oxley9 gallery, sydney
The presentation of this work was made possible through the 
generous support of the anita and luca belgiorno-nettis 
foundation



The MCA is Australia’s only museum dedicated to collecting and 
exhibiting the work of contemporary artists. Located on Sydney’s 
iconic Circular Quay in an architecturally striking building, the 
MCA presents a dynamic program of exhibitions and events that 
explores the latest in international and Australian contemporary 
art. This year, the MCA’s exhibition space has been given over 

entirely to the Biennale of Sydney.

David Elliott presents a related exhibition on Level 4, titled
‘We Call Them Pirates Out Here’, featuring works from the MCA 

Collection (including the work of two Biennale artists).

MUSEUM OF CONTEMPOr A rY A rT 
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pH (02) 9245 2400 
w w w.mca.com.au
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this year the MCA presents 285 works by 
92 international and australian arTisTs
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cOnraD bOTes
born 1969 in ladismith, south africa
lives and works in cape Town, south africa

Conrad Botes’ work looks at abuses 
of power and repression with a 
distinctive comic style and dark 
sense of humour. His irreverent 
explorations of human vice and 
existential torment reflect a 
particular experience of growing 
up as a white South African under 
apartheid, while his strong symbolic 
language, which references the 
Bible, comic books and folk art, 
transmits a broad cultural reference 
and appeal. Cain Slays Abel (2008) 
is a series of 41 small paintings 
on glass – a technique that has its 
antecedents in the Bavarian folk 
art form of Hinterglasmalerei. The 
work forms part of Botes’ ongoing 
study of racial violence and its 
Biblical ‘origin’. Presented in clear, 
bright colours with a sharp, graphic 
delineation of lines, this series is 
seeped in impulsive, destructive 
action and gut-wrenching regret. 
In this, Botes’ portrayal of depravity 
and human weakness is not without 
mercy, but presents a raw and 
unrepentant meditation on the 
disquieted soul.

makOTO aiDa
born 1965 in niigata, Japan
lives and works in chiba, Japan

Makoto Aida is known for 
provocative paintings and drawings 
that subvert popular Japanese visual 
culture with their complex political 
undertones. Aida’s work is based 
in the raw badlands of parody, fear 
and absurdity in contemporary life. 
He deals with taboos in his own 
country and beyond, going for the 
cultural jugular in an intelligent 
and somewhat odd, naïve way. 
Motifs in his paintings and videos 
range from a parody of traditional 
calligraphy, such as Calligraphy School 
(2007) – shown in the Grand Court 
of the Art Gallery of NSW – to, 
at the MCA, doomed submissive 
female amputees clad in dog collars, 
such as DOG (Typhoon) (2008), 
who embrace degradation and 
oppression through a perverted form 
of ‘cuteness’. Aida’s work is marked 
by a dark cynicism about the psycho-
sexual underbelly of Japanese male 
culture. He aims to force the viewer 
to reflect on dominating stereotypes 
and the cruel misogyny of certain 
areas of the society that surrounds 
him and of which he himself is a 
part. mokomoko (2008) is a painting 
of the atomic ‘mushroom cloud’ in 
the form of a cartoon-like penis. 

LOUise bOUrGeOis
born 1911 in Paris, france
lives and works in new york, usa

For over 60 years, Louise Bourgeois 
has made sculptures, drawings, 
paintings and prints that deal with 
personal memory, emotion and 
the body. Cell (Glass, spheres and 
hands) (1990–93) is inhabited with 
glass bubbles that sit atop roughly 
made chairs. Their contained form 
implies alienation and a denial of 
communication, while their fragility 
and close placement suggests a 
frustrated but silent communion. 
On an adjacent table, a pair of 
marble hands is clasped in despair. 
ECHO (2007), a suite of seven 
bronze sculptures, is cast from 
Bourgeois’ discarded clothes that 
have been draped, stretched and 
sewn together. Alternately slender 
or slumped with bulbous folds and 
creases, they represent maternal 
feelings of nurturing warmth and 
organic growth. THE COUPLE 
(2007), a series of 18 bright red 
gouache drawings, depict stylised 
and ambiguous couplings, with 
figures that smudge and bleed in an 
arresting visual metaphor for the 
blurred lines between self and other 
in the struggles for an intimate, 
sustained and fertile relationship. 

JOHn bOck
born 1965 in gribbohm, germany
lives and works in berlin, germany

John Bock makes films, installations 
and performances that combine 
and cross-pollinate language, 
theatre and sculpture in an 
often absurd and complex way. 
His surreal, disturbing, and 
sometimes violent universes 
contain phantasmagorical machines 
constructed out of waste and found 
objects. Fischgrätenmelkstand kippt 
ins Höhlengleichnis Refugium (2008) 
conjures up an entirely different 
mood and century; Bock plays the 
role of a decadent, powdered, 
ancien régime dandy, trapped, 
questioning the meaning of life, 
with an opulently clad, similarly 
bewigged young woman in a clinical, 
tiled space. Under fluorescent 
lights a paranoid pantomime 
of the sexes plays out around a 
strange homemade apparatus. This 
re-enactment of the time of the 
European Enlightenment 
re-imagines the rational world 
with its hope for all-embracing 
encylopaedic knowledge as a form 
of absurd, sadistic theatre.

enriQUe cHaGOya 
born 1953 in Mexico city, Mexico
lives and works in san francisco, usa

Enrique Chagoya, a leading figure in 
the Chicano (Mexican–American) 
art movement, is best known for 
his paintings, drawings and mixed-
media books. His work considers 
the complexities of Mexico’s past 
and current international status, 
the impact of economic migration, 
the inequities of world politics, 
and the symbolic power of religion, 
modern art and mass media culture. 
Chagoya’s core subject is the 
changing hybrid nature of culture. 
He blends images and styles – often 
in the same work – from classical 
Mayan codices, contemporary 
media, Mexican folk art, religious 
icons and modernism. The titles of 
two new works, Illegal Alien’s Guide 
to Political Theory and The Enlightened 
Savage’s Guide to Economic Theory 
(both 2010), might serve as a 
catch-all description of his ironical, 
historically charged approach. 
Drawing on a wide lexicon of 
ideas, beliefs and myths in currency 
across the Americas, he pokes 
fun at ‘artspeak’, anthropology, 
statesmanship, politics, branding 
and racism. 

John bock 
Fischgrätenmelkstand kippt ins Höhlengleichnis Refugium | 2008 
courtesy klosterfelde, berlin and anton kern, new york 
copyright © 2008 John bock. all rights reserved 
Photograph: Jan windszus

enrique chagoya 
The Enlightened Savage’s Guide to Economic Theory | 2010  
courtesy the artist and lisa sette gallery, scottsdale

conrad botes 
Cain Slays Abel | 2008–10 
courtesy the artist and Michael stevenson, cape Town 
Photograph: Mario Todeschini 

Makoto aida 
mokomoko | 2008 
courtesy the artist and Mizuma art gallery, Tokyo 
copyright © aida Makoto 
Photograph: kei Miyajima 
The presentation of this project was made possible with 
assistance from ishibashi foundation

louise bourgeois 
ECHO VII | 2007 
courtesy cheim & read, new york and hauser & wirth 
Photograph: christopher burke 
copyright © louise bourgeois and vaga 
licensed by viscopy, 2010 

Jake anD DinOs cHapman
Jake chapman: born 1966 in cheltenham, 
england
dinos chapman: born 1962 in london, england
both live and work in london

Jake and Dinos Chapman make 
iconoclastic sculptures, paintings, 
prints and large-scale installations 
that question standards of politics, 
political correctness and obscenity 
in a witty and sometimes shocking 
way. ‘Shitrospective’ (2009) is a 
retrospective display of highlights 
from the Chapman’s work since the 
early 1990s. Made out of paint, glue 
and cardboard, these ‘crap versions’ 
of previous works are represented 
in miniature, schematic, form. 
One work is a mini version of 
‘The Chapman Family Collection’ 
– trophies gleaned from exotic 
locations and destroyed paradises 
that also bear the infamous stamp 
of globalisation – McDonald’s 
branding. Others revisit such earlier 
well-known works as Two Faced Cunt 
(1995) in which the prominent 
features of children and adults were 
mutated into genitalia. Parodying 
children’s art, ethnographic art, 
modernist spirituality and the legacy 
of pop art, these highly charged 
works signify a deep global malaise. 

Jake and dinos chapman 
Two Faced Cunt | 2009 
courtesy the artists and white cube, london
copyright © the artists
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sHane cOTTOn
born 1964 in upper hutt, new zealand
lives and works in Palmerston north, 
new zealand 

Both his Ngapuhi and Pakeha (New 
Zealand European) heritage are 
critical elements in Shane Cotton’s 
work in which traditional Maori arts 
are mixed with European influence. 
Through combinations of western 
borrowed imagery, Maori text, 
images of native birds, target icons 
and upoko tuhituhi or decorated 
human heads, Cotton excavates 
periods of change and upheaval that 
have led to the present. In often 
oblique images of New Zealand’s 
history, land ownership and Maori 
culture, he addresses popular 
culture, art history, and traditional 
myths in ambiguous pictorial and 
political constructions. In The 
Hanging Sky (2007) and Tradition, 
History & Incidents (2007–09) Maori 
heads float alongside stylised birds 
and foliage against a background 
that evokes the dramatic skies 
of nineteenth-century German 
Romantic landscapes. He does not 
offer to mediate between the two 
influences, but represents both as 
equivalents of each other. 

Dana cLaXTOn
born 1959 in yorkton, canada
lives and works in vancouver, canada

Dana Claxton is a First Nations 
Canadian artist of Lakota descent 
working in film, video, performance 
art, photography and installation. 
Her work seeks to address social 
justice in the face of colonialism’s 
marauding trajectory, and to 
combine traditional Lakota 
knowledge and aesthetics within a 
contemporary art context. Sitting 
Bull and the Moose Jaw Sioux (2003) 
combines interviews, landscape 
scenery and appropriated footage in 
a contemporary view of a historical 
story: after the Battle of the Little 
Bighorn in 1876, Sitting Bull, 
the Hunkpapa Lakota chief who 
famously defeated General Custer 
by the Little Bighorn River, led a 
group to Canada where they were 
given refuge by the British and set 
up a camp next to the town of 
Moose Jaw. The encampment 
was inhabited until 1921. In this 
four-channel video installation in 
which she presents archival images, 
footage of the site and interviews 
with descendants of the camp’s 
original inhabitants – some of 
whom were her relatives – Claxton 
memorialises the land with its flora, 
fauna and natural beauty.

fOLkerT De JOnG 
born 1972 in egmond aan zee, The netherlands                                                                               
lives and works in amsterdam, The netherlands
 
Folkert de Jong is a sculptor and 
installation artist who has become 
known for his adept use of styrofoam 
and polyurethane, originally used 
in building construction. Out 
of these he creates evocative, 
figurative tableaux that draw from 
such sources as art history, horror 
films, war, contemporary politics, 
oil-based economies and chemical 
industries. De Jong’s new work, 
The Balance (2010), examines 
the cruelty and rapaciousness 
of capitalism – old and new. In a 
monumental, figurative sculptural 
installation, the artist draws from 
three existing historical artworks: 
a Dutch seventeenth-century oil 
painting in Amsterdam, a twentieth-
century city monument in New York 
and a nineteenth-century totem 
pole in Alaska; artworks which are 
themselves based on important 
historical events. In this composite 
work he addresses contemporary 
issues of cultural exchange, political 
power, the slave trade, economic 
colonisation, murder, exploitation 
and intrigue.

LOrraine cOnneLLy-nOrTHey 
born 1962 in swan hill, australia
lives and works in culcairn, australia

Lorraine Connelly-Northey uses 
found and scrap materials to 
produce sculptures that reference 
their place of origin in a number of 
powerful ways. Connelly-Northey 
is a Waradgerie woman who grew 
up in the area where the Mallee 
bush meets the Murray River, and 
this background – with her father’s 
Irish heritage – has informed her 
work. The materials she chooses 
have a strong personal significance. 
She has turned to the discarded 
detritus of local farming: rusted 
corrugated iron, fencing, chicken 
and barbed wire. By recycling and 
reinventing these materials, which 
most would consider ‘rubbish’, she 
evokes the displacement of older 
cultures by rural Australian settlers 
as well as the contemporary tension 
between these two distinct yet 
interwoven histories. Connelly-
Northey transforms these found 
objects and metals into bags, vessels 
and garments used by her ancestral 
people, representing cloaks 
historically made from animal skins 
as well as bags to evoke traditional 
utilitarian forms. 

beaU Dick
born 1955 in alert bay, canada
lives and works in alert bay

A charismatic spiritual leader, 
known for his dramatic carved 
ceremonial masks, Beau Dick has 
also made paintings, drawings, 
prints, bowls, rattles and drums, and 
is an active teacher and proponent 
of Kwakwaka’wakw culture. Whether 
worn in ceremonial dances or 
exhibited in contemporary art 
contexts, Dick’s masks reflect the 
artist’s study of traditional forms of 
Northwest Coast carving, as well 
as influences from the art of other 
cultures. One of the subjects of his 
masks, Raven Transformation Mask 
(2007), is the raven – a traditional 
trickster figure appearing in North 
American cultures. Another is the 
Bak’was, otherwise known as the 
Bookwus, or ‘wild man of the woods’ 
– a supernatural being dwelling on 
the fringes of forests and streams, 
who claims human souls by offerings 
of ‘ghost food’ and whose eyes can 
hypnotise – signified in Dick’s masks 
by the use of glass or copper for 
eyes (Bookwus, 2007). He has also 
represented, among other things, 
ghosts, water spirits and otter-men 
and -women. 
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lorraine connelly-northey  
An O’possum-Skin Cloak | 2007 
Private collection

beau dick 
Raven Transformation Mask | 2007 
courtesy douglas reynolds gallery, vancouver
Photograph: John calhoun

shane cotton 
The Hanging Sky | 2007 
Private collection, hong kong  
courtesy the artist and anna schwartz gallery

dana claxton 
Sitting Bull and The Moose Jaw Sioux | 2003  
donated to the Moose Jaw Museum and art gallery by the artist, 
20.09.5.1 
courtesy ciac and la biennale de Montréal 
Photograph: guy l’heureux

folkert de Jong 
The Balance | 2010  
courtesy the artist; office for contemporary art, amsterdam; 
and James cohan gallery; new york 

cLaUDio DicOcHea 
born 1971 in san luis río colorado, Mexico
lives and works in Phoenix, usa

Claudio Dicochea’s work is a 
contemporary re-examination of the 
mestizaje, or mixed-race identity. His 
layered and visually dense paintings 
host a motley cast of figures and 
motifs dealing with the legacy of 
colonial representation, based on 
eighteenth-century Mexican casta 
or caste paintings made to illustrate 
the effects of racial mixing in the 
New World. Dicochea takes these 
forgotten relics of Enlightenment 
ideology as a point of departure, 
replacing the original subjects with 
contemporary figures from celebrity 
and popular culture, comics and 
history. In De la Guera y el Rey Puro 
Cabron, De Queen y Sitting Bull el 
Presidente, De Slayer y Vampiro Lobita 
(all 2009), and De la Gran Madre y 
un Duke, la hibrida (2010), Dicochea 
subversively and humorously topples 
racist hierarchies of skin colour 
and origin: white women and dark-
skinned men become the leading 
actors to spawn incongruous, 
freakish, alien offspring. 

claudio dicochea 
De Slayer y Vampiro Lobita (Of Slayer and Vampire, the Little Wolf)
2009 
courtesy the artist and lisa sette gallery, scottsdale
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breTT GraHam 
born 1967 in auckland, new zealand
lives and works in auckland

Sculptor Brett Graham, from the 
Ngati Koroki sub-tribe of Tainui, 
explores complex historical, 
political and cultural ideas, 
transforming them into compelling 
artistic statements, often witty and 
ironic. He works on large-scale 
projects in varied materials. Here 
he presents versions of western 
‘weapons of mass destruction’, 
such as Te Hokioi (2008), a Stealth 
Bomber with its identity reformed 
by carved Maori symbols, as well 
as a new work, Mihaia (2010): a 
near full-scale Russian BRDM-2 
scout car. Just as western nations 
often appropriate the names of 
Fourth world peoples for their 
weapons, indigenous peoples have 
appropriated the technology of 
their enemies as ritualistic power 
symbols. A response to colonisation 
has been the rise of indigenous 
millenium cults seeking salvation, 
and identification with both the lost 
tribes of Israel and the later plight 
of Palestinian refuges; the BRDM-2 
has been used on both sides of the 
Middle Eastern conflict.

anGeLa eLLsWOrTH
born 1964 in Palo alto, usa
lives and works in Phoenix, usa

Angela Ellsworth is a 
multidisciplinary artist living and 
working in Phoenix, Arizona. Her 
drawings, paintings, installations 
and performances explore the 
female body in its various contexts 
and constraints. Aiming to connect 
the body with art, and public 
with private experience, her solo 
and collaborative artworks and 
performances have taken in such 
wide-ranging subjects as physical 
fitness, endurance, social ritual, 
religious tradition, performance 
art and American colonial history. 
Ellsworth refers to her rejected 
Mormon heritage in an elegant 
circle of antiquated pioneer 
women’s bonnets, Seer Bonnets: 
A Continuing Offense (2009–10), 
constructed out of thousands of 
pearl-tipped corsage pins with the 
points directed inwards. These 
small, beautiful, fetish-like objects 
not only refer to the tradition of 
craft work in the home – women’s 
work – but also stand as disembodied 
memorials to lives lived suffering 
cruelty, submission and control. 

rODney GraHam
born 1949 in vancouver, canada
lives and works in vancouver

Rodney Graham’s practice crosses 
the various media of painting, 
photography, video, performance, 
sculpture and installation. He is 
known for intelligent, ironic and 
historically resonant works that 
excavate and re-imagine the history 
of modern art and culture and the 
artist’s place in it. City Self/Country Self 
(2000) sees Graham take on the 
dual roles of an urban aesthete and 
country bumpkin. This film, set in the 
early part of the nineteenth century 
(presumably in England), shows 
an imaginary encounter between a 
dandy and a country yokel who comes 
to town. The yokel, confused and out 
of his element, represents the one 
who was there before (he could even 
be ‘an indigenous person’) and is 
summarily booted up the backside by 
the civilised gent. In this constantly 
repeated high comedy, Graham distils 
the self-legitimising impositions and 
defensive impulses that have marked 
the expansion of western thought and 
power over the past 250 years.

GOnkar GyaTsO 
born 1961 in lhasa, Tibet
lives and works in new york, usa

Gonkar Gyatso is a Tibetan-born 
artist who studied traditional 
Chinese ink-and-brush painting 
in Beijing with further studies 
in London. His work combines 
traditional Tibetan Buddhist 
iconography with contemporary 
branding logos and cartoon 
characters in a way that both 
highlights the cultural hybridity of 
globalisation and the continuing 
corruption of spiritual thought. 
Gyatso’s Buddha appears in a variety 
of guises, adorned with materials 
such as plastic tubing, or filled with 
repeated imagery such as the face 
of a panda bear in Buddha in Our 
Times (2008) – a seemingly innocent 
reference to Sino-Tibetan relations. 
Wheel of Modern Life (2010), an 
ironical mandala-like image of 
the universe, converts dharma, 
the wheel of law, into a clockface 
surrounded by the visual clutter of 
modern life  – currency exchange, 
real estate, commercial advertising. 
This is encompassed by a calmer, but 
no less threatening, environment 
which suggests a path littered by 
ideological and ecological obstacles 
that we all have to negotiate.

sUsan HiLLer
born 1940 in Tallahassee, usa
lives and works in london, england and berlin, 
germany 

Susan Hiller is a US-born artist who 
has lived and worked in London 
since the early 1970s. Her practice 
covers a range of media including 
sculpture, performance, video, 
photography, drawing, sound and 
installation, and is often described 
as investigating the ‘unconscious’ 
in culture by giving overlooked 
and unacknowledged aspects 
of our world new meaning and 
attention. The Last Silent Movie 
(2007) is a 20-minute audio work 
presented simply on a black screen, 
accompanied by subtitles and a 
series of 24 etchings. It takes extinct 
and dying languages as its subject, 
drawing content from sound 
recording archives. In the form of 
songs, stories, lists of vocabulary 
and at times direct accusations of 
injustice, Hiller eloquently gives 
voice to lost, marginalised and 
forgotten subjects. In this work, she 
also gives shape to different lost 
languages in a series of etchings 
that visualise sound waves from each 
individual language.
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brett graham 
Te Hokioi | 2008 
auckland art gallery Toi o Tamaki, gift of the Patrons of the 
gallery, 2009 
Photograph: Jennifer french 
The presentation of this project was made possible through the 
support of Two rooms, auckland 

susan hiller 
The Last Silent Movie | 2007–08  
collection british council, london

rodney graham 
City Self / Country Self | 2000 
courtesy the artist; donald young gallery, chicago; and lisson 
gallery, london 

angela ellsworth 
Seer Bonnet V | 2009 
courtesy the artist and lisa sette gallery, scottsdale  
Photograph: angela ellsworth 

gonkar gyatso 
Wheel of Modern Life | 2010 (detail) 
courtesy the artist and rossi & rossi, london

angela ellsworTh
–

Meanwhile, back at the ranch (2010)

museum of contemporary art
saturday 15 may

2.30 pm

in a durational performance work, 
angela ellsworth merges an american 

dance craze with a polygamous 
religious sect in a community line 

dance. it will take place in the Mca 
near to ellsworth’s intricate but sinister 
bonnets, and involves women dressed 
as ‘sister-wives’ (modest prairie attire 

with long braids) dancing in unison 
to the electric slide. The electric 

slide is a popular dance performed at 
weddings, quinceaneras (coming-of-

age ceremonies for girls in some latin 
american societies), cowboy/cowgirl 
bars, and at other cultural celebrations 

across the united states.
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marTin JacObsOn 
born 1978 in stockholm, sweden
lives and works in Malmö, sweden

Swedish artist Martin Jacobson 
creates ink-on-paper drawings that 
are startling in their impressive 
detail, size and surrealistic 
conflations of imagery. Battlefield 
(2009), a chaotic and nightmarish 
scene washed over in blood-red 
and sickly green, is a fantastic 
theatre, disrupted by wounded 
rabbits reading novels, a bow-tied 
black cat on its hind legs, and a 
diminutive clown offering a bowl 
of food. In this work, the clown 
represents Hermes, an emblem 
of transcendence, the Greek god 
of thieves and the underworld. 
Red Fire (2009) depicts an 
unpopulated city consumed by 
a raging, orange-red inferno. 
Jacobson presents an intense 
apocalyptic vision, capturing a 
moment of complete devastation 
as the buildings turn to rubble. 
In contrast, Party (2009) shows a 
baroque interior awash with green 
paint. At the centre of this great 
hall is a party of men and women 
‘halfway between a massacre and an 
orgy’, flanked by a pair of observing 
‘Indians’. 

sHiraZeH HOUsHiary
born 1955 in shiraz, iran
lives and works in london, england

Shirazeh Houshiary’s work has 
always contained a distinct 
aesthetic and spiritual dimension, 
strongly influenced by her Persian 
background. Her paintings and 
three-dimensional works draw on 
the mysticism and poetry of Sufi 
culture, with a particular interest 
in Jalal ad-Din Muhammad Rumi, 
a thirteenth-century Persian 
writer and mystic. Recent large 
paintings have been increasingly 
monochromatic, often made up 
of very small fragments of text 
taken from the works of Rumi. 
These have a luminous and airy 
presence – mist-like, they seem to 
shimmer, vibrate or breathe, and 
the experience of looking at them 
becomes imbued with a rhythmical, 
prayer-like quality. In Houshiary’s 
three paintings shown here, fixed 
notions of proximity and distance, 
form and formlessness, legibility and 
invisibility, are all challenged by a 
single, creative, unifying energy 
and design.

kim JOnes
born 1944 in san bernardino, usa
lives and works in new york, usa

Kim Jones emerged as a performance 
artist in the early 1970s in 
California. With a background 
in painting and sculpture, he 
consciously took sculpture off 
the ‘static pedestal’ and on to 
the human body. He served in the 
Vietnam War, but attributes his 
childhood experience of a crippling 
bone disease as his most formative 
experience. His later multimedia 
works continually refer to human 
frailty and the importance of bodily 
structures, exploring themes 
of war, camouflage, healing and 
destruction. Jones’ war drawings will 
be shown as part of a specially made 
installation. These portray aerial-
view scenes of buildings, alleys, 
fortifications and tanks, depicting 
warring empires of ‘x-men’ and ‘dot-
men’ – a clear diversion from reality 
that signifies an ongoing personal 
inquiry into representations of 
violence and trauma. As part of this, 
he presents a series of paintings 
on jackets and shirts with detailed, 
schematic designs in ink and acrylic  
and reinforced with strips of wood 
that marry sculpture with painting: 
Blue Shirt with Horns, Green Marine 
Jacket and Plaid Shirt #2 (all 2005).

Tiina iTkOnen
born 1968 in helsinki, finland
lives and works in helsinki

Since the mid-1990s, Finnish artist 
Tiina Itkonen has been travelling 
to Greenland, to create large-
scale photographs of the arctic 
north and its inhabitants. Drawn 
to these icy desert landscapes, she 
has been an unconscious witness 
to the changes in Inuit villages 
and their surroundings at a time 
of global warming. Her striking 
panoramic photographs engage on 
both a documentary and aesthetic 
level, offering insights into small, 
threatened and closed communities. 
Qaanaaq I (2005) pictures one 
of the world’s most northerly 
settlements; brightly coloured rows 
of houses cluster on the edge of 
a dramatic ice-capped sea. A blue 
expanse of frozen water dominates 
the tiny settlement, revealing 
the physical context of an area 
that clings to survival by hunting 
whales and seals. Taken a year later, 
Kullorsuaq I (2006) shows a town 
to the south-west of Qaanaaq in 
springtime, just as the grass had 
started to grow. In Uummannaq III 
(2007), on the village outskirts, 
groups of huskies live around their 
sledges, specks against the white 
snowy vastness.

Dapeni JOnevari (mOkOkari) 
born 1949 in budo, Papua new guinea
lives and works in godibehi, Papua new guinea

Papua New Guinean artist Dapeni 
Jonevari (Mokokari) is a highly-
respected duvahe (chief) of the 
Emate clan. She works with 
natural paint dyes and charcoal 
on barkcloth, drawing from her 
observations of the mountains, 
forests and animals in the region. In 
asimano'e ohu'o mahudano'e, odunaigö'e 
ohu'o dahoru'e [a man’s head seen 
through dreams (with traditional 
wealth – pig’s tusks), jungle vines 
and Ömie mountains] (2008), 
Jonevari somewhat cheekily depicts 
a man dreaming about traditional 
wealth, about being or becoming 
the ‘big man’ in the village. It plays 
out on a bright yellow background 
with red and brown traditional 
tattoo designs incorporating spirals, 
zigzagging lines and pod-like chains 
lined with tiny tooths of brown. 
butötu'e ohu'o siha'e (spider webs and 
fruit from the tree) (2008) radiates 
concentric circles from a central 
point, incorporating two smaller 
circles within the diamond-edged 
boundary. The lively red, yellow and 
green lines seem to vibrate, bringing 
to mind the tension in the sticky 
weavings of spiders’ webs.
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Martin Jacobson 
party | 2009 
courtesy the artist and andréhn-schiptjenko, stockholm 

shirazeh houshiary 
Black Light | 2008 
Private collection, sydney 
courtesy the artist and lisson gallery, london 
Photograph: dave Morgan

kim Jones 
Green Marine Jacket | 2005 
courtesy the artist and Pierogi, brooklyn

Tiina itkonen 
Kullorsuaq I | 2006 (top)
Qaanaaq 1 | 2005  (bottom)
courtesy the artist   

dapeni Jonevari (Mokokari) 
butötu'e ohu'o siha'e (spider webs and fruit from the tree) | 2008 
courtesy Ömie artists 
copyright © the artist 

cHrisTian JankOWski
born 1968 in göttingen, germany
lives and works in new york, usa

Christian Jankowski’s work touches 
on the transformative powers of 
artistic creation and is executed 
in simple gestures within the 
context of everyday life. At its 
core is a humorous yet critical 
reflection of his own role as an 
artist as he develops scenarios in 
which mundane interactions are 
transformed into performative 
artworks. Jankowski has recently 
worked with network television, 
creating interventions into existing 
TV programs that are subtle and 
ironic. Live from the Inside (2010) 
engages with television journalism. 
The idea, development and eventual 
presentation of this work will be 
tracked by TV journalists reporting 
‘live from the scene’ on each step in 
the journey of the piece’s evolution 
and the record of this process will 
become the piece itself. This work 
will not only reflect on the creation 
of art and its relation to journalism, 
but also on the media spectacle 
of large cultural events such as 
biennales, including the ways in 
which the media engage with, 
interpret to and inform audiences 
about such events.

christian Jankowski  
aspekte | 2009 (production still) 
Two journalists from the german Tv-culture-magazine Aspekte 
are doing their job upside down. for broadcast the image is 
flipped upside down so that the picture looks almost normal to 
the Tv audience 
courtesy klosterfelde, berlin and lisson gallery, london 
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l arr akitJ, yolngu artists 
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yolngu arTisTs resPond 
To hiroshi sugiMoTo’s 

FARADAY CAGE (2010)
–

cockatoo island, power house
wednesday 12 may, 3 pm 

The opening of the larrakitj installation 
at the Mca includes the participation 
of ten artists from the Miwatj region 

of north east arnhem land, northern 
Territory. while in sydney, the artists 

have been invited to respond to 
hiroshi sugimoto’s installation Faraday 
Cage (2010) in the old Power house 

on cockatoo island. Faraday Cage 
includes illuminated light boxes from 

the artist’s ‘lightning fields’ series 
and a thirteenth-century statue of 

raijin, the Japanese god of Thunder. 
wanyubi Marika and others will make 
a response to this work that includes 

a series of short song cycles about 
Mundukul (lightning snake) and 
Wititj (rainbow serpent). sung in 
the yolngu language, these stories 
will juxtapose ancestral knowledge 
from rirratjingu and affiliated clans 

with counterparts in Japanese 
traditional and contemporary culture. 

The participation of these artists in 
sydney was made possible through 
the support of rio Tinto alcan and 

facilitated by the 
buku-larrnggay Mulka centre, 

yirrkala, northern Territory.

This, one of the most important collections of memorial poles, was 
assembled by Anne Brody for the kerry Stokes Collection in Perth, 
Australia and includes 110 larrakitj by 41 yolngu artists from North 
east Arnhem Land. Larrakitj have their origins in traditional yolngu 
funeral rituals and were historically used as hollow log coffins painted 
with clan designs belonging to the deceased. With the advent of the 
missions, european-style coffin burials were introduced, and in more 
recent times the larrakitj have become sought after sculptures and 
grounds for artistic experimentation.

Renowned and prize-winning artists such as Baluka Maymuru, 
Gulumbu yunupingu and Djambawa Marawili are joined here by 
younger artists, such as Gunybi Ganambarr, who have introduced such 
techniques as incising and shaping barks to dramatic effect. Through 
the Buku-Larrnggay Mulka Centre in yirrkala, Northern Territory, 
larrakitj have been seen in contemporary art contexts while continuing 
to be used as expressions of sacred clan designs and in ceremony. 
The works in this collection range in date from 1998 to 2009. 

Gunybi Ganambarr 
dhuwa moiety, ngaymil clan,
gängan homeland
Gawirrin Gumana ao 
yirritja moiety, dhalwangu clan,
gängan homeland
malaluba Gumana
yirritja moiety, dhalwangu clan,
gängan homeland
Waturr Gumana 
yirritja moiety, dhalwangu clan,
gängan homeland
yinimala Gumana
yirritja moiety, dhalwangu clan,
gängan homeland
bakulangay marawili
yirritja moiety, Madarrpa clan,
bäniyala homeland
Djambawa marawili
yirritja moiety, Madarrpa clan,
bäniyala homeland
marrirra marawili
yirritja moiety, Madarrpa clan,
bäniyala homeland
napuwarri marawili
yirritja moiety, Madarrpa clan,
yilpara homeland
Dhurrumuwuy marika
dhuwa moiety, rirratjingu clan,
gängan homeland
Dhuwarrwarr marika
dhuwa moiety, rirratjingu clan,
yirrkala homeland
Wanyubi marika 
dhuwa moiety, rirratjingu clan,
yirrkala homeland
baluka maymuru
yirritja moiety, Manggalili clan,
djarrakpi homeland
Galuma maymuru
yirritja moiety, Manggalili clan,
djarrakpi homeland

naminapu maymuru-White
yirritja moiety, Manggalili clan,
djarrakpi homeland
Djawuluku mununggurr
dhuwa moiety, djapu clan, 
wändawuy homeland
Djutjadjutja mununggurr
dhuwa moiety, djapu clan,
wändawuy homeland
marrnyula mununggurr
dhuwa moiety, djapu clan,
wändawuy homeland
minyipa mununggurr
dhuwa moiety, djapu clan,
wändawuy homeland
buwathay munyarryun
yirritja moiety, wangurri clan,
dhälinybuy homeland
Gunumuwuy munyarryun
yirritja moiety, wangurri clan,
dhälinybuy homeland
malalakpuy munyarryun
yirritja moiety, wangurri clan,
dhälinybuy homeland
mathulu munyarryun
yirritja moiety, wangurri clan,
dhälinybuy homeland
Dula ngurruwuthun
yirritja moiety, Munyuku clan,
rurrangala homeland
boliny Wanambi
dhuwa moiety, Marrakulu clan,
gurka’wuy homeland
Garawan Wanambi
dhuwa moiety, Marrakulu clan,
gängan homeland
Wolpa Wanambi
dhuwa moiety, Marrakulu clan,
gurka’wuy homeland
Wukun Wanambi
dhuwa moiety, Marrakulu clan,
gurka’wuy homeland

yalanba Wanambi
dhuwa moiety, Marrakulu clan,
gurka’wuy homeland
yilpirr Wanambi 
dhuwa moiety, Marrakulu clan,
gurka’wuy homeland
Dhukal Wirrpanda
dhuwa moiety, dhudi-djapu clan, 
dhuruputjpi homeland
mänman Wirrpanda
dhuwa moiety, dhudi-djapu clan,
dhuruputjpi homeland
mulkun Wirrpanda
dhuwa moiety, dhudi-djapu clan, 
dhuruputjpi homeland
Djirrirra Wunungmurra
yirritja moiety, dhalwangu clan,
gängan homeland
nawurapu Wunungmurra
yirritja moiety, dhalwangu clan,
gängan homeland
yanggarriny Wunungmurra
yirritja moiety, dhalwangu clan,
gängan homeland
yumutjin Wunungmurra
yirritja moiety, dhalwangu clan,
gurrumuru homeland
Deturru yunupingu
yirritja moiety, gumatj clan,
yirrkala homeland
Gulumbu yunupingu
yirritja moiety, gumatj clan,
gunyangarra homeland
miniyawany yunupingu
yirritja moiety, gumatj clan,
biranybirany homeland
yälpi yunupingu
yirritja moiety, gumatj clan,
biranybirany homeland

i. Malaluba gumana  
   Garrimala [i] | 2008  
ii. gulumbu yunupingu 
    Ganyu [ii] | 2003 

The presentation of the larrakitj installation was made possible with 
the generous support of the australian capital equity Pty limited 

iii. baluka Maymuru  
      Wayawupuy to Dhuruputjpi | 2000 

iv. napuwarri Marawili
     Djunungguyangu | 2004

v. nawurapu wunungmurra
    Garrapara [ii] | 2003  
vi. Miniyawany yunupingu  
     Gurtha | 2006

vii. djirrirra wunungmurra  
      Buyku | 2007  
viii. wukun wanambi  
       Gudultja | 2003  
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kenT mOnkman
born 1965 in st Marys, canada
lives and works in Toronto, canada

In his multifaceted work, Toronto-
based painter, photographer, 
performance and video installation 
artist Kent Monkman deals a table-
turning hand on the one-sided 
histories of Euro-American descent. 
Using parody and his flamboyant 
alter-ego Miss Chief Eagle Testickle, 
he subtly turns pioneering myths of 
the American West into orgiastic 
revisions of nineteenth-century 
pastoral. By appropriating the 
imagery and technique of ‘New 
World’ landscape painters, and by 
reversing the usual roles of cowboys 
and Indians, Monkman questions 
not only history, but also notions of 
authenticity and identity. He goes 
back in time to ‘queer the frontier’. 
The Death of Adonis (2009), one of 
four new new paintings shown here, 
is an allegory of environmental and 
colonial despoliation and depicts a 
buffalo hunting scene. Miss Chief 
cradles in her arms the figure of a 
white man who has apparently been 
killed in the pursuit, while a cowboy 
on a horse, butted by a survivor 
from a massacre of buffalos, shoots 
an accidental bullet into a fellow 
horsemen riding hot on his heels.

DaviD nOOnan
born 1969 in ballarat, australia
lives and works in london, england

David Noonan is known for mostly 
two-dimensional screenprints, 
paintings and collages. Using 
various motifs – owls, Tudor-style 
architecture, black-and-white 
costumed figures, Persian rugs, 
Indonesian shadow puppets – his 
monochromatic works also recall 
sepia photographs. Two Moons 
(2009–10) is one of a series of new 
works. It inhabits the room, three-
metres long and over two-metres 
high, with a brooding presence. A 
central masked figure hovers like a 
descending snowy owl, clad in the 
costume of Japanese Noh theatre, 
while at its feet kneels a man who 
has been collaged by Noonan to 
perform some kind of unknown 
ritual. Circular motifs that suggest 
printed Japanese paper stand like 
bookends to the shrouded figure’s 
extended limbs. Shadowy carved 
figures look out from the inky 
background.

nanDipHa mnTambO
born 1982 in Mbabane, swaziland
lives and works in cape Town, south africa

Nandipha Mntambo has developed a 
powerful visual language stemming 
from the use of cowhide as the 
central material for her installations 
and sculpture. This material makes 
a strong cultural reference to the 
Swazi practice of dressing the dead 
in animal hides for burial, as well as 
to the dress of the Herero people of 
Namibia known for their elaborate, 
Victorian-style dresses and horn-like 
fabric headwear worn by the women. 
Nandikeshvara (2009) is inspired 
by the artist’s name and Nandi – 
the bull steed of the Hindu god 
Shiva. Suspended from the ceiling, 
a headless figure with abbreviated 
arms hovers like a descending angel 
or deity riding on a cloud-like 
accumulation of dark cow hooves. 
Resembling an empty dress, the 
effect is strangely repellent and yet 
the sculpture has an absorbing grace 
and elegance. Similarly, Meditations 
on Solitude (2009) takes the shape 
of a flowing, floor-length dress, 
but behind there is a vacant shell 
that invites the viewer to step in 
and inhabit the space that once 
contained the artist’s body. 

sTeve mcQUeen
born 1969 in london, england
lives and works amsterdam, The netherlands 

Steve McQueen’s sophisticated 
filmmaking style is both evocative 
and poetic, exploring contemporary 
and historical political themes 
through abstracted imagery. 
Unexploded (handheld)(2007), a 
54-second handheld film of an 
unexploded bomb, was filmed 
in Basra, Iraq. Gravesend (2007)
depicts a long journey, the end 
point of which is the extraction 
and refining of an unidentified 
resource. The exact location, 
process and mineral being mined 
are left open, with only a few clues 
offered. Gravesend is the name 
of the port in England from which 
Marlow, the protagonist of Joseph 
Conrad’s anti-colonial novella Heart 
of Darkness (1902), embarked for 
Africa. We are also informed that 
the mineral being mined is coltan, 
a valuable metallic ore found in the 
Democratic Republic of Congo and 
used in new technologies. We see 
that the conditions under which it is 
extracted are far from humane. The 
political and historical resonances 
that connect these contemporary 
scenes with Conrad’s book are left 
for the viewer to extrapolate.

maLa nari (maTOsi)
born 1958 in gora, Papua new guinea
lives and works in duharenu, Papua new 
guinea

Mala Nari (Matosi) is one of a group 
of Ömie women artists from the 
Oro Province in Papua New Guinea. 
She learnt to paint as a young girl 
by watching her grandmother, and 
is now teaching her daughter-in-law 
Susan Nari how to paint traditional 
designs. Nari lives in one of the 
mountain villages of the Ömie, a 
group of less than 2000 people 
located along the south-eastern 
ridges of Mount Lamington. While 
colonial and missionary inhabitancy 
of Papua New Guinea has resulted in 
the loss of some practices, the Ömie 
have been the least affected by this 
influence and continue to portray 
their wealth of cultural knowledge 
and motifs on barkcloth. In dahoru'e, 
tuböru unö'e ohu'o buboriano'e (Ömie 
mountains, cassowary eggs and 
beaks of the hornbill) (2006), 
the mountains in the region and 
the beaks of the hornbill are both 
represented in the peaks and 
troughs of the repeating triangular 
designs. The shapes occur over and 
over in a meditation on the richness 
and intensity of Nari’s physical 
environment.

≤ mca artists ≤ ≤ mca artists ≤

kent Monkman 
The Death of Adonis | 2009 (detail)
courtesy the artist; stephen friedman gallery, london; and 
Trepanierbaer gallery, calgary  

steve McQueen 
Gravesend | 2007  
courtesy the artist and Thomas dane gallery, london

Mala nari (Matosi) 
dahoru'e, tuböru unö'e ohu'o buboriano'e (Ömie mountains, 
cassowary eggs and beaks of the hornbill) | 2006 
courtesy Ömie artists 
copyright © the artist 

nandipha Mntambo 
Meditations on Solitude | 2009 
courtesy of gordonschachatcollection, south africa  
The presentation of this project was made possible with 
assistance from Julian and lizanne knights 

david noonan 
Two Moons | 2009–10 
courtesy the artist and roslyn oxley9 gallery, sydney

racHeL kneebOne 
born 1973 in oxfordshire, england
lives and works in london, england

Rachel Kneebone is an English 
sculptor who works in the traditional 
and delicate material of porcelain. 
Her carefully crafted works meld 
organic forms to create overflowing, 
ambiguous constructions that 
suggest human bodies and theatrical 
tableaux. Limbs, tendrils and forms 
suggestive of sexual organs are 
interwoven within her white-glazed 
compositions to crackle with energy 
from the collision of their parts. 
Rather than celebrating the beauty 
of the human form, Kneebone 
suggests various states of moral and 
physical decay. In these five works 
she depicts the human form as a 
kind of self-satisfying Duchampian 
machine in which phallus and 
vagina are engaged in a squirming 
Dionysiac dance. Influenced by the 
poetics of antiquity with references 
to Ovid and Greek tragedy, 
Kneebone updates the sculptural 
craft of the Old Masters with an 
erotic and transgressive vision.

rachel kneebone 
I think of death it calms me down | 2009 
courtesy white cube, london 
copyright © the artist 
Photograph: Todd-white art Photography 
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annie pOOTOOGOOk
born 1969 in cape dorset, canada
lives and works in ottawa, canada

Annie Pootoogook’s part 
documentary and part 
autobiographical drawings reveal a 
spectrum of individual and family 
life that ranges from mundane 
activities such as watching 
television, to glimpses of domestic 
violence and psychological trauma. 
Pootoogook’s almost naïve works 
form a kind of visual diary that 
documents social, cultural and 
economic events, while also 
reflecting her own memories 
and personal experiences. Her 
deadpan and sometimes humorous 
images stray from a straightforward 
recording of her environment to 
manifest thoughts and feelings. In 
some instances, we see fragmentary 
memories, or heightened emotional 
states. Memory of My Life: Breaking 
Bottles (2002) recalls the time when 
she had to smash liquor bottles in 
an attempt to stop members of her 
family from excessive drinking, and 
elsewhere she has pictured her own 
experience of domestic violence. 
Pootoogook appears to be drawing 
on the therapeutic aspects of art in 
a complex and engaging mixture of 
unconscious, private and social life.

araya rasDJarmrearnsOOk
born 1957 in Trad, Thailand
lives and works in chiang Mai, Thailand

Araya Rasdjarmrearnsook’s 
performance and video works often 
engage with ideas of female identity, 
mortality and morality, focusing 
on the gaps between different 
levels of human experience. In 
three videos from ‘The Two Planets 
Series’, she interweaves two 
separate worlds: the popularised 
‘High Art’ of nineteenth-century 
France and contemporary life in 
rural Thailand. Local farmers and 
villagers are gathered to look at 
and discuss life-size reproductions 
of famous paintings by Édouard 
Manet (Le déjeuner sur l’Herbe, 1863), 
Vincent van Gogh (The Midday Sleep, 
1889–90) and Jean-François Millet 
(The Gleaners, 1857) that she had set 
up outdoors. Oblivious to cultural 
or economic baggage, the villagers 
speak about them with absolute 
freedom. With humour and in broad 
Thai slang, they raise issues over 
interpretation and experience: what 
we see is what we know about; but 
also, what do we need to know about 
art, and what can it tell us? 

cHrisTOpHer pease
born 1969 in Perth, australia
lives and works in Perth

Many of Christopher Pease’s works 
investigate how Indigenous people 
have been portrayed throughout 
colonial history. By adopting the 
painting style of the early European 
settlers, Pease references the 
way colonisers categorised and 
de-contextualised Indigenous 
Australians – much in the same 
way that they claimed, sectioned 
off, and bought and sold the land. 
Pease portrays his western subjects 
as strangers in an unfamiliar 
country, battling to control the 
unpredictable elements of nature 
that surround them. The icon of 
the target often appears in his 
work. Initially, he associated it with 
the work of American pop artist 
Jasper Johns, but subsequently it 
came to hold other meanings: the 
‘target’ that Indigenous Australians 
represented for the settlers who 
pointed their rifles at them; and the 
Indigenous pictogram for campfire. 
Pease exhibits two works, 
Law of Reflection and King George 
Sound (both 2008–09).

fiOna parDinGTOn
born 1961 in devonport, new zealand
lives and works in waiheke island, new zealand 

Fiona Pardington is a New Zealand 
photographer of Ngai Tahu, Kati 
Mamoe and Scottish descent. 
Her work looks at the history of 
photography and representations 
of the body, taking in investigations 
of subject–photographer relations, 
medicine, memory, collecting 
practices and still life. In her new 
series, Ahua: A Beautiful Hesitation 
(2010), she focuses on the pre-
photographic practice of making 
casts of human heads and visited 
museums worldwide to locate 
and photograph life-casts made 
from Maori and other Polynesian 
subjects. Before photography, the 
practice of casting life and death 
masks was used as a means of 
recording likeness. In these dark, 
visually seductive works, each 
mask’s Ahua – humanity, spirit, form, 
likeness or appearance – creates 
a direct and intimate connection 
between the viewer and the long-
departed subject as well as an 
examination of the complex nature 
of portraiture within Maori, Pacific 
Islander and European contexts. 

pvi cOLLecTive
founded 1998 in Perth, australia
pvi collective live and work in Perth

Established in 1988, pvi collective’s 
members include visual artists, 
video artists, researchers, musicians, 
performance artists and geeks. 
Artworks incorporate elements 
of performance, visual art and 
intervention and seek out radical, 
darkly humorous solutions for living 
in an unstable twenty-first century. 
transumer (2010) is a site-specific 
intervention created specially 
for the beauty of distance 
that encourages audiences to 
clandestinely take over their city in 
preparation for an anti-consumerist 
uprising. Armed with a customised 
iPhone programmed with cutting 
edge augmented reality software, 
particpants are invited to roam The 
Rocks, plot the end of what they 
don’t like about their metropolis, 
and create invisible tags revealing 
strategies for a  modern day 
insurrection.
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annie Pootoogook 
Watching Hunting Shows | 2003–04 
collection of John and Joyce Price, seattle 
courtesy feheley fine arts, Toronto

fiona Pardington 
portrait of a life-cast of pitani, Solomon Islands | 2010 
courtesy the artist; Two rooms, auckland; and the Musée de 
l’homme (Musée national d’histoire naturelle), Paris 
This project was made possible through the support of 
Two rooms, auckland 

pvi collective 
transumer | 2010 
courtesy of pvi collective 
This project was developed in collaboration with sohan ariel 
hayes and hit nz and produced by Performing lines wa

This project was assisted by the australia council for the arts; 
gordon darling foundation; state government of western 
australia through the department of culture and arts; and west 
australian Theatre development initiative

christopher Pease 
Law of Reflection | 2008–09 
Private collection 
courtesy the artist and goddard de fiddes  
Photograph: Tony nathan 

araya rasdjarmrearnsook 
Manet’s Dejeuner sur l’herbe 1862 1863 and the Thai villagers 
group II | 2007 
from ‘The Two Planets series’ 
courtesy the artist and 100 Tonson gallery, bangkok 
This project was made possible through the support of 100 Tonson 
gallery, bangkok 

To The ciTizens of sydney!
collect a mobile phone from the 
Mca front desk to take part in 

transumer

rOXy paine
born 1966 in new york, usa
lives and works in new york

Roxy Paine’s work examines 
systems of growth and decay by 
setting them against processes of 
organic evolution and industrial 
construction. Entropy – the 
inevitable and steady running down 
of energy (man-made and natural)
is counterbalanced by possibilities 
for regeneration. His work is nearly 
always based on a creation of 
tension between organic and man-
made environments. This has been 
expressed, at different times, in 
vitrines of meticulously replicated 
mushroom and plant life (often 
poisonous or hallucinogenic) in 
varying states of decay. He has also 
made a series of large structures 
based on the forms of trees with 
their roots exposed, handmade out 
of industrial stainless steel pipe. 
These works are generically called 
Dendroids. Neuron (2010), the vast 
new work shown for the first time 
in front of the MCA, continues 
this idea, focusing even more on 
the idea of dendrites and synapses, 
the means by which information, 
knowledge and experience are eerily 
and electrically transmitted through 
a body.

roxy Paine 
Neuron | 2010 
copyright © roxy Paine  
courtesy the artist and James cohan gallery, new york 
This project was made possible through the generous support of 
James cohan gallery, new york 
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kamen sTOyanOv
born 1977 in rousse, bulgaria
lives and works in rousse and vienna, austria 

Kamen Stoyanov’s work deals with 
the unconscious interactions 
between power with marginality. 
They scrutinise the economy of 
art, as well as indifference to it. 
Move Your Hands and Phantom take 
street-life snapshots as markers 
of political, cultural or economic 
discord. In Move Your Hands, a 
Bulgarian gypsy woman sits at the 
foot of a huge sculpture outside 
the Centre Pompidou in Paris. 
Ineptly playing a monotonous tune 
on a worn-out instrument, she is 
interrupted by two men who arrive 
to remove graffiti from the wall 
beside her. The wordless interplay 
between the migrant and the 
French workers arouses questions 
of survival and belonging. At the 
entrance to Artspace, the headless 
accordionist in Phantom is the 
Italian musician Niko Milantoni, 
an illegal performer who wears a 
unique costume so as to appear 
without a head or face. Like the old 
woman, this ‘phantom’ protagonist 
represents the survival technique 
of street performance in works 
that bring together folk art and 
music, and challenge conventional 
judgements about art and power. 

sUn yUan anD penG yU
sun yuan: born 1972 in beijing, china
Peng yu: born 1974 in heilongjiang Province, china
both live and work in beijing

Sun Yuan and Peng Yu’s practice 
usually refers to well-known social 
phenomena, which they address in a 
startling and sometimes grotesque 
way. Hong Kong Intervention (2009) 
inserts itself into the everyday 
lives of Filipino domestic workers 
in Hong Kong. For the project, 
the artists invited 100 Filipino 
workers to take a toy grenade and 
photograph this object in their 
favourite spot at their place of 
work. What they brought back is 
then shown alongside a portrait of 
the participant, with back turned. 
The work incorporates a playful yet 
also sinister humour in its format 
as a game; many of the contexts in 
which the grenade was placed by 
the workers also communicated 
their creative wit. It also addresses 
the emotions and issues underlying 
the relationships between the 
migrant workers and their Hong 
Kong employers, and examines the 
phenomenon of workers living away 
from home, integrating themselves 
into the families and homes of 
others. 

penny siOpis
born 1953 in vryburg, south africa
lives and works in Johannesburg, south africa

Penny Siopis is a South African 
artist whose work often deals with 
the fragility and vulnerability of 
human experience in a political 
context. Her works engage with 
the intersection of biography 
and autobiography by revisiting 
certain parts of South Africa’s 
history and her main concerns 
are rooted in the aesthetics of 
vulnerability – how an image can 
relate to power and repression. 
Through paintings and videos, 
Siopis explores such relationships. 
In her two-dimensional works, 
she uses oil paint, liquid paint and 
viscous glue amongst other media 
– the use of which has a particular 
resonance, treading a fine line 
between its protective qualities and 
the entrapment it symbolises. She is 
also concerned with the associative 
power of medium and colour, 
evident in her choice of fleshy pinks, 
blood reds, and deathly blacks. 
Three recent paintings, Ambush 
(2008), Tantalus and Three Trees 
(both 2009), create an overbearing 
sense of oppression combined with
a strong erotic presence.

berThOLD reiß
born 1962 in salzburg, austria
lives and works in Munich, germany

Berthold Reiß’s mystical 
works reveal the influences of 
architectural structures, geometric 
patterns and the forms of nature. In 
watercolours, drawings and objects 
he contemplates the historical role 
of image-making in society and its 
different uses in aesthetic, political, 
religious or scientific contexts to 
communicate information or convey 
a message. Reiß’s own ‘pictorial 
constructs’ reveal an inventive 
approach to the creation of a new 
emblematic system. Particularly 
fascinated by the philosophy and 
aesthetics of Immanuel Kant 
(1724–1804), and aware of the 
colour theories and ideas of Rudolf 
Steiner (1861–1925), he also revisits 
German Romanticism and Jugendstil. 
In delicate watercolours, Reiß 
applies a range of muted, nearly 
translucent tones to create an 
enigmatic backdrop for the symbolic 
constructs he has modified. This 
approach can be clearly seen in the 
new series of nine watercolours, 
each titled Fabel (2010), which 
Reiß has specially made for this 
exhibition.

anGeLa sU
born 1958 in hong kong, china
lives and works in hong kong

Angela Su’s work melds together 
imagery and techniques from 
science, natural history and art 
to produce works that reference 
ecological and evolutionary systems 
as well as pre-modern orders of 
knowledge such as alchemical 
charts, early engravings of natural 
history, and maps. Su’s drawings and 
embroideries of plants, insects and 
the human anatomy emerge from 
traditions of natural history and 
botany. She combines and mutates 
these with an alchemic sensibility 
by providing an alternative view 
of nature that looks inwards and 
philosophically on to the connected 
world around us, as well as at the 
dangers we face if we disrupt its 
patterns. In the series of nine works 
made specially for the Biennale, 
her drawings overlay erotic verses 
by John Donne, the seventeenth-
century English metaphysical poet. 
Su encourages viewers to use their 
own life experiences as starting 
points for the imagination of an 
enhanced world of beauty and 
wonder that is always threatened 
by mutation and disease.

≤ mca artists ≤ ≤ mca artists ≤

kamen stoyanov 
Move Your Hands | 2007
courtesy the artist 

berthold reiß 
Fabel (Rise) | 2010 
courtesy the artist and galerie ben kaufmann, berlin 
copyright © berthold reiß and bild-kunst
licensed by viscopy, 2010 

angela su 
Melpomene | 2009 
courtesy the artist 
This project was assisted by the annie wong foundation

Penny siopis 
Ambush | 2008 
Private collection, Johannesburg 
image courtesy Michael stevenson, cape Town 
Photograph: Mario Todeschini

sun yuan and Peng yu 
Hong Kong Intervention | 2009–10 
courtesy the artists and osage gallery

Håkan reHnberG
born 1953 in gothenburg, sweden
lives and works in stockholm, sweden

For Håkan Rehnberg, each painting 
is a unique act in which the material 
quality of the paint is his primary 
means of expression. Using a palette 
knife, he moves between patterns 
of control and chance, working 
across their surfaces in a masterful 
alternation between surface and 
profound depth through subtle 
layering of colour. Rehnberg takes 
inspiration from a wide range 
of sources, including German 
Romantic poetry and painting, 
the aesthetic philosophies of the 
late eighteenth-century, early 
nineteenth-century landscape 
and seascape, and theories of the 
sublime. His main concern is to 
capture a scale-free sense of infinite 
yet ambiguous space in which his 
paintings can be, at the same time, 
both real and disembodied while 
flat and boundless in their depth.

håkan rehnberg 
Untitled | 2008 
courtesy the artist and galerie nordenhake, stockholm 
and berlin  
Photograph: carl henrik Tillberg 
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saLLa TykkÄ
born 1973 in helsinki, finland
lives and works in helsinki

Salla Tykkä is a Finnish artist 
working in film and photography. 
Her films team emotionally charged 
but ambiguous scenarios with 
stylistic references to cinematic 
genres, for example westerns 
and suspense thrillers. Most 
prominently, they feature young 
female subjects struggling with 
power, gender relationships and 
adolescent transitions. Tykkä is 
currently working on a new series 
of four films about different 
aspects of the colour white and 
how this relates to the subject of 
beauty. This was inspired by the 
aesthetic writings of John Ruskin 
(1819–1900), a Victorian English art 
critic, artist and poet. The first two 
films of this cycle are shown here. 
The first, Victoria (2008), is a ten-
minute investigation of a species 
of giant water lily, the second, Airs 
Above the Ground (2010), looks at 
the breeding and schooling of white 
Lipizzaner Horses in the Croatian 
farmlands where they are raised.

meTTe TrOnvOLL
born 1965 in Trondheim, norway
lives and works in oslo, norway

Mette Tronvoll is known for 
penetrating photographic portraits. 
Her subjects, shot mostly in colour 
and on a large scale, are captured 
directly, front-on, and are often 
shown in a natural environment. In 
her 2004 ‘Mongolia’ series, Tronvoll 
has worked with the people and 
landscape of this country. A feeling 
of timelessness engendered by the 
remote landscapes is interrupted by 
traces of global civilisation – mass-
produced clothing and sneakers 
– that detract from sentimental 
and clichéd representations of 
traditional life. In 2006, Tronvoll 
photographed a special anti-
terrorism military unit training in 
an out-of-the-way camp near Rena, 
a small town in eastern Norway. 
For security reasons, the soldiers 
are shown, masked with balaclavas 
or from the back, to protect their 
identity. The effect of this, along 
with their uniforms and bizarre-
looking items of snow camouflage, 
is to create an impression of both 
a ‘primitive’ fetish figure and a 
generic soldier, in contrast with the 
individuality of the subjects in her 
other portraits.

biLL viOLa
born 1951 in new york, usa
lives and works in long beach, usa

Bill Viola has been a highly 
influential figure in video art for 
more than 35 years. He is known 
for immersive video installations 
that envelop the viewer in images 
and sound, using state-of-the-
art technology. Together with 
wife and long-term collaborator 
Kira Perov, his travels to places 
including Japan, the Sahara desert, 
the American Southwest and India 
have contributed to a sophisticated 
practice that examines sense, 
perception and self-knowledge 
through themes of birth, death and 
consciousness. Incarnation (2008) 
is a part of ‘Transfigurations’, a suite 
of videos that explore the idea of 
metamorphosis as being an essential 
part of human life. In Incarnation, 
a wall of water and light creates 
a barrier, possibly between the 
physical and metaphysical worlds. 
But this is a permeable membrane 
that not only ‘makes flesh’ of those 
who penetrate it but also may 
transform those who experience
the work.

GUnneL WÅHLsTranD
born 1974 in stockholm, sweden
lives and works in stockholm

Gunnel Wåhlstrand began painting 
in ink wash, using photographic 
models from old movies or identity 
cards. Over the last eight years, 
however, she has worked exclusively 
with photographs of her family, 
re-living traumatic elements in its 
history through a time-consuming, 
near photographic, painting 
technique. These deeply personal 
works, through both subject and 
process, allow her to revisit, even 
inhabit, the past. This immersive 
and therapeutic method of working 
brings Wåhlstrand closer to the 
pivotal events of her and her family’s 
life, while the extraordinarily 
beautiful scenes and portraits reach 
beyond autobiography where the 
lovingly rendered portrayals can 
spark the viewer’s own memories 
and experiences. Wåhlstrand shows 
five inkwash paintings: Skrivbordet 
(The Desk) (2004) and Tore 
(2007) both show her father who 
committed suicide when she was a 
child; Mother Blue (2008–09) shows 
her mother; and L. Atlestam (2009) 
is a portrait of her grandfather who 
died in a plane crash at the site of 
Descension (2009).

mark WaLLinGer
born 1959 in essex, england
lives and works in london, england

Mark Wallinger’s works relate 
in unusual and critical ways to 
established ideas about religion, 
spirituality, vanity and natural 
justice. In Hymn (1997) Wallinger is 
‘Blind Faith’, who sings a Victorian 
hymn in an artificially high voice. 
Humorously characterising 
unthinking faith as child-like, 
even blind, the video ends with a 
balloon image of the ten-year-old 
artist floating to heaven. Landscape 
With The Fall of Icarus (2007), a 
five-channel video installation on 
Cockatoo Island, gives an equally 
sceptical view of the human 
condition. Referring to the Greek 
myth of Icarus – a man who learnt 
to fly by sticking on wings with 
beeswax but fell to the earth when 
he flew too close to the sun – this 
shows individuals in tension with or 
battling against their surroundings. 
A man tries to hold his footing above 
a river; another swoops down from 
a flying-fox; still another struggles 
with a powerful kite. These scenes 
are slowed down and looped to 
create a dark, existential comedy
of what seems to be the inevitability
of human failure. 

≤ mca artists ≤ ≤ mca artists ≤

bill viola 
Incarnation | 2008 
Performers: roxanne steinburg, oguri 
Photograph: kira Perov 
courtesy bill viola studio 
lent by the artist courtesy of James cohan gallery, new york
The presentation of this project was made possible with assistance 
from John kaldor am and naomi Milgrom kaldor ao

Mette Tronvoll 
Rena 16 | 2006 
courtesy the artist and galleri k, oslo 
copyright © Mette Tronvoll and bono
licensed by viscopy, 2010 

gunnel wåhlstrand 
Skrivbordet (The desk) | 2004  
courtesy Maria bonnier dahlins stiftelse, stockholm 
Photograph: björn larsson

salla Tykkä 
Airs Above the Ground | 2010  
courtesy the artist and yvon lambert gallery, Paris and 
new york 
Photograph: alan kucar 
copyright © salla Tykkä and kuvasTo
licensed by viscopy, 2010 

Mark wallinger 
Hymn | 1997  
courtesy anthony reynolds gallery, london 

freD TOmaseLLi
born 1956 in santa Monica, usa
lives and works in brooklyn, usa

Fred Tomaselli is celebrated for 
seductive and highly detailed works 
that incorporate collage, found 
elements, drugs and pharmaceutical 
objects embedded in resin. His 
upbringing in California has had 
a significant influence, and being 
raised in what he has described as 
an ‘artificial, immersive, theme 
park reality’ informed the creation 
of a visual style that combines 
allegorical, mythological and 
alchemical figures with images 
from nature in a hyper-decorative, 
ecstatic, gothic-punk aesthetic. 
Tomaselli is fascinated by the 
creation of patterns, rather like 
Tibetan mandalas, in his paintings, 
but he is also obsessed with 
music – from the kind of folk 
music collected by Harry Smith to 
contemporary acid, feminist and 
hillbilly music. Big Eye (2009) and 
Big Raven (2008) both reflect the 
artist’s fascination with birds and 
the work of Edgar Allan Poe. 
Big Stack (2009), made specially for 
this show, depicts a Tower of Babel-
like stack of amplifiers. 

fred Tomaselli 
Big Eye | 2009 
courtesy Mike and sofia segal, new york 
copyright © the artist 
This project was made possible with assistance from 
James cohan gallery, new york
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Sydney Opera House was the 
venue for the first Biennale 

of Sydney in 1973, which 
took place at the time of the 
building’s opening. A World 
Heritage Listed architectural 

icon, the Sydney Opera House 
is one of the world’s best known 

performing arts centres. 
The work of the four artists 

shown here is consciously in 
conversation with the Opera 
House’s architecture as well 

as with the history of its 
surrounds. 

B e n n e l o n g  P o i n t
O p e n  d a i l y

ph (02) 9251 3943 
www.sydneyoperahouse.com 

choi Jeong hwa 
tree | 2009 
courtesy the artist 
The artist’s biennale project was made possible 
through the generous support of look Print

cHOi JeOnG HWa 
born 1961 in seoul, korea 
lives and works in seoul 

Choi Jeong Hwa is a Seoul-based 
artist and designer. He works 
across many disciplines – art, 
graphic design, industrial design 
and architecture – using a broad 
range of media including video, 
moulded plastic, shopping trolleys, 
real and fake food, lights, wires 
and kitsch Korean artefacts. Choi 
has recently worked in oversized 
floral-form inflatables, including 
lotus blossoms. This celebration 
of a seemingly superficial object 
honours the beauty of nature, and 
the need for imagination when 
living in urban cultures with a 
diminishing natural aesthetic. 
His playful practice comments 
on the privileged environment of 
art institutions and questions the 
prized status of artworks amidst a 
consumer-frenzied world. Choi will 
create a site-specific architectural 
intervention, Hubble Bubble (2010), 
outside the Sydney Opera House, 
and The unbearable lightness of being 
(2010) is presented in the Royal 
Botanic Gardens. 

choi Jeong hwa

Julia morison

∂ sydney opera house artists ∂

art against
architecture

Jennifer Wen ma
born 1973 in beijing, china
lives and works in new york, usa

Jennifer Wen Ma’s work takes 
a variety of forms, from video 
projections and sculptures, 
to drawings and interactive 
installations. New Adventures of 
Havoc in Heaven III (2010) is a 
spectacular animated projection 
that appears on a cloud of airborne 
smoke, high above the Sydney Opera 
House. The projection shows us 
Sun Wukong, the Monkey King, a 
popular and irreverent figure in 
Chinese mythology. He takes on a 
blue cast against the Sydney night 
sky, recalling stories in the classical 
Chinese novel Journey to the West, in 
which differently coloured smokes 
appear to symbolise the sundry 
natures of demons and fairies. Ma 
also shows a new work at the Art 
Gallery of NSW. Petrified Garden 
(2010) is a large bonsai composition  
made out of Australian native plants, 
whose foliage has been completely 
blackened with Chinese ink. The 
flowers remain in their natural 
colours, creating a striking contrast, 
made all the more strange by the 
colour of new growth that occurs 
throughout the exhibition.

Jennifer wen Ma 
New Adventures of Havoc in Heaven III | 2010 
courtesy the artist 
Photograph: Michael corridore 

Jennifer wen Ma
–

New Adventures of Havoc in
Heaven III (2010)

sydney opera house
friday 14 may

performances at 6 pm, 7 pm and 7.45 pm 
(5–10 minutes in duration) 

Please check www.bos17.com

in the case of inclement weather

witness the Monkey king ride on a 
cloud high over the sydney opera 
house. Jennifer wen Ma presents 
a spectacular smoke projection, 
beaming an animated image of 
sun wukong, the Monkey king, 

a popular and irreverent figure in 
chinese mythology, onto a cloud 

of smoke in the sky. The movement 
of the smoke is choreographed by 

the graceful movements of a trained 
performer, and the Monkey king 

dances overhead in a playful fusion of 
tradition and technology.
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JULia mOrisOn
born 1952 in Pahiatua, new zealand
lives and works in christchurch, new zealand 

Julia Morison works in a variety 
of media, including painting, 
photography, sculpture and 
installation. In a career spanning 
over three decades, she has 
established a unique background to 
her practice – an artistic vocabulary 
based upon mystical orders of 
knowledge such as Hermeticism, 
the Kabbalah and alchemy. Morison 
has long worked to a ten-by-ten 
pictorial structure that became 
an ‘unconscious skeleton’ for 
her work. Geometric forms have 
recently become connected with 
symbolic references in her work, 
mixing formal abstraction with 
surrealism. The Myriorama works, 
started in 2008, are comprised of 
large-scale modules that reference 
a Victorian parlour game in which 
illustrated cards were arranged 
in many different ways. By using 
multiple panels, Morison invites 
the viewer to imagine a similar 
myriad of configurations. She 
has made a continuation of this 
series, Myriorama#7: Network 
(2010), specially for the Concert 
Hall Northern Foyer in the Sydney 
Opera House. 

DJOn mUnDine oam

born 1951 in grafton, australia
lives and works in sydney, australia

Djon Mundine, writer, artist 
and activist, is currently based 
at Campbelltown Arts Centre as 
Aboriginal Curator of contemporary 
art. A member of the Bandjalung 
people, Mundine has been involved 
in the visual arts since the late 1970s. 
The Song of Bennelong and Pemulwuy 
(2010)* has been conceived by 
Mundine as a gift from the freshwater 
Tharawal people to the saltwater 
Gadigal people and follows an age-
old practice of art creation as ritual 
exchange. It signifies two great 
themes of Aboriginal history since 
1788 – resistance and engagement – 
and is based on enlarged figures of 
men from traditional rock art, which 
will be carved into the tall rock face 
on Tarpeian Way, a part of the Royal 
Botanic Gardens opposite the Sydney 
Opera House. This project will stand 
as the first permanent Aboriginal 
memorial in Sydney and refers to the 
freedom fighter Pemulwuy
(c. 1750–1802) who fell in battle, and 
Bennelong (c. 1764–1813) who first 
taught the English colonists about 
Aboriginal culture.

* This project is in the process of being realised.

∂ sydney opera house artists ∂

Julia Morison  
Myriorama #7: Network | 2010 (detail) 
courtesy the artist and Two rooms, auckland 
This project was made possible through the support of Two 
rooms, auckland and the assistance of adrienne, lady stewart 

djon Mundine  
concept image for The Song of Bennelong and pemulwuy | 2010 
The Song of Bennelong and pemulwuy has been produced by 
campbelltown arts centre in association with the 
biennale of sydney 

signifying Two greaT 
TheMes of aboriginal 

hisTory since 1788 
– engageMenT and 

resisTance – THE SONG 
OF BENNELONG AND 
pEMULWUY follows 

an age-old PracTice 
of arT creaTion as 

riTual exchange

≥ have your say ≥

The 17th biennale of sydney introduces yousay, an 
online activity designed to give biennale visitors the 
chance to share their experience of the exhibition and 
to hear what others think. record and upload your 
own audio review and listen to comments that other 
people have left.

reviews and podcasts are shared via the yousay 
microsite, accessible from your web-enabled mobile 
phone or the free biennale of sydney iPhone app.

Join the conversation from home, in-venue, or at our 
education hubs located on cockatoo island, the 
Mca and Pier 2/3, walsh bay.

yousay provides a platform for discussion, ideas and 
debate. whether you’re new to contemporary art or 
an expert, get involved and have your say!

To see how it works, visit www.bos17.com/yousay

This project was made possible through the support 
of the nelson Meers foundation and obii.mobi

complete our visitor survey at a biennale venue or 
online for your chance to win viP treatment at the 
sofitel sydney wentworth with a package valued at 
$750. conditions apply.

www.bos17.com/survey

Biennale Visitor Survey

YouSay
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Sydney’s Royal Botanic Gardens, 
located in the heart of the city, 
offer an abundance of flora and 
natural life framed by dramatic 
views of Sydney Harbour. Take 
the Vittoria Biennale ArtWalk 

and discover three iconic works 
on the theme of threatened and 

threatening nature.

Mrs Macquaries Road 
Open daily 7 am – 5 pm

ph (02) 9251 4403 
www.rbgsyd.nsw.gov.au

choi Jeong hwa

fiona hall

sTaTe
library

JaneT laurence

fiOna HaLL
born 1953 in sydney, australia
lives and works in adelaide, australia

Fiona Hall is best known for works 
that transform ordinary, everyday 
materials into organic forms with 
both a historical and contemporary 
relevance. They are characterised 
by their intricate construction and 
thematic resonance with issues 
of globalisation, ecology and 
natural history. The site-specific 
installation, The Barbarians at the 
Gate (2010), introduces a group 
of beehives, painted in military 
camouflage patterns associated 
with different countries, into the 
Royal Botanic Gardens – as foreign 
objects analogous to the shipping 
in of people during early colonial 
times. To allude further to the 
sprawl of human and botanic traffic 
around the world, each hive is given 
a new, stylised ‘roof’ to reference 
its country. In this complex work, 
the artist creates a microcosm of 
the colonial-era nation-building 
processes of introducing people, 
plants and animals into foreign 
habitats, forever changing the 
ecology of a particular place. 
Feelings of paranoia follow as the 
foreign becomes ‘the nation’ while, 
as before, ‘the barbarians [are] at 
the gate’. 

JaneT LaUrence
born 1947 in sydney, australia
lives and works in sydney

In paintings, sculptures, site-specific 
installations, photography and 
architectural interventions, Janet 
Laurence has examined the hybridity 
of natural and built environments,
with a deft transformation of 
materials that recalls alchemy. 
Ideas of nature, science, history, 
transformation and memory 
are explored with poetic and 
thoughtful sensibility and profound 
ecological understanding. WAITING 
– A Medicinal Garden for Ailing 
Plants (2010) is a site-specific 
medicinal garden that continues 
her investigation of threatened 
environments within the framework 
of the metaphor of medicine. It 
takes the form of a built structure 
echoing the glasshouses and 
mazes that can be found in botanic 
gardens. Laurence has created here 
a space of revival and resuscitation 
– a sickbay for fragile plants. Using 
glass and mirrored stainless steel, 
this sanatorium for flora is a playful 
addition to the gardens with the real 
intent of amplifying the concerns 
and urgency of threats to our 
physical habitat.

≥ royal botanic gardens artists ≥

fiona hall 
Breeding Ground | 2007 
courtesy the artist and roslyn oxley9 gallery, sydney 
Photograph: fiona hall 
This project was made possible through the generous support 
of The keir foundation

Janet laurence 
working image for ‘crimes against the landscape’ series | 2008 
courtesy the artist and arc one gallery, Melbourne 
The artist’s biennale project was made possible with assistance 
from eden gardens, sydney

JaneT laurence uses 
layers of iMages To 

creaTe shadows and 
reflecTions, and her 

evocaTive insTallaTions 
draw The viewer inTo a 
reverie on naTure and 
our role in The world

ThreaTened and 
ThreaTening naTure *
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Seven leading artists from 
Asia show challenging 

and beautiful works in the 
Grand Court.

One of Australia’s leading 
art museums, the Art 

Gallery of New South Wales 
is located within beautiful 

parklands overlooking 
Sydney Harbour, only 15 

minutes walk from the CBD.

Visit on Wednesday evenings 
until 9 pm for Art After 
Hours – an entertaining 

program of celebrity talks, 
tours, film and music.

Art GAllery roAd, the domAin

Open daily 10 am – 5 pm 
W ed n e s day s  u n t i l  9  p m 

ph (02) 9225 1878 

liu Jianhua

MakoTo aida

hisashi TenMyouya

yaMaguchi akira

raQib shaw

entry

wang Qingsong

focus on asia

Jennifer wen Ma

gallery shop

LiU JianHUa
born 1962 in Jiangxi Province, china
lives and works in shanghai, china

Liu Jianhua is one of China’s best-
known ceramic sculptural and 
installation artists. He was raised 
in Jiangxi Province, a region that 
dominated the Chinese pottery 
industry and famous for producing 
‘Ji’an wares’, fine white Chinese 
pottery. After the end of the 
Cultural Revolution in 1976, Liu 
completed classical training in 
ceramics, began to encounter 
western art and embarked upon 
his own experimental practice. In 
Container Series (2009), Liu makes 
bowls, vases, dishes, containers 
and urns of varying shapes and 
sizes, uniform in their celadon 
exterior glaze, and rich, blood-
coloured interior. The glaze is 
particular to Jingdezhen, China’s 
‘porcelain capital’, and gives the 
austere grouping of vessels a look of 
corporeality. Liu deliberately strips 
his works of overt symbolic content, 
moving away from any external 
reference that would pin the work 
to a particular ‘contemporary’ or 
‘historical’ moment. His ceramic, 
porcelain and plastic works are a 
poetic and eloquent response to the 
vast changes that have beset China. 

raQib sHaW
born 1974 in calcutta, india
lives and works in london, england

The spectacular nature of Raqib 
Shaw’s rare, intensely decorated 
paintings reflects his unique 
and labour-intensive process in 
which porcupine quills are used to 
delineate minute details in metallic 
or enamel industrial paints in strong, 
vibrant colours. At first glance, his 
works appear as enlarged Indian 
miniatures. On closer scrutiny, 
their imagery is clearly derived from 
the influence of Japanese kimonos 
and traditional screens, Kashmiri 
lacquer and textiles, Thai deities 
and the cloisonné techniques of 
early Asian pottery. In The mild-
eyed melancholy of the lotus eaters III 
(2009–10), shown for the first 
time, anthropomorphised animals 
and mythical creatures intertwine 
in fantastical settings where 
phallus-headed birds, bird-headed 
butterfly catchers and human–snake 
hybrids commingle. Despite its 
deeply historical visual allusions, 
Shaw’s beautiful treatment of 
transmogrification in erotic desire 
can be read as a contemporary 
allegory of human greed and lust. 

≥ art gallery of nsw artists ∞

liu Jianhua 
Container Series | 2009 
courtesy the artist and beijing commune, beijing 
This project was assisted by beijing commune, beijing

raqib shaw 
The mild-eyed melancholy of the lotus eaters III | 2009–10 (detail)  
courtesy the artist and white cube, london 
copyright © the artist 
Photograph: ellen broughton

raQib shaw’s beauTiful 
TreaTMenT of 

TransMogrificaTion 
in eroTic desire 
can be read as a 
conTeMPorary 

allegory of huMan 
greed and lusT
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yamaguchi akira
born 1969 in Tokyo, Japan
lives and works in Tokyo

Yamaguchi Akira’s work combines the techniques and imagery of classical 
Japanese painting with contemporary urban realism. His paintings are 
compressions of time and space that meld eastern and western traditions and 
sensibilities into a form that eludes categorisation. They are often produced 
in recognisable traditional styles, including that of yamato-e, multi-panel 
works that feature gold leaf, flat planes of colour and scrolling narratives 
from classical literature, places of great significance, the progression of 
the seasons, and ceremonial rituals. In his works, however, such motifs are 
replaced by the fabric of contemporary Japan, with its urban landscapes 
and complex consumer technology. In forms re-imagined by the artist, the 
golden clouds of traditional art have become transmuted into urban smog 
and the skylines of pagodas are replaced by large department stores, radio 
masts and other contemporary icons.

≥ art gallery of nsw artists ∞ ≥ art gallery of nsw artists ∞

WanG QinGsOnG
born 1966 in heilongjiang Province, china
lives and works in beijing, china

Wang Qingsong makes large 
photographic tableaux that 
capture different scenes, often 
featuring masses of people, either 
in simulation of art or reality. 
Some of these show waste, excess 
and the detritus of contemporary 
consumer society, particularly 
within the context of a burgeoning 
Chinese economy. His work often 
takes the form of an acerbic social 
commentary. Competition (2004) 
looks at the competitive element 
between multinationals and Chinese 
firms in a battle of posters and 
logos that covers every vacant wall 
space. Debacle (2009) looks at an 
economy in recession: the workers 
have disappeared and no posters 
have been replaced. Exposed to the 
elements, the ephemera fades and 
takes on the characteristics of a 
high modernist painting. These two 
large works depict the visual noise 
of advertising, amplifying it on a 
gigantic scale to an overwhelming 
cacophony, but they also offer a 
cryptic illustration of the boom and 
bust of the current world economy.

wang Qingsong 
Competition | 2004 
courtesy the artist

yaMaguchi akira 
Construction of Shiba Tower | 2005 (detail) 
courtesy of kazuko Matsuda and Michael o.b kraehe, Japan 
copyright © yaMaguchi akira 
This project was made possible with assistance from
ishibashi foundation 

yaMaguchi akira creaTes 
enTirely new worlds by 

dePloying The TradiTional 
MeThods of JaPanese 

PainTing wiTh The dynaMics 
of virTual iMagery

in soMe of his MosT ePic 
coMPosiTions, wang 
Qingsong conTrasTs 
The loud Presence of 

adverTiseMenTs and 
slogans in everyday life 
wiTh ProTesTs relaTing 
To china’s deMocraTic 

advanceMenT 

HisasHi TenmyOUya
born 1966 in Tokyo, Japan
lives and works in saitama, Japan

Hisashi Tenmyouya combines 
the appearance and traditions of 
nihonga, Japanese-style painting, 
with the multifaceted realm of 
popular culture. Drawn from 
legend, folklore and contemporary 
subculture, his cast of characters 
includes samurai warriors playing 
football, breakdancers, graffiti-
painted Buddhas, motorcycle gangs 
and mythical beasts. Neo Thousand 
Armed Kannon (2002) is the artist’s 
portrayal of the Buddhist god 
of compassion. In Japan, she is 
often depicted with 1,000 arms to 
symbolise the deity’s ability to reach 
out to all people to alleviate their 
suffering. In Tenmyouya’s painting, 
guns and blades fan out around the 
figure, wielded by the god’s multiple 
hands. The ironical combination of 
faith and violence was painted in the 
year following September 11, when 
the connection between religion 
and war was gravely apparent. It is 
shown alongside Naraenkengoou and 
Misshakukongourikishi (both 2003), 
two fearsome guardians that flank 
Kannon’s right and left sides, their 
red muscled bodies braced and alert, 
their hands wielding Kalashnikovs.

hisashi Tenmyouya 
Neo Thousand Armed Kannon | 2002 
courtesy of Takahashi collection, Tokyo 
copyright © TenMyouya hisashi 
The presentation of this project was made possible with assistance 
from ishibashi foundation
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kaMen sToyanov

chTo delaT

lara baladi

hiraki sawa

COWpER WHARF ROAD

Marcus coaTes

harry sMiTh

owen land

entry

bar
café 
shop

SuperDeluxe@
Artspace

bars and performances 
Thursday To 

saTurday nighTs 
www.superdeluxe-

artspace.com 
As Australia’s leading international residency-based 

contemporary art centre, Artspace hosts the 
17th Biennale of Sydney’s program of performers and 

film, PechaKucha Nights and the work of nine artists.

Featuring SuperDeluxe@artSpace

17th Biennale of Sydney hub, club, gallery,
café, bar and performance space 

9 artists, 9 installations and a regular program of performances  

ArtspAce 
4 3 – 51 Cowper wharf road, wooll oomool oo  

gallery and Café open Tuesday T o sunday 11 am – 5 pm

ph (02) 9356 0555  

www.ArtspAce.org.Au 
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cHTO DeLaT
founded 2003 in st Petersburg by a collective 
of artists, philosophers and writers 
chto delat’s biennale project realised by 
Tsaplya (olga egorova) (b. 1968); dmitry 
vilensky (b. 1964); gluklya (natalia Pershina) 
(b. 1969); nikolay oleynikov (b. 1978)

Chto Delat, which translates as 
‘What is to be done’, was founded 
in Petersburg in 2003 by artists, 
philosophers, writers and critics 
from various regions in Russia with 
the goal of creating a collective 
whose primary aim was to merge 
political theory, art and activism. 
The script for Perestroika Songspiel 
(2008) is based on documents 
and eyewitness accounts of the 
perestroika period in Soviet history. 
The film unfolds on 21 August 1991, 
after victory over the restorationist 
coup. This day in Russian history 
was of national significance in that 
the whole country felt immense 
pride and hope for the arrival of 
democracy. The film focuses on 
five central protagonists, each 
representing a particular section 
of Russian politics and ideology: 
a revolutionary, a nationalist, a 
businessman, a feminist and a 
democrat. The chorus that performs 
the songs analyses each protagonist’s 
role in what subsequently happened.

marcUs cOaTes
born 1968 in london, england
lives and works in london

Marcus Coates takes on the role of a 
shaman, nomadic magician or healer in 
his work. He transposes himself into a 
heightened state in which he can read 
animal signs and communicate with 
their spirits in order to gain insights, 
offering his services as a medium 
through which the public can address 
various problems or issues. A Ritual for 
Elephant and Castle (2010) is based on 
a live musical performance by Coates 
and London-based music collective 
Chrome Hoof that took place in 2009. 
The collaboration was a response 
to plans for the redevelopment of 
London’s Elephant and Castle area 
and intended as a functional civic rite. 
In the lead-up to the event, Coates, 
accompanied by a stuffed buzzard 
and a trombone, spent time with 
residents, businesses, developers 
and the local council, gaining insight 
with which to serve this community 
in time of transition. In Coates’ new 
installation, footage of the concert 
is projected alongside monitors 
showing short films of the artist 
in sometimes comical yet sincere 
service to the area’s inhabitants.  

∞ artspace artists ∞

chto delat
perestroika Songspiel | 2008 
courtesy the artists 

Marcus coates 
pub Shaman, Lamp Tavern, Birmingham, UK | 2007 
Produced in association with insertspace, uk
courtesy the artist and workplace gallery, uk 
The artist’s biennale project was made possible with assistance 
from The henry Moore foundation 

Lara baLaDi
born 1969 in beirut, lebanon
lives and works in cairo, egypt

Lara Baladi is a Cairo-based 
photographer and multimedia artist. 
Her versatile practice includes 
photomontage, sound, video 
and installation. She produces 
highly imaginative artworks that 
address personal and collective 
memory, representing a hybridity 
of cultures that also reflects her 
own experience of living in Beirut, 
Paris, London and Cairo. In recent 
wall-sized photomontages, Baladi 
has reflected in a characteristically 
surreal way on the Islamic ideal of 
The Garden of Allah, interpolating 
her idiosyncratic interpretations 
with images of her family. Perfumes 
& Bazaar, the Garden of Allah (2006) 
from this series is shown here. In 
this, a large gilded frame leads into 
a fantastic garden where cherubs, 
pin-ups and tiny creatures play 
and pose. The artist sardonically 
inserts popular imagery, framed 
paintings and portraits throughout 
this arcadian scene, which jar with 
its ostensibly sacred subject matter. 
The unframed presentation of the 
work – resembling wallpaper – 
encourages the viewer to become 
engulfed in its imagery.

lara baladi 
perfumes & Bazaar, the Garden of Allah | 2006 
Technical production and printing, factum arte, Madrid 
copyright © lara baladi 

Tyranny has fallen!

eiLeen simpsOn anD
ben WHiTe
both born 1977 in Manchester, england
both live and work in london, england

Eileen Simpson and Ben White 
work at the intersection of art, 
music and information networks. 
Their project Open Music Archive 
is a collaborative initiative to 
source, digitise and distribute out-
of-copyright sound recordings – 
mainly 1920s and 1930s blues, jazz, 
folk and music hall. The project 
collects creative works that are 
not individually owned but held 
in common by society – free for 
use and reuse. The archive forms a 
site of exchange of knowledge and 
material and is a vehicle for future 
collaborations and projects. For their 
new work Parallel Anthology (2010), 
Simpson and White researched hours 
of recordings at the Harry Smith 
Archives in Los Angeles from Smith’s 
collection. Working collaboratively 
with Sydney-based artists, the duo 
have reworked this material into a 
CD (available for purchase) featuring 
songs from Smith’s influential 
Anthology of American Folk Music (1952) 
along with recordings he made as 
a teenager, later in New York, and 
audio from Smith’s own phone 
messaging project.

Harry smiTH
born 1923 in oregon, usa
died 1991 in new york, usa

The subtitle, ‘Songs of Survival 
in a Precarious Age’, is inspired 
by experimental filmmaker, 
anthropologist, occultist and 
musicologist Harry Smith, whose 
compilation of historic recordings, 
Anthology of American Folk Music, 
appeared in 1952. By re-presenting 
(and saving for posterity) historic 
recordings of blues, jazz, gospel, 
Cajun, hillbilly and other forms 
of folk music, Smith mapped a 
modern world that had radically 
different values from the consumer 
culture around him and provided 
inspiration for generations of future 
musicians. Works from Smith’s 
‘Early Abstractions’ and ‘Mirror 
Animations’ films, made between 
1946–57, will be shown, along with 
Heaven and Earth Magic (c. 1957–62). 
Smith described the latter as a 
sequence beginning with ‘a heroine’s 
toothache consequent to the loss 
of a very valuable watermelon, her 
dentistry and transportation to 
heaven’ and culminating in ‘the 
return to Earth from being eaten by 
Max Muller on the day Edward the 
Seventh dedicated the Great Sewer 
of London’.

∞ artspace artists ∞

eileen simpson and ben white 
parallel Anthology | 2010  
assembled transcript fragments from early records of the song 
‘The house carpenter’ as featured on harry smith’s 1952 
six-album compilation Anthology of American Folk Music  
courtesy the artists 

harry smith  
Film Number 12 [Untitled; named Heaven and Earth Magic 
Feature by Jonas Mekas c. 1964] | c. 1957–62 
courtesy harry smith archives, new york and los angeles

eileen siMPson
and ben whiTe 

(oPen Music archive)
–

parallel Anthology (2010)

superdeluxe@artspace
saturday 15 may  

Join eileen simpson and ben white 
for an evening of free music 

launching their parallel Anthology 
project inspired by musicologist 

and artist harry smith’s Anthology of 
American Folk Music. simpson and 

white have collected parallel public 
domain versions of the anthology 

recordings not closed down by 
copyright; from non-attributed folk 
versions, to commercial recordings 

whose proprietary interests have 
expired. The evening will feature 
a free cd giveaway and a dJ set 

featuring parallel Anthology tracks, 
recordings from their open Music 
archive and new copyleft remixes, 

covers and versions made with a 
range of collaborators.

www.openmusicarchive.org/
parallelanthology

bookings recommended
www.superdeluxe-artspace.com
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skeena reece
born 1975 in Tsimshian Territory, canada
lives and works in vancouver, canada

Skeena Reece is a performance 
artist, singer, comedian and 
self-proclaimed ‘sacred clown’ 
of Tsimshian, Gitksan and Cree 
descent based in Vancouver, Canada. 
She incorporates storytelling and 
the spoken word in performances 
characterised by a raw comedic 
treatment of subjects that have 
included cultural appropriation, 
domestic abuse, power, gender, 
patriarchy, alcoholism, fear and 
paranoia. Her edgy performances 
are designed to raise the spectre 
of elements that she identifies as 
missing or invisible in society in 
ways that are equally serious and 
funny in intent. A new performance 
work Raven: On the Colonial Fleet 
(2010) furthers the self-reflexive 
exposure of her previous works. 
Her pieces are deft and subversive 
attacks on institutions – whether 
museums, cultural assumptions, 
or modes of entertainment. In her 
work, humour is an uncomfortable 
balm for the embarrassment we all 
feel about things that we pretend 
not to know. 

Hiraki saWa 
born 1977 in ishikawa, Japan 
lives and works in london, england 
 
Hiraki Sawa’s early video animation work shows transformative dreamscapes 
in which airliners take off in domestic apartments or rocking horses set off on 
nomadic adventures. Influenced by his background in sculpture, he approaches 
a video image rather in the same way as a tangible object. More recently, in 
increasingly meditative even hypnotic installations, Sawa has established an 
approach towards image making that may be best described as a ‘Collage of 
Reflections’. In this, he superimposes one layer of reality and sound on to 
another, sometimes showing many scenes within a single channel. By reversing 
expected relationships, sizes and hierarchies between people, animals and 
objects, he creates a series of reflective spaces that telescope the miniature 
with the infinite both to create a sense of wonder and to subvert any idea of 
objective reality. Hiraki Sawa presents out of the blue (2008), a two-channel 
installation of hypnotic depth.

∞ artspace artists ∞∞ artspace artists ∞

OWen LanD
born 1944 in new haven, usa
lives and works in hollywood, usa

Owen Land was born George 
Landow in New Haven, Connecticut 
in 1944 and took his new name in 
the late 1970s as a conscious break 
with his previous work. Land was a 
pioneer of minimalist, structuralist 
film. Dialogues (2009), filmed in Los 
Angeles, employs his characteristic 
sense of humour in which word 
plays alternate with different filmic 
styles to reference and parody the 
structuralist films of such former 
mentors as Stan Brackage and 
Kenneth Anger. In short scenes or 
vignettes, this seemingly random 
collection of ‘dialogues’ is based 
on his own life. Just over two-
hours long, it is a series of filmic 
anecdotes in which the two leading 
men are obviously avatars of the 
young Land. Peppered liberally 
with bizarre and comic encounters, 
these episodes look at the sexual 
revolution of the 1960s alongside 
themes of reincarnation, art 
criticism and Tantrism. In Dialogues, 
Land portrays himself as a modern 
trickster, swinging along to a 
fantastic 1960s/1970s soundtrack. 

hiraki sawa 
out of the blue | 2008  
courtesy the artist; ota fine arts, Tokyo; and James cohan 
gallery, new york 
This project was made possible with assistance from 
ishibashi foundation

owen land 
Dialogues | 2009  
courtesy the artist and office baroque gallery, antwerp

skeena reece 
Raven: On the Colonial Fleet from the ‘fuck the white Man’ series | 2010 
courtesy the artist

skeena reece
 Raven: On the Colonial Fleet

–
superdeluxe@artspace 

friday 14 and saturday 22 may 

Raven: On the Colonial Fleet is 
skeena reece as raven, storyteller, 

indigenous woman and sacred 
clown. The sacred clowns of the 
hopi, and the heyoka (backwards 

people) as described by lakota, are 
trickster figures whose intentions 
are to provoke or to live contrary 
to the larger group. for reece, 
sacred clowning is a means to 

question belief systems that we hold 
passionately, regardless of right or 
wrong. in this performance, reece 
takes on the persona of raven the 

Trickster, a representation of flawed 
humanity, to present ideas and 

images circulating around the recent 
apologies to the indigenous people 

of australia and canada.

bookings recommended
www.superdeluxe-artspace.com

hiraki sawa creaTes 
syncoPaTed, dreaM-like 
universes in which The 

iMages convey an aura of 
MediTaTive TiMelessness 
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performer s

OORUTAICHI
dance/folk/pop

Friday 14 May

oorutaichi performs his own 
progressive form of ‘drifting folklore 
music’ combining elements of dance, 
folk and pop. oorutaichi takes you into 
outer synth-pop space.

YUDAYAJAZZ
vj/club/improvisation

Friday 21 May

yudayajazz is a video artist, musician, 
filmmaker and vJ based in Tokyo who 
specialises in real-time audio/video 
manipulation that combines dJ and vJ 
performance with live music. 

UJINO & THE ROTATORS
sound art/installation

Friday 28 May

ujino & The rotators is an automated 
one-man band composed of self-made 
instruments beautifully constructed 
from household items. ujino’s 
performances are gyrating salutes to 
the futurist and dada movements. 

JUN’ICHI OKUYAMA 
experimental film/performance

Friday 4 June

Jun’ichi okuyama is one of Japan’s 
seminal experimental filmmakers. his 
distinctively playful approach to the 
medium of film is widely admired and 
his unpretentious work is immensely 
entertaining.

AKIO SUZUKI
improvisation/experimental

Friday 11 June

akio suzuki is a world famous inventor, 
instrument builder, musician and 
performer who weaves mystical, 
rhythmical sound that reverberates 
through both time and space. 

Experimental artists from Japan
–

JACKIE AND THE CEDRICS
surf/garage rock

Friday 18 June

Japan’s finest purveyors of surf rock. 
dressed in seriously slick buddy 
holly inspired outfits, Jackie and The 
cedrics fuse surf beats and high energy 
showmanship with a touch of django-
like jazz.

TETUZI AKIYAMA
improvisation 
Friday 25 June

Tetuzi akiyama’s guitar playing is 
both minimal and delicate, filled with 
moments of stillness between bold, 
mesmerising melodies. 

DAI YAMAMOTO
tsugaru shamisen 
(traditional japanese music)
Friday 2 July

The Tsugaru shamisen demands a fast, 
percussive style that evokes the heavy 
snowfall and painfully long winters 
of northern Japan. don’t miss dai’s 
exciting and unforgettable duo with 
kazunao nagata. 

KAZUNAO NAGATA
electronica 
Friday 2 July

kazunao nagata is a Tokyo-based 
synth player, dJ, mastering engineer 
and producer. a key figure in Japanese 
electronica since the early 1990s, he is 
known for his prolific and delightfully 
eclectic activities as a performer. 

NISENNENMONDAI
avant-rock

Friday 9 July

all-girl avant-rock trio nisennenmondai, a 
wildly intense instrumental trio from Tokyo, 
are bringing their post-punk, neo-wave/
disco rock, to australia for the first time. 

CONTACT GONZO
performance/dance

Friday 16 July

contact gonzo is an internationally 
renowned company of performance 
artists who have tussled and rumbled 
their way through backstreets, parks, 
train stations, theatres and museums 
around the world.

HAIR STYLISTICS
noise/experimental

Friday 23 July

hair stylistics is the stage name of 
Masaya nakahara, a multi-talented 
artist, musician, writer and painter. 
This seminal noise musician started 
producing his own music with an
MTr and sampler around 1988. 

TETSU SAITOH
instrumental/improvisation

Friday 30 July

Tetsu saitoh is a double bass player 
with a technically brilliant style 
unhampered by convention. his 
haunting improvisations combine 
tango, jazz, contemporary classical 
and traditional asian music.

TAKETERU KUDO
butoh/dance

Friday 30 July

Taketeru kudo, one of Japan’s great butoh 
dancers, performs this expressionistic, 
highly visceral dance style with double 
bass player Tetsu saitoh.

see The full PrograM, 
including local acTs 

and biennale arTisTs, aT
www.superdeluxe-artspace.com 

A vibrant cultural hub by night, during the day SuperDeluxe@Artspace 
is a gallery venue for the 17th Biennale of Sydney, a drop-in lounge, and 
a Biennale of Sydney orientation centre.
–
For the first time in Australia, SuperDeluxe – Tokyo’s popular 
experimental performance space – will be based in Artspace for the 
duration of the 17th Biennale of Sydney. SuperDeluxe was established 
in central Tokyo in 2002 as a venue for experimental music, art, 
culture and independent ideas. For the Biennale, SuperDeluxe@
Artspace combines art gallery, performance venue, bar and club.

In its Sydney reincarnation, SuperDeluxe@Artspace celebrates 
Japanese, Australian and world culture with an electric mix of local 
and international performers, including some of Japan’s leading acts.

SuperDeluxe@Artspace will present a dynamic program of DJs, 
sound artists, dancers, music, films and the popular Pechakucha 
Nights. This exciting 12-week evening program has been co-curated 
by SuperDeluxe Tokyo, kDa, Namaiki, Joni Waka, Artspace and the 
Biennale of Sydney. 

Thursday Pechakucha Nights are informal and fun gatherings where 
people get together and present their ideas, works, thoughts, passions, 
quirky collections and just about anything else. Friday and Saturday 
nights host an electric mix of international and national performers 
including major DJs, sound artists, performers and musicians from 
Japan, Australia and further afield. Sunday afternoons will present a 
film program curated by Jack Sargeant with David elliott. 

superdeluxe@artspace
gallery and café

tuesday to sunday
11 am – 5 pm

//
superdeluxe@artspace

bar, performances and events
thursday to saturday nights

7.30 – 12 am
//

biennale film program
sunday afternoon

3 – 5 pm 

for detailed program and booking 
information visit 

www.superdeluxe-artspace.com
–

admission to superdeluxe@artspace is 
free, however, bookings are recommended 

for all evening events.
–

superdeluxe@artspace is a licensed 18+ venue 
after 7.30 pm. id is required for entry.

The Biennale of Sydney promotes the 
responsible service of alcohol.

A diverse line-up of international and local 
performers, including Biennale artists, will 

perform alongside headlining acts from Japan. 
Visit www.superdeluxe-artspace.com

for updates during the exhibition

oorutaichi 
courtesy the artist

Jackie and the cedrics 
courtesy the artist
Photograph: Tony



SUNDAY MAY 16 
Early Abstractions | 1939–56
harry smith, usa  22 mins

Mirror Animations | 1956
harry smith, usa  10 mins

Film Number 12 Heaven and
Earth Magic | 1957–62
harry smith, usa  66 mins

SUNDAY 23 MAY
Kings with Straw Mats | 1998
ira cohen, usa  70 mins

SUNDAY 30 MAY
Mock Up On Mu | 2008
craig baldwin, usa  114 mins

SUNDAY 6 JUNE
Spirit Stones | 2008
allan collins, australia  52 mins 

SUNDAY 13 JUNE
War is Menstrual Envy | 1992
nick zedd, usa  75 mins

This screening is resTricTed To  
Persons over The age of 18 years

SUNDAY 20 JUNE
Three Hams in a Can | 2009
kenta mcgrath, australia/japan  80 mins

SUNDAY 27 JUNE
In the Realms of the Unreal | 2004
jessica yu, usa  81 mins

SUNDAY 4 JULY
No More Smoke Signals | 2008
fanny brauning, switzerland  90 mins

SUNDAY 11 JULY
Dialogues| 2009
owen land, usa, 133 mins

SUNDAY 18 JULY
I’m Chinese | 2007
shen shaomin, china 73 mins

courtesy the artist and osage gallery

SUNDAY 25 JULY
Struggle in Jerash | 2009
eileen simpson and

ben white, uk, 62 mins

SUNDAY 1 AUGUST
Order 41 Conjuration of Beelzebub | 2009
noko, australia  60 mins

17th Biennale of Sydney | Free Guide 7776

∫ superdeluxe@artspace ∫ ∫ superdeluxe@artspace ∫

biennale film progr am
M AGICK AL SONGS, MY THICAL HISTORIES
AND FICTITIOUS TRUTHS

experimental Films at 
superDeluxe@artspace

every sunDay at 3 pm
curateD by Jack sargeant

with DaviD elliott,
artistic Director

Calling for PeChaKuCha Presenters

Who can present?

How does it work?

What is PechaKucha?

pechakucha nights

Weekly screenings of films that explore themes contained 
within THE BEAUTY OF DISTANCE. These films, from 
Australia and around the world, reflect on spirituality and 
indigeneity; on the power of art and its place in traditional 
cultures and contemporary politics; and balance the imbalance 
of a sense of place and perspective.

Jack Sargeant, author and film critic, is 
the film programmer for the Revelation 

Perth International Film Festival.

Kenta McGrath 
Three Hams in a Can | 2009 

Nick Zedd 
War is Menstrual Envy | 1992

Noko 
Order 41 Conjuration of Beelzebub | 2009

When is it?

how do i book?

No persoN uNder the 
age of 15 years shall 
be admitted to the 

screeNiNgs of these 
films uNless iN the 

compaNy of a pareNt
or adult guardiaN

17th Biennale of Sydney | Free Guide

www.superdeluxe-artspace.com  

PechaKucha was devised by Tokyo-based architects Astrid Klein 
and Mark Dytham for SuperDeluxe Tokyo in 2003. PechaKucha 
is the onomatopoeic Japanese word for ‘chit chat’. PechaKucha 
Nights are informal and fun gatherings where people get together 
and share their ideas, works, thoughts, passions, quirky collections 
and just about anything else. The popular PechaKucha Nights have 
now spread to over 280 cities worldwide. This winter, they give the 
people of Sydney an opportunity to contribute their creativity and 
perspectives into the mix. 

The key to PechaKucha is its simple presentation format: you show 
20 slides for 20 seconds each. The slides are forwarded automatically, 
keeping presentations short, snappy and fun. 

Anyone can present and that’s the beauty of PechaKucha Nights. 
You can tell your story, share your passions or talk about pretty much 
anything you like. The best presentations uncover the unexpected – 
including talent, stories and ideas. 

Applications are accepted at any time over the Biennale 
exhibition period. For information on how to apply, visit 
www.superdeluxe-artspace.com  

Thursday nights from 20 May to 29 July, 7.30 pm – 12 am at 
SuperDeluxe@Artspace, The Gunnery, Woolloomooloo.

Admission to PechaKucha Nights is free, however, online 
bookings are highly recommended. Limited entry available on the 
door, subject to capacity. SuperDeluxe@Artspace is a licensed 18+ 
venue after 7.30 pm. ID is required for entry.

The Biennale of Sydney promoTeS The reSponSiBle Service of alcohol.
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COCKATOO ISLAND

Thursday 13 May
jota castro | 12 pm
barthélémy toguo | 12.30 pm
slave pianos | 1 pm
ola kolehmainen | 1.30 pm
tsang kin-wah | 2 pm

Friday 14 May
robert macpherson | 12 pm
isaac julien | 12.30 pm
rosslynd piggott | 1 pm
reuben paterson | 1.30 pm
jemima wyman | 2 pm
amal kenawy | 2.30 pm

Saturday 15 May
roger ballen | 11.30 am
richard grayson | 12 pm
peter hennessey | 12.30 pm
yang fudong | 1 pm
kate mcmillan | 1.30 pm
mikala dwyer | 2 pm
jonathan barnbrook | 2.30 pm
brook andrew | 3 pm

Sunday 16 May
aes+f | 12 pm
joy gregory | 12.30 pm

brodie ellis | 1 pm
daniel crooks | 1.30 pm
warren fahey and mic gruchy | 2 pm
christian thompson | 2.30 pm

artist talks artist performances

MCA

Wednesday 12 May
brett graham | 12 pm
conrad botes | 12.30 pm
penny siopis | 1 pm
fred tomaselli | 1.30 pm

Thursday 13 May
yolngu artists from north east 
arnhem land | 11 am
gonkar gyatso | 11.30 am
dana claxton | 12 pm
enrique chagoya | 12.30 pm
sun yuan and peng yu | 1 pm
fiona pardington | 1.30 pm

Friday 14 May
martin jacobson | 12 pm
nandipha mntambo | 12.30 pm 
shen shaomin | 1 pm
pvi collective | 1.30 pm

Saturday 15 May
håkan rehnberg | 12 pm
latiesha fazakas on

beau dick | 12.30 pm
angela ellsworth | 1 pm
lorraine connelly-northey | 1.30 pm 
christopher pease | 2 pm

Sunday 16 May
kim jones | 12 pm
claudio dicochea | 12.30 pm
kent monkman | 1 pm
alex morrison | 1.30 pm 
mette tronvoll | 2 pm

AGNSW

Wednesday 12 May
hisashi tenmyouya | 4.45 pm
liu jianhua | 5.15 pm
wang qingsong | 5.45 pm

ARTSpACE

Thursday 13 May
kamen stoyanov | 12 pm
olga egorova, chto delat | 12.30 pm
marcus coates | 1 pm

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS

Tuesday 18 May
fiona hall | 12.30 pm
janet laurence | 1.30 pm

curaTor Talk aT Mca

sunday 6 June | 2.30 – 3.30 PM

artistic director david elliott gives 
a talk on the 17th biennale of sydney 

and ‘we call Them Pirates out here’.

Come along and listen to a variety of Biennale artists speak 
informally about their work. Talks will take place in the 
vicinity of the artist’s exhibited work. each talk runs for 
approximately 20 minutes.

cockatoo island

yolngu arTisTs resPond
To hiroshi sugiMoTo’s
FARADAY CAGE (2010)
cockatoo island | power house
wednesday 12 may  3 pm 
–
slave Pianos
the fatal score or the spectacle of 
the scaffold (The Way Up and the Way 
Down are One and the Same)
cockatoo island
sunday 16 may  3 pm 
–
Tiger lillies
Cockatoo prison (2010)
cockatoo island | building 74
thursday 20 may, friday 21 may 
and saturday 22 may  7.30 – 9 pm
bookings essential on www.bos17.com
strictly 18+ event
–
warren fahey and
The larrikins 
Damned Souls and Turning Wheels 
(concert series)
cockatoo island
sunday 23 may, 30 may, 6 june 
and 1 august  2 – 3 pm
* concert tickets $10, children under
12 years free of charge.
bookings online www.warrenfahey.com 
or tickets available on the door

mca

angela ellsworTh
Meanwhile, back at the ranch (2010)
museum of contemporary art
saturday 15 may  2.30 pm

the rocks

barThéléMy Toguo
punishment (2010)
the rocks
tuesday 11 may  4.30 pm

sydney Opera House

Jennifer wen Ma
New Adventures of Havoc in Heaven III 
(2010)
sydney opera house
friday 14 may
performances at 6 pm, 7 pm and 7.45 pm 
(5–10 minutes in duration) 

please check www.bos17.com in the 
case of inclement weather

artspace 

skeena reece
Raven: On the Colonial Fleet (2010)
superdeluxe@artspace
friday 14 may and saturday 22 may  

bookings recommended
www.superdeluxe-artspace.com
–
eileen siMPson and ben whiTe 
(oPen Music archive)
parallel Anthology (2010)
superdeluxe@artspace
saturday 15 may 

bookings recommended
www.superdeluxe-artspace.com

∫ talks and performances ∫ ∫  talks and performances ∫

Adrian Stout and Adrian Huge (Tiger Lillies)
publicity image for Cockatoo Prison | 2010
Photograph: Frederic Domont, 2009

 

Performances online

re-live your favouriTe biennale 
arTisT  PerforMances online aT: 

www.bos17.coM/PerforMances
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friday 14 may

session i:  10 am
Poverty, Freedom and Rights
enrique chagoya, amareswar galla 
leah gordon, margaret levi
steven loft 
–
session ii:  1 pm
Is It Smart To Be Materialist?
ekaterina degot, olga egorova
david elliott, gonkar gyatso 
fred tomaselli
–
session iii:  3 pm
History, Experience, Truth and Empathy
dana claxton, bruce w. ferguson 
catriona moore, fiona pardington 
teka selman
–
session iv:  4.30 pm
Chto Delat: Tower Songspiel
olga egorova, presentation of
a new work

saturday 15 may

session i:  10 am
First People, Diaspora and Fourth Worlds
brenda l. croft, claudio dicochea  
ngahiraka mason, kent monkman  
–
session ii:  1 pm
Communities, Commons, Copyright
dr gerald mcmaster, eileen simpson 
and ben white, megan tamati-quennell
–
session iii:  2.30 pm
Curating What?
david a. bailey mbe, ekaterina degot 
david elliott, hu fang, simon njami  
james putnam, pier luigi tazzi 
–
session iv:  4.30 pm
Nick Waterlow Memorial Lecture 
Serenity And Terror In Vermeer, and After

lawrence weschler

in a world wracked by war and mayhem, 
Johannes vermeer retreated into a single 
light-filled room and invented a notion 
of peace grounded in the autonomous 
free agency of his fellow human beings. 
artists have not always, like vermeer, 
been on the side of the angels. This talk 
will invoke obverse instances.

~ forums ~ ~ forums ~

opening week forum
power, poverty, equality and freedom (and how we relate to art …)

other forums and lectures

This two-day Forum relates to the core elements around which the 17th Biennale 
of Sydney – THE BEAUTY OF DISTANCE: Songs of Survival in a 
Precarious Age – has been built. In it the question is asked: how can aesthetic 
values in different cultures be paradigmatic of qualities we all can recognise? 
This is amplified by artists presenting examples of their own work. Moving 
between the ideas and languages of pre-modernity, modernity and now, we 
consider art’s positive power and critical role, how this relates to different 
cultures, and how it has been used as a means of either reinforcing
or subverting ideas of materialism and property, or, alternatively, as an 
expression of non-material or metaphysical value.

The 17th biennale of sydney forum is 
organised in collaboration with the 

international curators forum (icf); the 
university of Technology, sydney (uTs); 

the united states studies centre 
(ussc) at The university of sydney; 

and the faculty of arts and The Power 
institute foundation for art and visual 

culture, The university of sydney. 

www.bos17.com

Friday 14 May and Saturday 15 May
9.30 am – 5.30 pm Domain Theatre,

Art Gallery of NSW
–

The Opening Week Forum is a free event. 
Bookings for one day or two are essential. 

online bookings www.bos17.com

biennale keynoTe address 
THE ORIGINS OF ART
hiroshi sugimoto

–
city recital hall
angel Place
thursday 13 may
7 – 8.30 pm  free

hiroshi sugimoto is one of the most 
significant artists working in the 
medium of photography today. for the
17th biennale of sydney, sugimoto has 
produced a new installation Faraday 
Cage (2010) on cockatoo island, 
which draws upon mythology and the 
history of photography. in this special 
lecture event, sugimoto will reflect 
on his aesthetic interests and on how 
these relate to the origins of art. 
The biennale keynote address was 
made possible thanks to the generous 
support of deutsche bank, education 
Partner of the biennale of sydney.

general admission. bookings not 
required. for more information 
www.bos17.com

biennale focus ii:
NORTH–SOUTH DIALOGUE
–
campbelltown arts centre
campbelltown
friday 21 may 
11 am – 4 pm  free

what are the key turning points in art 
practice and policy for aboriginal art in 
both canada and australia?
a north–south dialogue has, historically, 
concerned ideas of regional–global, 
inclusive and exclusive, of conflict and 
compromise, the question of centre 
and periphery, and the global politics 
of unequal development. what are the 
issues associated with being considered 
‘other’, culturally, semantically, and 
geographically? is there a ‘new’ 
generation of aboriginal artists 
and, if so, is this a social or political 
movement, or a market-driven and artist 
ego aesthetic? 

co-convened by djon mundine oam 
(campbelltown arts centre) and 
dr gerald mcmaster oc (art gallery 
of ontario). featuring dana claxton, 
fiona foley, kent monkman, marianne 
nicolson, christopher pease, skeena 
reece, christian thompson plus 
members of the 2010 canada council 
aboriginal curators delegation.
bookings essential
campbelltown arts centre 
ph (02) 4645 4100 or www.bos17.com

Imaging Identity: Media, Memory 
and Visions of Humanity in the 
Digital present
national Portrait gallery
canberra  15–17 July

a symposium hosted by the 
national Portrait gallery and the 
humanities research centre, 
rsha, australian national 
university.
for more information
www.portrait.gov.au

Chto Delat 
Tower Songspiel | 2010
Courtesy the artists

hiroshi sugimoto 
courtesy the artist

biennale focus i:
DISTANCE, DIASpORA AND 
AESTHETICS IN AFRICAN AND 
CARIBBEAN ART
Organised in collaboration with puma.creative
–
superdeluxe@artspace
woolloomooloo
thursday 13 may 
2 – 4 pm  free

a number of panelists will focus on 
art and curatorship in and around the 
afro-caribbean region, presenting 
and discussing issues around diaspora, 
displacement, poverty and cultural 
production. Questions around the 
origins and experience of art and the 
relation of aesthetics to power will be 
approached within the context of afro-
caribbean contemporary art and culture. 

david a. bailey mbe, roger ballen 
conrad botes, leah gordon 
joy gregory, isaac julien 
amal kenawy, nandipha mntambo 
colin richards, teka selman
penny siopis, allison thompson 
barthélémy toguo

bookings essential www.bos17.com

2010 International Conference 
on the Arts in Society
university of sydney  
sydney college of the arts
rozelle  22–25 July 

The 2010 arts conference will 
address a range of critically 
important issues and themes 
relating to society. david elliott 
will deliver a keynote address.
for more information
www.artsinsociety.com
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• education: schools • • education: kids •

resources

–
THE BEAUTY OF DISTANCE
Student Newspaper
a free stimulus resource for years 9–12 
visual arts students. hard copies are 
available at cockatoo island, Pier 2/3, 
the Mca and artspace. available to 
download: www.bos17.com

Online Teacher’s Kit
This free online kit for 9–12 teachers 
investigates key artists, artworks and 
themes in the exhibition, with images, 
questions and prompts. available to 
download: www.bos17.com

Vodcast interviews and podcast tours
video interviews with biennale artists and 
downloadable podcast tours are available 
for free from the biennale website and 
the education hubs – a great resource for 
students.

Education Hubs
education hubs can be found on 
cockatoo island, Pier 2/3 and at the 
Mca. The hubs contain videos of 
artist interviews, online resources and 
publications. The biennale education 
hubs are made possible through the 
generous support of deutsche bank 
and the gordon darling foundation.

education group bookings

– 
Cockatoo Island
free guided tours leave from the 
cockatoo island education hub at 
11.30 am and 1.30 pm weekdays. 
no bookings are required for school 
excursions to cockatoo island. 

MCA
The Museum of contemporary 
art offers a range of educator-led 
workshops and programs designed to 
highlight the 17th biennale of sydney 
theme to children and students in fun 
and engaging ways. Please refer to the 
Mca website for more information.

advance bookings are essential for self-
guided and Mca educator-led groups. 
Phone Mca learning (02) 9245 2484 
or education@mca.com.au for further 
details.

Art Gallery of New South Wales
all visits by education groups, including 
self-guided visits, must be booked in 
advance. contact (02) 9225 1740
or pp@ag.nsw.gov.au

deuTsche bank 
biennale of sydney 
educaTion ParTner

–
Deutsche Bank is thrilled to work 
with the Biennale of Sydney in 

Fostering Creativity and Enabling 
Talent in support of art education 

for youth.

resources and events kids tour s and activities

teacher events

– 
MCA Teacher Preview
tuesday 18 may
6.30 – 8 pm  free
Teachers are invited to liaise with 
colleagues, collect resources and explore 
key themes and approaches behind the 
17th biennale of sydney.
bookings essential (02) 9245 2484
or education@mca.com.au 

Cockatoo Island Teacher Tour
saturday 22 may
9.30 am – 1 pm  free

Join biennale Public Program and 
education Manager, dr dougal Phillips, 
for insights into the process and 
challenges of developing site-specific 
works for these unique venues. adele 
Maskiell (Mca coordinator formal and 
informal learning) will discuss teaching 
strategies and stage 6 case study 
development. This tour commences 
at Pier 2/3 and includes a ferry trip to 
cockatoo island. in combination with 
the Mca Teacher Preview, this tour will 
provide a model for your own biennale 
experience. 
a partnership program between the 
biennale of sydney and Museum of 
contemporary art. 
bookings essential www.bos17.com

cockatoo island
‘prisoner’s map’‘PriSoner’S MaP’

The Cockatoo Island activity map 
provides a self-guided tour of the island, 
as well as activities and questions for your 
child to complete as they go exploring.

Pick up your free map from the 
Education Hub on Cockatoo Island.

17th Biennale of Sydney | 

ESCApE FROM pRISON ISLAND! 
FREE BIENNALE KIDS’ DAYS
–
saturday 3, 10 and 17 July
10 am – 4 pm  free

Three saturdays especially for kids on 
cockatoo island – held during the July 
2010 school holidays. kids can discover 
the wonders of the island with a special 
‘prisoner’s map’ made just for them, 
and enjoy the fun activities designed to 
teach them about art and the history of 
cockatoo island. 

Just catch the free ferry to cockatoo 
island to participate in creative activities 
with your kids. 

This program is designed for supervised 
participation. Parents must supervise their 
children at all times on cockatoo island.

MAD MONDAYS AT THE MCA 
–
monday 5 July, monday 12 July
10.30 am – 12 pm or
1.30 – 3 pm (repeat session)
level: 5 – 12 year olds  free

Join these lively art-making sessions 
during the 17th biennale of sydney running 
every Monday in the school holidays. 
have fun exploring the biennale and 
create your own amazing artworks.
$12/$10 Mca Members

bookings essential. This program is 
designed for unaccompanied children. 
adult supervision is not required. for 
more information please contact Mca 
learning on (02) 9245 2484 or
education@mca.com.au

SKETCH
–
explore the 17th biennale of sydney with 
this free and fun activity journal packed 
with drawing and writing activities. for 
5 to 12 year olds and their families. 
available free from the Mca front desk.

MCA FAMILY ART DAY
–
sunday 20 June
10.30 am – 2.30 pm  free

explore the 17th biennale of sydney in this 
fun-filled event for all the family. navigate 
your way through art stations located in 
the galleries and participate in art making, 
family friendly guided tours, music and 
performances.

YOUTH GUIDES GALLERY TOURS
–
saturday 24 July, sunday 25 July
10.30 – 11 am and
3.30  – 4 pm  free
as a special event for the biennale, Mca 
has trained members of the generationext 
youth committee as gallery guides to give 
a unique perspective on the exhibition. 
Join them for an informative and lively tour 
for the public.

GENERATIONEXT 
–
Supported by The Balnaves Foundation
sunday 27 June
5.30 – 7.30 pm  free

an after-hours events just for teenagers, 
linked to the 17th biennale of sydney. 
generationext is supervised by Mca 
learning staff and designed with input 
from the generationext youth committee. 
no teachers. no parents.

bookings essential by thursday
24 june to (02) 9241 7196 or
generationext@mca.com.au

kids’ podcast tour

a free podcast tour especially for kids 
is available for download. This tour 

highlights key works on cockatoo island 
providing kid-friendly descriptions of 

artworks and audio activities to help your 
child unpack the exhibition.

go to www.bos17.com
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◊ tours ◊

tour information
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Daily tours of
CoCkatoo islanD 

Weekdays
11.30 am, 1.30 pm  Free

Weekends
11.30 am, 12.30 pm
1.30 pm, 2.30 pm  Free

Join a Daily tour highlighting key works 
on the island. tours will be held from
17 May – 1 august and take approximately 
30 minutes. Bookings are not required. 
tours will leave from the Education Hub 
on Cockatoo island. the Biennale of 
sydney Daily tours program is presented 
in partnership with the College of fine 
arts (cofa), university of new south Wales.

poDCast tours
podcast tours of Cockatoo island and 
the MCa are available to download at 
www.bos17.com. these tours feature 
artistic Director David Elliott and 
selected Biennale artists.

Download the podcasts to your ipod, 
mobile phone or Mp3 player before you 
visit the Biennale. access to vodcasts 
and podcasts is also available at selected 
venues.

the Biennale podcasts were made 
possible through the support of the 
nelson Meers foundation.

Mystery tours

Every Saturday
11.30 am  Free

Come along and join a ‘mystery’ tour 
guide for a unique tour of Cockatoo 
Island. the Biennale has enlisted a diverse 
group of art enthusiasts – from curators, 
to artists, celebrities and writers – to 
guide you around the island.

Bookings essential. Please go to
www.bos17.com to register and receive 
more information.
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≥ music program ≥

live inTernaTional and 
local acTs PerforM aT 
suPerdeluxe@arTsPace 

every friday and saTurday 
nighT (see PP. 74–5)

music information

wednesday 12 may
12 PM arTisT Talk: breTT grahaM Mca P. 78
12.30 PM arTisT Talk: conrad boTes Mca P. 78
1 PM arTisT Talk: Penny sioPis Mca P. 78
1.30 PM arTisT Talk: fred ToMaselli Mca P. 78
3 PM yolngu arTisTs resPond To hiroshi sugiMoTo’s 
 FARADAY CAGE (2010): arTisT PerforMance cockaToo PP. 46, 79
4.45 PM arTisT Talk: hisashi TenMyouya agnsw P. 78
5.15 PM arTisT Talk: liu Jianhua agnsw P. 78
5.45 PM arTisT Talk: wang Qingsong agnsw P. 78
thursday 13 may
11 aM arTisT Talk: yolngu arTisTs, norTh easT arnheM land Mca P. 78
11.30 aM arTisT Talk: gonkar gyaTso Mca P. 78
12 PM  arTisT Talk: dana claxTon Mca P. 78
12 PM  arTisT Talk: JoTa casTro cockaToo P. 78
12 PM arTisT Talk: kaMen sToyanov arTsPace P. 78
12.30 PM arTisT Talk: enriQue chagoya Mca P. 78
12.30 PM arTisT Talk: olga egorova, chTo delaT arTsPace P. 78
12.30 PM arTisT Talk: barThéléMy Toguo cockaToo  P. 78
1 PM arTisT Talk: Marcus coaTes arTsPace P. 78
1 PM arTisT Talk: slave Pianos cockaToo P. 78
1 PM arTisT Talk: sun yuan and Peng yu Mca P. 78
1.30 PM arTisT Talk: ola kolehMainen cockaToo P. 78
1.30 PM arTisT Talk: fiona PardingTon Mca P. 78
2 PM  arTisT Talk: Tsang kin-wah cockaToo P. 78
2 – 4 PM biennale focus i: DISTANCE, DIASpORA AND AESTHETICS arTsPace be, P. 81
7 – 8.30 PM biennale keynoTe address: THE ORIGINS OF ART 
 hiroshi sugiMoTo ciTy reciTal hall, angel Place ga, P. 81
8.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 74 
friday 14 may
9.30 aM – 5.30 PM oPening week foruM: day one agnsw dT  be, P. 80
12 PM arTisT Talk: MarTin Jacobson Mca P. 78
12 PM arTisT Talk: roberT MacPherson cockaToo  P. 78
12.30 PM arTisT Talk: nandiPha MnTaMbo Mca P. 78
12.30 PM arTisT Talk: isaac Julien cockaToo  P. 78
1 PM arTisT Talk: rosslynd PiggoTT cockaToo  P. 78
1 PM arTisT Talk: shen shaoMin Mca P. 78
1.30 PM arTisT Talk: Pvi collecTive Mca P. 78
1.30 PM arTisT Talk: reuben PaTerson cockaToo P. 78
2 PM arTisT Talk: JeMiMa wyMan cockaToo P. 78
2.30 PM arTisT Talk: aMal kenawy cockaToo P. 78
6 PM, 7 PM, 7.45 PM Jennifer wen Ma: arTisT PerforMance soh PP. 59, 79
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace  lT, P. 74 
 feaTuring PerforMance by skeena reece  PP. 72, 79
saturday 15 may
9.30 aM – 5.30 PM oPening week foruM: day Two agnsw, dT be, P. 80
11.30 aM arTisT Talk: roger ballen cockaToo P. 78
12 PM arTisT Talk: richard grayson cockaToo P. 78

12 PM  arTisT Talk: håkan rehnberg mca P. 78
12.30 PM arTisT Talk: PeTer hennessey cockaToo P. 78
12.30 PM arTisT Talk: laTiesha fazakas on beau dick Mca P. 78
1 PM arTisT Talk: angela ellsworTh Mca P. 78
1 PM arTisT Talk: yang fudong cockaToo P. 78
1.30 PM arTisT Talk: lorraine connelly-norThey Mca P. 78
1.30 PM arTisT Talk: kaTe McMillan cockaToo P. 78
2 PM arTisT Talk: Mikala dwyer cockaToo P. 78
2 PM arTisT Talk: chrisToPher Pease Mca P. 78
2.30 PM angela ellsworTh: arTisT PerforMance Mca PP. 42, 79
2.30 PM arTisT Talk: JonaThan barnbrook cockaToo P. 78
3 PM arTisT Talk: brook andrew cockaToo P. 78
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace  lT, P. 74 
 feaTuring PerforMance by eileen siMPson and ben whiTe  PP. 71, 79 

daTe / TiMe evenT inforMaTion venue More info

be  Bookings essential
lt  Limited tickets
ga  General admission
te  Ticketed event

cockatoo  Cockatoo Island
mca  Museum of Contemporary Art
soh  Sydney Opera House
rgb  Royal Botanic Gardens
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IRONWOOD pRESENTS
waTer dreaMers

australian’s renowned ensemble 
ironwood will perform three concerts in 
July creating a musical–visual exploration 
around the coves, cliffs and songlines 
of harbours native and foreign. new 
australian and old colonial works will 
be performed on period instruments, 
integrating with cockatoo island’s own 
layers of time and the multimedia works 
by biennale artists.

Jane sheldon, one of australia’s most 
diverse singers, will join the ironwood 
string quartet on saturday 24 July 
and sunday 25 July, to perform the 
world premiere of Water Dreamers by 
australian/american composer kevin 
March and australian Paul stanhope’s 
Sea Chronicles.

on sunday 18 July, ironwood will be 
joined by their developing artists, 
performing a selection of beautiful and 
bizarre works from the baroque in a 
program titled ‘cabinet of curiosities’.
Presented by ironwood in association 
with the 17th biennale of sydney.  

Cockatoo Island

18, 24 and 25 July, 3 pm
60 mins (no interval)
Tickets $10, children free 

Bookings (02) 9389 8117
companion card holders will receive 
a second ticket for their companion/
carer at no charge.

MUSICA VIVA INTERNATIONAL 
CONCERT SEASON 2010

in May, europe’s most dynamic 
and exciting early music ensemble, 
The harp consort, will present the 
fabulously rich folk history of the irish 
baroque. formed around a collection 
of stringed and wind instruments,
The harp consort is a unique 
collaboration of music and dance.

from Prague, the Pavel haas Quartet 
will make their debut in australia in July 
and august. The award-winning quartet, 
named after the czech composer who 
was killed at auschwitz, will bring to 
the stage a feast of vibrant czech music 
with a fresh and purposeful energy sure 
to keep you on the edge of your seat.

Presented by Musica viva in association 
with the 17th biennale of sydney.

The Harp Consort 
10 May, 7pm | 22 May, 1.30 pm

Pavel Haas Quartet 
24 July, 1.30 pm | 2 august, 7 pm

Bookings Ticketed event, bookings 
essential. city recital hall, angel Place
(02) 8256 2222
www.cityrecitalhall.com

for further information, brochure and 
free cd phone 1800 688 482 or visit 
www.musicaviva.com.au

± events calendar ±

agnsw dt  Art Gallery of New South Wales,
Domain Theatre
cac  Campbelltown Arts Centre



sunday 16 may
12 PM arTisT Talk: kiM Jones Mca P. 78
12 PM  arTisT Talk: aes+f cockaToo P. 78
12.30 PM arTisT Talk: claudio dicochea Mca P. 78
1 PM arTisT Talk: kenT MonkMan Mca P. 78
12.30 PM arTisT Talk: Joy gregory cockaToo P. 78
1 PM arTisT Talk: brodie ellis cockaToo P. 78
1 – 3 PM Pechakucha oPening evenT arTsPace lT, P. 76
1.30 PM arTisT Talk: alex Morrison Mca P. 78
1.30 PM arTisT Talk: daniel crooks cockaToo P. 78 
2 PM arTisT Talk: warren fahey and Mic gruchy cockaToo P. 78
2 PM  arTisT Talk: MeTTe Tronvoll Mca P. 78
2.30 PM arTisT Talk: chrisTian ThoMPson cockaToo P. 78
3 PM slave Pianos: concerT cockaToo PP. 24, 79
3 – 5 PM filM PrograM oPening evenT: harry sMiTh arTsPace P. 77
monday 17 may
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
tuesday 18 may
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85 
12.30 PM arTisT Talk: fiona hall rbg P. 78
1.30 PM arTisT Talk: JaneT laurence rbg P. 78
6.30 – 8.30 PM Mca Teacher Preview Mca  be, P. 82
wednesday 19 may
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
thursday 20 may
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 – 9 PM Tiger lillies: arTisT PerforMance cockaToo 18+ evenT, PP. 26, 79
7.30 PM – 12 aM Pechakucha aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 76
friday 21 may
11 aM  – 4 PM biennale focus ii: norTh–souTh dialogue cac  be, P. 81
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 – 9 PM Tiger lillies: arTisT PerforMance cockaToo 18+ evenT, PP. 26, 79
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 74
saturday 22 may
9.30 aM – 1 PM cockaToo island Teacher Tour cockaToo be, P. 82
11.30 aM MysTery Tour cockaToo  be, P. 85
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
1.30 PM Musica viva: The harP consorT ciTy reciTal hall, angel Place Te, be, P. 86
7.30 – 9 PM Tiger lillies: arTisT PerforMance cockaToo 18+ evenT, PP. 26, 79
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace  lT, P. 74 
 feaTuring PerforMance by skeena reece  PP. 72, 79
sunday 23 may
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
2 – 3 PM warren fahey and The larrikins cockaToo Te, PP. 15, 79
3 – 5 PM  filM PrograM aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace P. 77
monday 24 may – wednesday 26 may
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
thursday 27 may
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM Pechakucha aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 76
friday 28 may
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 74
saturday 29 may
9.30 aM – 1 PM cockaToo island Teacher Tour cockaToo be, P. 82
11 aM lord Mayor coMMuniTy access day: 
 audio descriPTion Tour Mca be, P. 84
11.30 aM  MysTery Tour cockaToo be, P. 85
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
1 PM lord Mayor coMMuniTy access day: auslan Tour Mca be, P. 84
7.30 – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace P. 74
sunday 30 may
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
2 – 3PM warren fahey and The larrikins cockaToo Te, PP. 15, 79
3 – 5 PM filM PrograM aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace  P. 77
monday 31 may – wednesday 2 June
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
thursday 3 June
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM Pechakucha aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 76
friday 4 June
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 74
saturday 5 June
11.30 aM MysTery Tour cockaToo be, P. 85
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 74

sunday 6 June
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
2 – 3 PM warren fahey and The larrikins cockaToo Te, PP. 15, 79
2.30 – 3.30 PM  david ellioTT curaTor Talk Mca P. 78
3 – 5 PM filM PrograM aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace P. 77
monday 7 June – wednesday 9 June
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
thursday 10 June
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM Pechakucha aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 76
friday 11 June
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 74
saturday 12 June
11.30 aM  MysTery Tour cockaToo be, P. 85
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 74
sunday 13 June
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
3 – 5 PM filM PrograM aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace P. 77
monday 14 June – wednesday 16 June
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
thursday 17 June
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM Pechakucha aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 76
friday 18 June
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 74
saturday 19 June
11.30 aM MysTery Tour cockaToo be, P. 85 
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 74
sunday 20 June
10.30 aM – 2.30 PM Mca faMily arT day Mca P. 83
11 aM lord Mayor coMMuniTy access day: auslan Tour cockaToo  be, P. 84
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
2 PM lord Mayor coMMuniTy access day: 
 audio descriPTion Tour cockaToo be, P. 84
3 – 5 PM filM PrograM aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace P. 77
monday 21 June – wednesday 23 June
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
thursday 24 June
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM Pechakucha aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 76
friday 25 June
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace  lT, P. 84
saturday 26 June
11.30 aM  MysTery Tour cockaToo  be, P. 85
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 74
sunday 27 June
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
3 – 5 PM filM PrograM aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace P. 77
5.30 – 7.30 PM generaTionexT Mca be, P. 83
monday 28 June – wednesday 30 June
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
thursday 1 July
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM Pechakucha aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 76
friday 2 July
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 84
saturday 3 July
10 aM – 4 PM kids’ day cockaToo P. 83
11.30 aM – 12.30 PM MysTery Tour cockaToo  be, P. 85
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 74
sunday 4 July
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
3 – 5 PM filM PrograM aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace P. 77
monday 5 July
10.30 aM – 12 PM Mad Mondays aT The Mca Mca be, P. 83
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
1.30 PM – 3 PM Mad Mondays aT The Mca (rePeaT session) Mca be, P. 83
tuesday 6 July – wednesday 7 July
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85

daTe / TiMe evenT inforMaTion venue More infodaTe / TiMe evenT inforMaTion venue More info



thursday 8 July
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM Pechakucha aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 76
friday 9 July
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 74
saturday 10 July
10 aM – 4 PM kids’ day cockaToo P. 83
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
11.30 aM MysTery Tour cockaToo  be, P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 74
sunday 11 July
11 aM lord Mayor coMMuniTy access day: auslan Tour rbg  be, P. 84
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
1 PM lord Mayor coMMuniTy access day: 
 audio descriPTion Tour rbg  be, P. 84
3 – 5 PM filM PrograM aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace P. 77
monday 12 July
10.30 aM – 12 PM Mad Mondays aT The Mca Mca be, P. 83
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
1.30 PM – 3 PM Mad Mondays aT The Mca (rePeaT session) Mca be, P. 83
tuesday 13 July – wednesday 14 July
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
thursday 15 July
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM Pechakucha aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 76
friday 16 July
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 74
saturday 17 July
10 aM – 4 PM kids’ day cockaToo P. 83
11.30 aM  MysTery Tour cockaToo  be, P. 85
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85 
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 74
sunday 18 July
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85 
3 PM ironwood PerforMance: CABINET OF CURIOSITIES cockaToo Te, P. 86
3 – 5 PM filM PrograM aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace P. 77
monday 19 July – wednesday 21 July
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
thursday 22 July  
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85 
7.30 PM – 12 aM Pechakucha aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 76
friday 23 July
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85 
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 74
saturday 24 July
10.30 aM – 11 aM youTh guides gallery Tour Mca P. 83
11 aM – 2 PM ironwood shorT PerforMances cockaToo
11.30 aM MysTery Tour cockaToo  be, P. 85
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85 
1.30 PM – 3 PM Musica viva: Pavel haas QuarTeT ciTy reciTal hall, angel Place  Te, be, P. 86
3 PM ironwood PerforMance: WATER DREAMERS cockaToo Te, P. 86
3.30  – 4 PM youTh guides gallery Tour Mca P. 83
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 74
sunday 25 July
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85 
3 PM ironwood PerforMance: WATER DREAMERS cockaToo Te, P. 86
3 – 5 PM filM PrograM aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace P. 77
monday 26 July – wednesday 28 July
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85
thursday 29 July
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85 
7.30 PM – 12 aM Pechakucha aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 76
friday 30 July
11.30 aM, 1.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85 
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 74
saturday 31 July
11.30 aM  MysTery Tour cockaToo  be, P. 85
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85 
7.30 PM – 12 aM suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace lT, P. 74
sunday 1 august
11.30 aM, 12.30 PM, 1.30 PM, 2.30 PM daily Tour cockaToo P. 85 
2 – 3 PM warren fahey and The larrikins cockaToo Te, PP. 15, 79
3 – 5 PM filM PrograM aT suPerdeluxe@arTsPace arTsPace P. 77

JOnaThan BarnBrOOk is a leading graphic designer and typographer. Barnbrook and his design 
team at the Barnbrook studio in London have created an expansive graphic identity for the

17th Biennale of Sydney, including the design of the exhibition catalogue, THE BEAUTY OF DISTANCE: 
Songs of Survival in a Precarious Age, and an exclusive range of Biennale merchandise.

catalogue (and other nice things to buy)

Products are available at 
Biennale venues and online at 

www.bos17.com

Introduction by David Elliott and essays by Jimmie Durham, 
Warren Fahey, Bruce W. Ferguson, Ngahiraka Mason, Howard 

Morphy, Gerald McMaster, Suhail Malik, Dougal Phillips, 
Skeena Reece, Rani Singh and Lawrence Weschler. Features 

texts by Jean Le Rond D’Alembert, Bob Dylan, Jeremy Bentham, 
Arthur Schopenhauer and Harry Smith, as well as accounts of 

Canadian and Australian First Encounters.

2.

1.

4.

5.

3.

1. Sketchbook
2. Exhibition catalogue

3. T-shirt
4. Tote bag

5. Umbrella

 The Beauty of Distance: Songs of Survival in a Precarious Age 
Paperback, 352 pages, rrp$45 (incl. GST) 

Co-published with Thames & Hudson Australia 
ISBN 978 0 646 52794 9 | Limited Edition

daTe / TiMe evenT inforMaTion venue More info
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~ transport ~

BY TRAIN

stop at circular Quay to visit the Mca or 
to board the cockatoo island free ferry 
service at commissioner’s steps (western 
side of Quay). 

stop at Martin Place to walk to the royal 
botanic gardens along Macquarie street. 

stop at st James to walk to the art gallery 
of nsw along art gallery road; to reach 
artspace, take the steps from art gallery 
road down to cowper wharf road. 

BY BUS
sydney buses operates an extensive 
network of bus services throughout the 
city. bus kiosks are situated at circular 
Quay, wynyard station, Queen victoria 
building and railway square (central 
station). go to: www.sydneybuses.info 

BY FERRY
free ferries to and from cockatoo island 
are accessible from the commissioner’s 
steps, circular Quay and Pier 2/3, walsh 
bay. see the free ferry timetable on the 
back cover of this guide, or go to: 
www.bos17.com

visiting the 17 th biennale of sydney

BY BIKE 

why not ride to the biennale? There are 
plenty of reasons to get on a bike. you 
can even take your bike to cockatoo 
island via ferry. for more information on 
cycling in sydney, including maps showing 
recommended bike routes and bike 
parking, visit: www.cityofsydney.nsw.
gov.au/cycling

BY FOOT
The vittoria biennale artwalk  will guide 
you from venue to venue. start at Pier 
2/3, walsh bay (a free ferry stop) and 
walk through The rocks to the Mca (a 
ferry stop to cockatoo island), then past 
the sydney opera house, through the 
royal botanic gardens to the art gallery 
of nsw, and follow the steps down 
to artspace. To download the vittoria 
artwalk Map go to:
www.bos17.com

ACCESS
for access information for the 17th 
biennale of sydney, please refer to p. 80.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
for all your transport information needs, 
including timetables, trip planning and 
fares on buses, train and ferries within 
the greater sydney area, contact the 
Transport infoline:

Transport infoline: 131 500 or go to
www.131500.info



f r e e  f e r r y  S E r V I C E

to cockatoo island
and pier 2/3  
12 May – 1 augusT 2010

FREE FERRY PARTNERS
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16.00 16.30  16.45 

   – 17.30  17.45 
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13.30 14.00 14.15
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15.30 16.00 16.15
16.00 16.30 16.45
 –  17.00 17.15
 –  17.30 17.45 
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Monday – friday  saTurday – sunday 

Timetable may be subject to change

free
ferry

Venues:
C o C k a t o o  I s l a n d 

Pier 2/3 
mUseUm Of cOnTempOrary arT 

S y d n e y  O p e r a  H O u S e 
Royal Botanic Gardens 

artsPace 
art Gallery of nsw  

(Grand court)


